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ABSTRACT 

  

In humans, adverse social exposures (ASEs) such as stress or trauma can exert both acute 

and long-lasting biological and psychological effects. This is especially true during critical 

periods of development such as childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood. Numerous 

biological systems are affected in response to ASEs, but variability in neuroimaging structural, 

functional, and connectivity measures within the fronto-limbic pathway are repeatedly observed 

in association with ASEs. The hippocampus, amygdala, and frontal cortex, key members of the 

fronto-limbic pathway, support critical cognitive functions that are notably impaired in numerous 

mood- and stress-related psychiatric illnesses. Replicable variability of the aforementioned 

neuroimaging measures are also noted in associated with psychiatric illnesses. Together, 

variability in these fronto-limbic structure, function, and connectivity measures are regarded as 

neural correlates of ASEs and neural endophenotypes of psychiatric illness.  

In rodents, stressor paradigms are commonly employed to investigate the molecular 

effects of ASEs and can be a significant source of human-relevant insight. With these rodent 

models, researchers have observed cognitive and neurobiological effects that mirror ASE-

associated effects in humans. In contrast, environmental enrichment (EE) can exert positive 

physiological and cognitive effects and can rescue the negative effects of ASEs (as observed in 

both humans and rodents). It appears then, that the effects of ASEs and EE potentially operate on 

similar underlying neurobiological substrates in the fronto-limbic pathway.  

To this end, the molecular mechanisms supporting the biological embedding of our 

external environments have come under investigation. Epigenetic mechanisms, such as 5-methyl-

cytosine (5mC) marks at cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) base pair sequences, are now 
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regarded as potential mediators of gene by environment interactions. However, current 

technological limitations make it impossible to measure epigenetics in the living human brain--

the primary etiological tissue of interest regarding mental health outcomes.  

To overcome these barriers, researchers have forged alternative paths towards elucidating 

the relationships between our external environments and the epigenetic mechanisms that 

purportedly potentiate experience-dependent changes across the CNS. Two such methods are 

utilized in the current research, after an initial overview of relevant literature in Chapter 1. In 

Chapter 2 and 3, I use genome-scale bioinformatics approaches in tandem with structural 

neuroimaging measures from the fronto-limbic pathway to investigate whether variability in 

peripheral tissue-derived 5mC clusters may represent pathways through which ASEs experienced 

in childhood and adulthood may become biologically embedded. In Chapter 4, I leverage 

secondary data analysis methods on a mouse model of EE to investigate the effects of EE on 

locus-specific epigenomic and transcriptomic measures from dorsal and ventral dentate gyrus in 

the hippocampus. Chapter 5 discusses the implications of these findings and their contributions 

to the existing literature surrounding neurobiological and epigenetic variability associated with 

ASEs and EE.  

 Overall, this work uses novel genome-scale bioinformatics approaches to investigate  

underlying epigenetic mechanisms associated with, and/or potentially responsible for the 

biological embedding of external environments. It provides novel insights to the fields of stress, 

trauma, and psychiatric illness by providing network-level and locus-specific peripheral 

biomarkers of ASEs, peripheral epigenetic profiles associated with neural endophenotypes of 

psychiatric illness, in addition to potentially mechanistic epigenetic mediators of EE-related 

biological embedding in the hippocampus.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Adverse social exposures and their prevalence 

Humans can experience a wide range of adverse social exposures (ASEs) throughout 

their lifetimes. These could include childhood maltreatment, trauma exposure (TE) across 

childhood and adulthood, stressful life events (SLEs), measures of low socioeconomic status 

(SES) such as low income or low education attainment, or even living with a caregiver diagnosed 

with psychopathology, among others.  

These exposures are both prevalent and impactful in the United States (US). Regarding 

TE, past year physical or psychological abuse in US children ranges from 4% to 16%[1], 

meaning that roughly up to one in six children has been subjected to abuse in the past year. 

Projecting forward in development, it is estimated that between 50% and 90% of adults will have 

experienced as least one occurrence of a TE in their lifetime[2–5] – the majority of adults in our 

social networks have likely been exposed to trauma. In addition, poverty rates in the US range 

from 12% to 15%[6], and over one million students per year leave high school without a diploma 

or GED[7]. Likely due, in part, to the high prevalence of these exposures, children often grow up 

in homes in which a parent is diagnosed with a psychiatric illness. To this end, it is estimated that 

~12.8 million parents (18.2%) suffer yearly from some form of psychiatric illness, and that ~2.7 

million parents (3.8%) suffer yearly from a serious psychiatric illness[8]. 

 

1.2 Effects of adverse social exposures in humans 

In addition to their wide-reaching prevalence in the US, it is apparent that these 

exposures can exert both acute and long-lasting cognitive and psychological effects. For 
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example, investigations into the effects of early life stress and trauma reveal decreases in 

executive function as measured in adolescents[9] and adults[10]. Low SES is associated with 

similar effects in children[11] and adults[12], and poverty-related stress is associated with 

increased internalizing/externalizing symptoms, in addition to involuntary 

engagement/disengagement stress responses in those same age groups[13]. In a similar vein, 

researchers have also observed that the children of caregivers with major depressive disorder 

(MDD), are more likely to develop aberrant internalizing/externalizing symptoms as well as 

social, cognitive, and academic difficulties[14, 15].  

Given the notable cognitive effects associated with these exposure, it is not surprising 

that ASEs are also frequently associated with an increased risk of psychopathology 

development[16–23]. Indeed, the effects of childhood maltreatment or trauma on long term 

mental health prognoses are well-documented. In a recent meta-analysis of over 190 studies and 

68,000 participants, researchers observed that higher measures of childhood maltreatment 

(including traumas such as emotional abuse, physical abuse, sexual abuse) were positively 

associated with MDD diagnosis later in life and with depression symptom severity[24]. This 

built upon previous work in the field showing that exposure to any form of maltreatment during 

childhood was associated with a two-fold risk of MDD development, and nearly a three-fold risk 

of generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) development in adulthood[25]. TE in adulthood is also 

associated with an increased risk of MDD, which in turn is highly comorbid with post-traumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD) development[22, 23]. Other ASEs such as low SES and SLEs are also 

associated with the development of psychopathology, specifically including MDD[16–19], 

schizophrenia[20], and neuroticism[21]. 
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The societal impact of these psychiatric illnesses cannot be understated. In fact, in 

calculating and assessing the years lived with disability (YLD) across 289 diseases from 1990 to 

2010, researchers found that the overall top contributors to global YLD were mental and 

behavioral disorders[26]. More specifically, MDD was second only to lower back injury in their 

ranking, and anxiety disorders occupied the sixth highest position on the list[26]. A similar study 

conducted in the US specifically found that one of the top three leading causes of disability was 

depression[27]. Branching out, researchers noted that risk of suicide is particularly high in those 

diagnosed with PTSD, that a majority of potential PTSD sufferers do not receive treatment, and 

that the overall consequences of PTSD are comparable to those of other seriously impairing 

mental health disorders[28].  

 

1.3 Potential substrates of biological embedding  

Although individual mood- or stress-related psychiatric illnesses can present with 

heterogenous symptom clusters, across illnesses a number of symptoms are shared[29]. 

Therefore, it stands to reason that ASEs act on common physiological or neurobiological 

substrates to portend such common symptoms. To this end, major physiological systems affected 

by these exposures include the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA)-axis[30, 31], immune 

system[32–34], and central nervous system (CNS)[35–52]. The HPA-axis is the key mediator of 

the body’s response to perceived stressors. In “healthy” individuals, in response to such stressors, 

fronto-limbic brain regions associated with cognitive function, emotional reactivity, and memory 

are activated[53]. These brain regions, which are critical in mediating adaptive behavioral 

responses, include the hippocampus, amygdala, and frontal cortices[53]. Through bi-directional 

axonal projections, these regions activate the HPA-axis’ neural hub, the paraventricular nucleus 
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of the hypothalamus. From there, an endocrine cascade stimulates the eventual release of 

glucocorticoids (GCs) from the adrenal cortices of the kidneys; GCs are critical to 

immunological, metabolic, cardiac, and homeostatic functions throughout the body[54]. GCs act 

mechanistically in and around the CNS and peripheral nervous system, including serving as a 

long-range negative feedback mechanism to inhibit further HPA-axis activity[54]. Additionally, 

the ligands and receptors of cytokines and neurotransmitters are shared throughout the CNS, 

HPA-axis, and immune systems[55, 56]. Aberrant responses to this signaling can result in neural 

growth, inflammation, metabolism, and stress-related pathway disruption through molecular 

mechanisms[57].  

Integrating some of these proposed mechanisms more comprehensively, the 

neuroimmune network hypothesis is one framework used to explain the physiological 

mechanisms via which ASEs are biologically embedded. The neuroimmune network hypothesis 

focuses on the integrated, bi-directional network of the CNS and the immune system[58], and 

posits that exposure to ASEs impacts communication between peripheral inflammatory signals 

and fronto-limbic brain regions. Researchers posit that this relationship is especially salient 

during childhood, a notably plastic window of physiological and psychological development[59]. 

These inflammatory signals disrupt the inter-dependent functions of the fronto-limbic pathway, 

leading to altered behavioral states, and the pre-disposition to develop aberrant stress responses 

later in life[60]. 

Given the complex interactions between the body’s stress-response, immune, and central 

nervous systems, and the range of cognitive and psychopathology effects seen in association with 

ASEs, one could justly posit that the effects of ASEs could also observed in the CNS. To this 

end, variability in structural, functional, and connectivity measures within the fronto-limbic 
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pathway are repeatedly observed in association with ASEs[35–52]. These included volumetric, 

cortical thickness (CT), and surface area (SA) measures taken from the hippocampus, amygdala, 

frontal cortex, and more specifically from frontal cortex subregions (frontal pole: FP, superior 

frontal gyrus: SFG, rostral middle frontal gyrus: RMFG, anterior cingulate cortex: ACC, and the 

orbito-frontal cortex: OFC), among others. Exposures of interest from these studies in 

children/adolescents included low maternal support[45], hostile parenting[40], childhood 

neglect[36] and physical abuse[36], interpersonal trauma[49], low familial income-to-needs 

ratio[40], and low SES[36]. In a strong majority of these studies, researchers identified lower 

hippocampus, amygdala, or frontal cortex volumes in association with ASE exposure. Studies 

investigating ASEs in adults rendered similar results as investigations in children[47–52]. It 

appears then, that ASEs experienced across childhood and adulthood are generally associated 

with lower hippocampal, amygdala, and frontal cortex morphometry measures, and that these 

signatures should be considered neural correlates of such exposures. Importantly though, 

depending on the exposure of interest, the hemisphere-specificity, and the brain region of 

interest, these associations go unobserved in some studies which also report positive results[39], 

highlighting the heterogenous nature of the potential neurobiological effects of ASEs. 

Importantly, the critical cognitive functions of the fronto-limbic pathway brain regions 

are notably impaired in numerous psychiatric illnesses, including but not limited to PTSD[61], 

MDD[62], GAD[63], bipolar disorder[64], and schizophrenia[64]. Together, variability in these 

fronto-limbic structure, function, and connectivity measures are regarded as neural correlates of 

ASEs and as endophenotypes of psychiatric illness development[65–67].  
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1.4 Rodent models for human-relevant insights 

In rodents, stressor paradigms are commonly employed to investigate the molecular 

effects of ASEs and can be a significant source of human-relevant insight. These models are 

especially important, considering that the CNS appears to be a major substrate in the biological 

embedding of the external environment. In rodents, these paradigms have well-documented 

morphological effects on brain regions belonging to the fronto-limbic pathway[68–70], in 

addition to cognitive systems in rodents[71–75] that mirror effects of ASEs observed in humans.  

On the other hand, environmental enrichment (EE), typically regarded as housing 

methods in which the potential for social interactions and novel object exploration are increased 

compared to standard housing[76], compensates for or rescues many effects of stress exposure in 

rodents[77–81]. Researchers have also observed that EE in rodents is associated with notable 

improvement in cognitive and behavioral domains[82–86], and neurobiological changes to the 

hippocampus and associated cortical regions. Increased neurogenesis[87–90], 

synaptogenesis[91], and gliogenesis[90], as well as increased dendrite outgrowth[83], cortical 

neurotransmission[92], and long term potentiation[93] have all been observed in rodent models 

of EE. EE has also been shown to increase adult hippocampal volume[94] and granule cell 

neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus[95] (a hippocampal sub-region which is responsible for 

neurogenesis throughout the life cycle).  

Importantly, the effects of ASEs and EE are especially salient during periods in 

physiological development where the CNS is particularly plastic, namely childhood, 

adolescence, and young adulthood. Indeed, a number of the neurobiological changes associated 

with EE, as noted above, have been observed in these periods of developmental plasticity[90, 91, 

93]. This concept was further highlighted in a recent study that applied early life stress in a post-
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natal rodent model, and then rescued the behavioral (fear response to conditioned stimulus) and 

neurobiological (survival and activation of newborn hippocampal neurons) effects through 

EE[96]. 

It appears then, that the effects of stressor and EE paradigms in rodents operate on similar 

underlying neurobiological substrates: the fronto-limbic pathway, including the hippocampus 

and dentate gyrus. This implies that bi-directional alterations to underlying molecular regulatory 

networks may be at play in response to these divergent exposures. This concept is not specific to 

rodents, as noted by the hypothetical neglect-enrichment continuum discussed in the context of 

human children/adolescents[97].This hypothetical framework states that the “healthy” 

development of children and adolescents is dependent on environmental/caregiver facilitation of 

either deprivation or enrichment. As reviewed in King et al 2019[97], evidence suggests that 

exposure to both ends of this common spectrum act on the fronto-limbic pathways of the brain. 

Therefore, identifying molecular alterations in the rodent brain associated with EE could provide 

valuable insight regarding molecular resilience to ASEs in humans. 

 

1.5 Studying potential mechanisms of biological embedding 

To this end, the molecular mechanisms playing a role in the biological embedding of 

external exposures, such as ASEs and EE, have come under investigation in both humans and 

rodents. Numerous epigenetic mechanisms have been identified that serve as potential substrates 

for gene by environment interaction, including post-translational histone tail modifications, small 

non-coding RNA alterations, and long non-coding RNA molecule alterations. The epigenetic 

process of DNA methylation, which commonly refers to the addition of a 5-methyl-cytosine 

(5mC) residue to a cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) base-pair, is another epigenetic 
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mechanism that is understood to enhance or reduce mRNA transcription of genes in an 

experience-dependent, and temporally-stable manner[98–100]. In addition to CpG methylation 

(mCG), neuronal cell types have specifically unique patterns of non-CpG methylation (mCH) 

that can also dictate transcriptional regulation[101]. These epigenetic mechanisms are known 

mediators of gene by environment interactions[102–104], but current technological limitations 

make it impossible to measure epigenetics in the living human brain--the primary etiological 

tissue of interest in regards to mental health outcomes. To overcome these innate barriers, 

researchers have forged alternative paths towards elucidating the relationships between our 

external environments and the epigenetic mechanisms that potentiate experience-dependent 

changes across the CNS. 

Two such approaches are utilized in the current research. The first approach is utilized in 

Chapters 2 and 3, where human peripheral tissue measurements of mCG serve as proxies for 

those taken from etiological tissue. It is well-documented that these peripheral epigenetic 

measures can index changes to the HPA-axis[105, 106], immune system[107, 108], and 

CNS[109–111], although the direction of effect may be discordant across tissues[110, 112]. 

Peripheral epigenetic measures can also index CNS-relevant endophenotypes of psychiatric 

illness development, as observed in studies using neuroimaging and peripheral epigenetic 

measures in tandem. However, these studied have primarily utilized candidate gene approaches, 

for example, investigating mCG in the SLC6A4[113–115], NR3C1[116, 117], FKBP5[118], and 

SKA2[119, 120] genes and neuroimaging measures of structure and function from the frontal 

cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala. Findings show that peripheral mCG can index CNS 

structural variability[113–120] associated with psychiatric illness development, and that locus-

specific peripheral mCG can mediate ASE-associated CNS structure variability[120]. In these 
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chapters, I use genome-scale bioinformatics approaches in tandem with structural neuroimaging 

measures from the fronto-limbic pathway to investigate whether variability in peripheral tissue-

derived mCG clusters represent pathways through which ASEs experienced in childhood and 

adulthood may become biologically embedded. 

The second approach, as utilized in Chapter 4, uses secondary data analysis methods on a 

rodent model of EE to investigate epigenetic and transcriptomic mechanisms of biological 

embedding in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. In the original publication, researchers used 

high-resolution in vivo structural MRI to observe distinct increases in hippocampal volume in 

EE-exposed mice, in both dorsal (+8.5%) and ventral poles (+6.1%)[121]. In addition, EE was 

associated with a +60% increase in newborn neurons labeled with 5′-bromo-2′-dexoyuridine 

across the dorsal and ventral subregions of the dentate gyrus. In a separate cohort of animals, 

they used next-generation sequencing methods and identified altered mCG and mCH profiles in 

dentate gyrus subregions, which correlated with mRNA expression across discrete regions of the 

genome. Although the aforementioned research effectively investigated the effects of EE on 

CNS methylation and transcription, their methods focused on genomic-region level effects, i.e. 

differentially methylated regions characterized by shared methylation patterns across large 

stretches of DNA sequence. They were also focused on investigating the molecular differences 

between the dorsal and ventral subregions of the dentate gyrus. However, their research did not 

clearly investigate the locus-specific effects of EE on DNA methylation, or the potential 

mediating effects of DNA methylation on the relationship between EE and differential mRNA 

transcription, as done in Chapter 4.  
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1.6 Summary 

 Overall, this work uses novel genome-scale bioinformatics approaches to investigate  

potential underlying epigenetic mechanisms associated with, and/or potentially responsible for, 

the biological embedding of external environments. It provides novel insights to the fields of 

stress, trauma, and psychiatric illness by providing network-level and locus-specific peripheral 

biomarkers of ASEs, peripheral epigenetic profiles associated with neural endophenotypes of 

psychiatric illness, in addition to potentially mechanistic epigenetic mediators of EE-related 

biological embedding in the hippocampal dentate gyrus in mouse. 



1 This chapter is available at BMC Clinical Epigenetics (10.1186/s13148-021-01056-y). 
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CHAPTER 2: ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN CHILDHOOD FAMILY EMOTIONAL 

HEALTH, FRONTO-LIMBIC GREY MATTER VOLUME, AND SALIVA 5MC IN 

YOUNG ADULTHOOD1 

 

2.1 Abstract 

 Poor family emotional health (FEH) during childhood is prevalent and impactful, and 

likely confers similar neurodevelopmental risks as other adverse social environments (ASEs). 

Pointed FEH study efforts are underdeveloped, and the mechanisms by which poor FEH are 

biologically embedded are unclear. The current exploratory study examined whether variability 

in 5-methyl-cytosine (5mC) and fronto-limbic grey matter volume may represent pathways 

through which FEH may become biologically embedded.  

In 98 university students aged 18-22 years, retrospective self-reported childhood FEH 

was associated with right hemisphere hippocampus (b=10.4, p=0.005), left hemisphere amygdala 

(b=5.3, p=0.009), and right hemisphere amygdala (b=5.8, p=0.016) volumes. After pre-

processing and filtering to 5mC probes correlated between saliva and brain, analyses showed that 

childhood FEH was associated with 49 5mC principal components (module eigengenes; MEs) 

(prange=3x10-6 to 0.047). Saliva-derived 5mC MEs partially mediated the association between 

FEH and right hippocampal volume (Burlywood ME indirect effect b=-111, p=0.014), and fully 

mediated the FEH and right amygdala volume relationship (Pink4 ME indirect effect b=-48, 

p=0.026). Modules were enriched with probes falling in genes with immune, central nervous 

system (CNS), cellular development/differentiation, and metabolic functions.  

 

https://clinicalepigeneticsjournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13148-021-01056-y
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Findings extend work highlighting neurodevelopmental variability associated with ASE 

exposure during childhood by specifically implicating poor FEH, while informing a mechanism 

of biological embedding. FEH-associated epigenetic signatures could function as proxies of 

altered fronto-limbic grey matter volume associated with poor childhood FEH and inform further 

investigation into primarily affected tissues such as endocrine, immune, and CNS cell types. 

 

2.2 Introduction 

 Children can be exposed to an array of adverse social environments (ASEs) throughout 

their development, such as stressful life events (SLEs) and trauma. In addition, growing up in a 

low socioeconomic status (SES) household, or a household in which a caregiver is diagnosed 

with psychopathology, conveys risk towards potentially adverse exposures. Caregiver 

psychopathology is of particular interest to the current research due to its wide-reaching effects 

throughout the family unit, and its prevalence in the United States; it is estimated that ~12.8 

million parents suffer yearly from some form of mental illness (18.2%), and that ~2.7 million 

parents suffer yearly from a serious mental illness (3.8%)[8]. The psychological effects of living 

with caregivers with a mental illness can be notably deleterious. Children of caregivers with 

major depressive disorder (MDD), for example, are subject to elevated risk of more hostile, 

negative, and withdrawn parenting[122]. Estimates range from two to 13 times increased risk for 

children to develop either their caregiver’s mental illness or a mental illness different from their 

caregiver’s[123]. Children growing up in these conditions are also more likely to develop 

internalizing or externalizing behavioral problems, as well as social, cognitive, and academic 

difficulties[14, 15]. An extension of caregiver psychopathology exposure is family emotional 
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health (FEH). Importantly, the mechanisms by which poor FEH are biologically embedded and 

produce these adverse outcomes are unclear.  

The neuroimmune network hypothesis is one framework used to explain the 

physiological mechanisms via which ASEs and caregiver mental illness affect the mental health 

of offspring. The neuroimmune network hypothesis focuses on the integrated, bi-directional 

network of the central nervous system (CNS) and the immune system[58]. It posits that exposure 

to ASEs during childhood, an especially plastic window of development[59], impacts 

communication between peripheral inflammatory signals and fronto-limbic brain regions (i.e. 

prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala). These brain regions support threat, reward, 

executive control, memory, and adaptive behavioral/emotional responses, among others[53]. 

Importantly, these functions are impaired in numerous affective and stress-related mental 

illnesses[61–64]. These inflammatory signals disrupt the inter-dependent functions of the fronto-

limbic pathways, leading to altered behavioral states, and the pre-disposition to develop aberrant 

stress responses later in life[60]. These concepts are supported by a significant body of research 

that has shown immune system[32–34], hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA)-axis[30, 35], and 

fronto-limbic pathway[35–37, 41, 42] associations with ASE exposure. More specifically, 

researchers have shown that childhood exposure to factors similar to poor FEH, such as maternal 

support and supportive/hostile parenting, are associated with lower hippocampus and amygdala 

grey matter volume later in life[40, 45]. Observed in association with ASE exposures, the 

signatures of morphometric variability within the fronto-limbic pathway are regarded as neural 

correlates of these exposures[35–37, 40–42, 45], and as neural endophenotypes of psychiatric 

illness[65–67]. 
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The molecular mechanisms by which ASEs, including caregiver mental illness, become 

biologically embedded in the CNS are currently under investigation[124], and research has 

pointed to the importance of epigenetics, particularly cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) 5-

methyl-cytosine (5mC) levels, in this process[31, 125]. 5mC serves as a mediator of gene by 

environment interaction[102, 104, 126, 127], but it remains challenging to measure epigenetics 

in the living human brain -- the primary etiologic tissue of interest in regards to mental health-

related outcomes. This limitation has prompted investigation into epigenetic measures collected 

from peripheral tissue, such as saliva, which may serve as proxies for etiological tissue. Previous 

studies have provided a framework for the use of peripheral tissues in epigenome-wide 

association studies (EWAS) and support the potential use of peripheral 5mC as a proxy for 

etiological tissue 5mC[128]. Further bolstering the notion that peripheral 5mC is an efficacious 

proxy for etiological tissue 5mC, is research showing that peripheral epigenetic measures can 

index changes in the HPA-axis[105, 106], immune system[107, 108], and the CNS[109–111]. 

However, these relationships do not directly indicate association between peripheral epigenetic 

measures and CNS-relevant endophenotypes of psychopathology. On this note, studies have used 

human structural and functional neuroimaging data in tandem with epigenetic measures but have 

primarily utilized candidate gene approaches. Measuring peripheral 5mC of the SLC6A4[113–

115], NR3C1[116, 117], FKBP5[118], and SKA2[119, 120] genes, these studies have 

investigated associations between peripheral 5mC and variability in the structure and function of 

the frontal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala. Findings suggest that locus-specific peripheral 

5mC can index CNS structural alterations[113–120], and may statistically mediate ASE-induced 

CNS structural alterations[120]. 
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Despite the evidence that peripheral 5mC can index CNS-related phenotypes, to date few 

studies, to our knowledge, have examined these relations in a hemisphere-specific manner within 

the brain. Importantly, numerous aspects of human behavior and biology are subject to 

hemisphere-specific brain lateralization[129–131]. This, coupled with evidence of hemisphere-

specific fronto-limbic variability in association with ASEs in humans[35–37, 40–42, 45], 

provides a solid framework to address the potential associations of poor FEH with hemisphere-

specific volume measurements. Beyond the aforementioned reports, studies of poor FEH or 

caregiver mental illness on CNS structure are sparse and limited to biological offspring of 

parents with genetically heritable psychopathology, although some investigate associations of 

exposure with outcome on a hemisphere-specific basis[132, 133]. These types of ASEs are also 

associated with changes in cell type-specific and tissue-specific 5mC[134], further highlighting 

the potential biologic embedding of these adverse exposures. 

 However, to our knowledge, investigations into the role of poor FEH in association with 

neural endophenotypes of psychopathology development have yet to be reported, and therefore, 

the magnitude of risk associated with poor childhood FEH has not been elucidated. In addition, 

investigations into the potential epigenetic mechanisms explaining the biological embedding of 

poor FEH have yet to be carried out. 

To address these gaps in the field, the current exploratory study applied genome-scale 

approaches to assess whether saliva-derived 5mC measurements might index CNS 

endophenotypes of psychopathology in a sample of 98 young adult volunteers. We were 

specifically interested whether saliva-derived 5mC principal components (module eigengenes; 

MEs) might statistically mediate the relationship between poor FEH and hemisphere-specific 

fronto-limbic grey matter volume, while controlling for age, sex, cellular heterogeneity, genomic 
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ancestry, past year SLEs, and total brain volume (TBV). Such a result may serve as a peripheral 

proxy of such CNS variability, while informing a potential biological mechanism of 

physiological embedding. Based on previous work, we hypothesized that identified 5mC 

modules would be enriched with 5mC probes falling in genes with HPA-axis, immune system, 

and CNS-relevant gene ontology (GO) functions.  

 

2.3 Materials and Methods 

Participants  

The current study draws on data from 98 university students (19.81.2 years old; 69% 

women; 49% white) (meanSD) who successfully completed the Duke Neurogenetics Study 

(DNS). The DNS aims to assess the associations among a wide range of behavioral, neural, and 

genetic variables in a large sample of young adults, with one of the core goals being to establish 

a link between these various phenotypes and psychopathology[37, 135–137]. Data from a subset 

of participants with overlapping demographic, psychosocial, epigenetic, and neuroimaging data 

were included in the current cohort. This study was approved by the Duke University Medical 

Center Institutional Review Board, and all experiments were performed in accordance to its 

guidelines. Prior to the study, all participants provided informed consent. To be eligible for the 

DNS, all participants were free of: 1) medical diagnoses of cancer, stroke, head injury with loss 

of consciousness, untreated migraine headaches, diabetes requiring insulin treatment, chronic 

kidney or liver disease, or lifetime history of psychotic symptoms; 2) use of psychotropic, 

glucocorticoid, or hypolipidemic medication; and 3) conditions affecting cerebral blood flow and 

metabolism (e.g., hypertension)[136]. Neither past nor present diagnosis of Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) Axis I or select Axis II 
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disorders (borderline and antisocial personality disorders) were exclusion criterion because the 

DNS seeks to establish broad variability in multiple behavioral phenotypes related to 

psychopathology[138]. Categorical diagnoses were assessed by trained staff using the electronic 

Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview[139] and Structured Clinical Interview for the 

DSM-IV subtests[140]. Of the total sample reported here, 20 participants (~20%) met criteria for 

at least one lifetime DSM-IV diagnosis (Supplementary Table A.1). 

 

Family emotional health (FEH)  

Participants were asked to complete the Family History Questionnaire (FHQ), which 

produced the current study’s measure of FEH. The FHQ is composed fully of questions from 

previously validated inventories[141–147]; of 70 total FHQ questions, 55 were included from the 

Family History Screen (FHS)[141, 142]. Researchers assessing psychometric properties of the 

FHS observed specificity in the range of 76.0% (MDD) to 97.1% (suicide attempt), and 

sensitivity in the range of 31.7% (alcohol dependence) to 60.0% (conduct disorder)[142]. The 

FHQ and FHS both capture family-wide psychiatric illness, but the FHQ is more encompassing 

of other ASEs, including 15 questions pertaining to cognitive decline of family members[143], 

externalizing behaviors[144], exposure to smoking[145], and drug/alcohol abuse treatment[146, 

147]. Example questions from the FHQ include, “Has anyone in your family ever felt sad, blue, 

or depressed for most of the time for two weeks or more?”, “Has anyone had several attacks of 

extreme fear or panic, even though there was nothing to be afraid of?”, and “Has anyone in your 

immediate family ever tried kill to himself or herself?”. The summed responses from 70 “yes/no” 

questions based on the aforementioned topics from the FHQ represent the current study’s 
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measure of FEH (Supplementary Table A.2). Each “no” response corresponded to an additional 

score of one, with lower values representing poor FEH.  

 

Cumulative perceived impact of past year stressful life events (past year SLEs)  

Participants were administered an inventory measuring the cumulative perceived impact 

of SLEs from the past year (“past year SLEs”). Prior research reported associations between 

stress exposure and significant variability in fronto-limbic brain region volumes (BRVs) [35, 36, 

41]. Therefore, throughout the current study, we controlled for the effect of past years SLEs 

using a summation of 45 negatively valenced items[135, 148] from the Life Events Scale for 

Students (LESS)[149].  

 

Neuroimaging  

ASEs and exposures similar to poor FEH are known to impact fronto-limbic pathways in 

the human CNS[35–37, 40–42, 45]. In addition, a meta-analysis has shown that both the 

hippocampus and amygdala have hemisphere-specific volume differences in healthy adults[150], 

and ASEs are known to have hemisphere-specific effects on fronto-limbic brain regions[40, 

151]. Due to the dearth of research surrounding the potential effects of 5mC and ASEs 

(independently or in causal pathway models) on fronto-limbic brain region volume variability, 

and in order to avoid omission of hemisphere-specific effects by taking the mean of hemisphere 

volumes, hemisphere-specific amygdala, hippocampus, dorso-lateral pre-frontal cortex (dlPFC), 

and medial pre-frontal cortex (mPFC) volume measures were analyzed. Volume measurements 

of dlPFC and mPFC were chosen as outcome variables from the frontal cortex due to the 

opposing nature of their afferent and efferent projections to hippocampus and amygdala, and 
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their functional relationships with each region[53]. To compare differences between hemisphere 

volumes of mPFC, dlPFC, amygdala, and hippocampus, we performed paired sample t-tests of 

each brain region. 

Data were collected at the Duke-UNC Brain Imaging and Analysis Center using one of 

two identical research-dedicated GE MR750 3T scanners (General Electric Healthcare, Little 

Chalfont, United Kingdom) equipped with high-power high-duty cycle 50-mT/m gradients at 

200 T/m/s slew rate, and an eight-channel head coil for parallel imaging at high bandwidth up to 

1 MHz. T1-weighted images were obtained using a 3D Ax FSPGR BRAVO with the following 

parameters: TR = 8.148 ms; TE = 3.22 ms; 162 axial slices; flip angle, 12°; FOV, 240 mm; 

matrix = 256 × 256; slice thickness = 1 mm with no gap; and total scan time = 4 min and 13 

seconds. To generate regional measures of brain morphometry, anatomical images for each 

subject were first skull-stripped[152], then submitted to Freesurfer's (Version 5.3) “recon-all” 

with the “noskullstrip” option[153, 154], using an x86_64 linux cluster. CT and SA for 31 

regions in each hemisphere, as defined by the Desikan-Killiany-Tourville atlas[155], were 

extracted using Freesurfer. Additionally, gray matter volumes from eight subcortical regions 

(including hippocampus and amygdala) were extracted with Freesurfer's subcortical 

segmentation (“aseg”) pipeline[156], along with estimated TBV. The gray and white matter 

boundaries determined by recon-all were visually inspected using FreeSurfer QA Tools and 

determined to be sufficiently accurate for all subjects. 

 

Molecular  

Saliva was collected from participants using the Oragene-DNA OG-500 kit (Oragene; 

Ottawa, Canada). DNA was extracted and cleaned using the DNA Genotek prepIT PT-L2P kit 
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(DNA Genotek Inc; Ottawa, Canada) using manufacturer recommended methods. Purity of 

extracted DNA samples was assessed by absorbance using Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc; Waltham, Massachusetts). The quantity of double-stranded DNA 

was assessed using Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA kits with manufacturer recommended protocols 

(Invitrogen; Carlsbad, California). A total of 500 ng of genomic DNA was bisulfite-converted 

(BSC) using manufacturer-recommended EZ DNAm kits (Zymo Research; Irvine, California). 

After conversion, BSC DNA was applied to the Infinium MethylationEPIC BeadChip (Illumina; 

San Diego, California) (850k) to measure 5mC at ~850k loci. 

 

5mC pre-processing  

Beta-values measured from the 850k platform were background corrected in 

GenomeStudio, quality controlled (QCed), and filtered according to previously published 

methods[157]. All quality control and pre-processing was performed in R, version 3.6.1[158]. 

These steps removed 112,307 low quality and potentially cross-hybridizing probes, quantile-

normalized probe beta-values, and removed potentially confounding technical and batch effects. 

5mC beta-values were variance stabilized and logit-transformed into M-values[159]. 15,063 X-

chromosome, Y-chromosome, and rs-mapped probes were removed to focus the analysis on 

genomic loci common between both biological sexes. The remaining ~739k probes were then 

subset to include only those with observed significant Pearson correlation (p<0.05) between 

saliva and brain tissue from the ImageCpG data repository[160]. This was done to focus the 

analysis on loci with greater prospect for proxy or surrogate status with etiologically relevant 

CNS tissue. Probes removed during QC, pre-processing, and subsetting were not analyzed. 

Afterwards, 62,422 probes remained for following analyses.  
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Cellular heterogeneity  

Cell heterogeneity was estimated using a reference-free deconvolution method[161, 162]. 

Briefly, the top 15k most variable CpG sites were selected from the pre-processed/quality 

controlled 850k data and used to estimate the number of cell types and generate a matrix 

containing the proportions. Based on these methods, the number of cell types was set at five. 

Estimated proportions were used as covariates in relevant analyses to account for cellular 

heterogeneity.  

 

Genomic ancestry  

To avoid potential inaccuracies and confounding effects of self-reported race/ethnicity, 

genetic ancestry was modeled using multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) measures extracted from 

participant genomic data using PLINK[163]. Using previously collected genome-wide 

association study (GWAS) data from the DNS, the first four MDS genetic ancestry measures 

were calculated and used as covariates across pertinent models based on visual inspection of 

scree plots. This methodology is in line with previous publications[136]. 

 

Probe clustering  

To remove non-desired effects, we fit linear models with age, validated biological sex, 

cellular heterogeneity, and genomic ancestry as predictors of probe-wise 5mC M-value. For each 

probe, residual values (“residualized M-values”) were extracted for clustering. Taking the 62,422 

residualized M-values, the “WGCNA” R package was used to build a co-methylation 

network[164]. First, scale-free topology model fit was analyzed. As recommended, a soft-
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threshold value of four was chosen based on the lowest power at which adjusted R2>0.90. 

Adjacency and dissimilarity matrices were generated, and unsupervised hierarchical clustering 

was used to generate a clustered, residual M-value network. Setting a minimum cluster size of 

ten generated 194 modules, each identified by a unique color. The first principal component 

(ME) of each module was then calculated. Compared to EWAS, which assess differential 

methylation on the level of individual 5mC loci, network-based methods, as used in the current 

research, utilize dimension-reduction techniques to create a much smaller network of related 

5mC probe clusters. This reduces the burden of multiple hypothesis testing, and provides the 

potential for increased statistical power in circumstances with a small number of biological 

replicates[165]. 

 

Statistical analyses  

In order to understand the relationships between variables, we computed Pearson 

correlations and mapped their correlation coefficients. Based on these correlations, we conducted 

a set of analyses, as shown in Figure 2.1. In Arm A analyses, FEH was used as a predictor of 

hemisphere-specific BRVs, while including age, biological sex, four genomic ancestry MDS 

measures, past year SLEs, and TBV as covariates. In Arm B analyses, FEH was used as a 

predictor of ME values, while including past year SLEs as a covariate. Age, sex, and genomic 

ancestry effects were accounted for previously by using residualized M-values as input for 

clustering. In Arm C analyses, ME values were used as individual predictors of BRV, while 

including the same covariates as in Arm A. Throughout the current research, past year SLEs 

were included as a covariate because our FEH measure only captures SLEs from childhood, and 

recent stress exposure is associated with variability in our outcome variables[35, 36, 40, 166]. 
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TBV was included as a covariate but, where pertinent, non-TBV controlled model results are 

also reported. Within each phase of the analyses, non-standardized continuous measures were 

used resulting in non-standardized effect estimates. Due to the exploratory nature of the current 

study, dependent variables were graduated to subsequent study arms if p<0.05; sequential 

Benjamini-Hochberg (BH)-significant results at false discovery rate (FDR) = 0.10 are also 

reported where applicable [167], and all results with p<0.05 were considered for interpretation. 

Briefly, for each p-value, a BH critical value was calculated where the p-value’s assigned rank 

over the number of tests was multiplied by the accepted FDR. P-values less than this threshold 

were deemed BH-significant.  

 

Mediation analyses  

To investigate whether the effect of poor FEH on hemisphere-specific BRV is 

statistically mediated via peripheral 5mC signatures, MEs were tested for mediating status 

between FEH and hemisphere-specific BRVs using the “mediation” package in R[168] (Figure 

2.1). Importantly, only hemisphere-specific BRVs associated with FEH (Figure 2.1, Arm A) 

were considered. Similarly, MEs tested for mediation included only those associated with both 

FEH (Figure 2.1, Arm B) and hemisphere-specific BRV (Figure 2.1, Arm C). Mediation model 

inputs were assembled per recommended “mediation” package protocol. Therefore, Arm A (plus 

ME as a covariate) and Arm B models were used as inputs. For each ME, indirect effects (IDE), 

direct effects (DE), and total effects (TE) were calculated as a result of 10,000 non-parametric 

bootstrap simulations. Consistent with published methods[40], we considered an ME a full 

mediator if the DE=0 while the IDE and TE≠ 0, or a partial mediator if the DE, IDE, and TE≠

0. Individual probes from full mediator modules were assessed for mediation status as well.  
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Gene set enrichment analysis 

To assess the underlying methylomic network enrichment of the ~62,000 brain-saliva 

correlated probes, individual residualized probe M-values were used as predictors of FEH in 

Bayesian regression models. Age, sex, genomic ancestry measures, cell heterogeneity measures, 

and past year SLEs were included as covariates. From this analysis, BH-significant probe p-

values were extracted and used as input to gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) in the 

“methylGSA” package[169]. GO sets composed of 50 to 1,000 genes were allowed, which 

eliminated high-level GO-terms such as “biological process” and facilitated testing of 3,186 GO 

sets. To produce a condensed summary of non-redundant GO-terms, the web-based tool 

“Revigo” was used[170].  

 

2.4 Results 

Study participants  

Descriptive statistics for demographic, psychosocial, and neuroimaging variables in study 

participants are shown in Table 2.1. FEH ranged from 34 to 70; the mean in the study sample 

was 60 (+/-8.5). To compare differences between hemisphere volumes of mPFC, dlPFC, 

amygdala, and hippocampus we performed paired-sample t-tests of each brain region. We found 

significant differences between left and right hemisphere volume in dlPFC (meanLeft = 11980 

mm3, meanRight = 10639 mm3, t = 9.1, p = 1x10-14), amygdala (meanLeft = 1655 mm3, meanRight 

= 1859 mm3, t = -12.5, p = 0.005), and hippocampus (meanLeft = 4650 mm3, meanRight = 4741 

mm3, t = -2.9, p = 2x10-16), but no difference in mPFC (p > 0.05). 
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Correlation analyses  

Pearson correlations between variables used in the current study were mapped (Figure 

2.2). Of note, a moderate negative association was observed between FEH and past year SLEs 

(Pearson’s correlation: r=-0.44, p=7x10-6).  

 

FEH predicts hemisphere-specific BRV  

FEH was positively associated with right hippocampus (b=10.4, SE=3.6, t=2.9, p=0.005), 

left amygdala (b=5.3, SE=2.0, t=2.7, p=0.009), and right amygdala volumes (b=5.8, SE=2.3, 

t=2.4, p=0.016). These significant relationships were also observed in models without controlling 

for the covarying effect of TBV (right hippocampus p=0.015; left amygdala p=0.018; right 

amygdala p=0.023). FEH was not associated with left hippocampus (p=0.62), left dlPFC 

(p=0.10), right dlPFC (p=0.62), left mPFC (p=0.98), or right mPFC volume (p=0.09). In 

controlling for seventy-two tests at FDR=0.10, all three brain regions with p<0.05 were BH-

significant (Table 2.2). Regions associated with FEH were carried into following analyses.  

 

FEH predicts ME values  

FEH was associated with 49 MEs (bmin=-0.006, bmax=0.006, pmin=3x10-6, pmax=0.047). 

Twenty-nine out of 49 MEs achieved BH-significance, including the Burlywood and Pink4 MEs, 

taking 194 tests into account at FDR=0.10 (Supplementary Table A.3).  

 

ME values predict hemisphere-specific BRV  

Forty-nine MEs associated with FEH were tested for association with right hippocampus, 

left amygdala, and right amygdala volumes (Supplementary Table A.4). Seven MEs were 
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associated with right hippocampus volume, four of which were BH-significant: Burlywood 

(b=874.2, SE=252.1, t=3.5, p=8x10-4) (Figure 2.3a), Darkolivegreen1 (b=770.0, SE=258.6, 

t=3.0, p=0.004), Thistle2 (b=728.1, SE=261.8, t=2.8, p=0.007), and Chocolate2 (b=-713.3, 

SE=259.3, t=-2.8, p=0.007). The Darkgray ME (b=-374.2, SE=140.1, t=-2.7, p=0.009) (Figure 

2.3b) was negatively associated with left amygdala volume, in addition to the Darkolivegreen 

ME (b=-300.6, SE=142.2, t=-2.1, p=0.037). The Lavenderblush2 ME was positively associated 

with left amygdala volume (b=295.1, SE=144.5, t=2.0, p=0.044). Finally, the Pink4 ME 

(b=467.5, SE=165.8, t=2.8, p=0.006) (Figure 2.3c) was positively associated with right amygdala 

volume. In controlling for 49 tests within each of the three BRVs at FDR=0.10, only the 

aforementioned MEs associated with right hippocampus volume were BH-significant.  

 

ME mediation  

Eleven MEs were tested for mediation between FEH and BRVs. The Burlywood ME was 

a partial statistical mediator between FEH and right hippocampus volume (bTE=-366, p=8x10-4; 

bIDE=-111, p=0.014; bDE=-254, p=0.037). The TE indicated that right hippocampal volume was 

366 mm3 less under poor FEH conditions compared to high FEH conditions, while the IDE of 

the Burlywood ME was accountable for 111 mm3 (30%) of that effect. Without controlling for 

the covarying effect of TBV, the Burlywood ME was a full mediator (bTE=-376, p=0.006; bIDE=-

114, p=0.031; bDE=-261, p=0.071). The Darkolivegreen1 (bTE=-369, p=0.001; bIDE=-66, 

p=0.042; bDE=-303, p=0.008) and Thistle2 (bTE=-373, p=0.002; bIDE=-64, p=0.025; bDE=-309, 

p=0.010) MEs were also partial statistical mediators of the FEH and right hippocampus volume 

relationship. The Thistle ME was also a partial mediator in analyses without controlling for TBV 

(bTE=-382, p=0.007; bIDE=-85, p=0.017; bDE=-297, p=0.042). On the other hand, the Chocolate2, 
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Cornflowerblue, Aliceblue, and Yellow MEs were neither partial nor full mediators of the 

relationship (pTE<0.05; pIDE > 0.05; pDE<0.05). Six of the 11 Burlywood probes are mapped to 

known genes (MSH2, ATXN7L1, ODF2, SLC22A6, TGFB3, and DYX1C1) with GO-terms 

including GO:0005245 voltage-gated calcium channel activity, GO:0002700 regulation of 

production of molecular mediator of immune response, and GO:0043524 negative regulation of 

neuron apoptotic process. GO-terms associated with probes from the Darkolivegreen1 and 

Thistle2 modules include GO:0001829 trophectodermal cell differentiation, GO:0045087 innate 

immune response, GO:0042552 myelination, and GO:0010506 regulation of autophagy, among 

others[171, 172].  

None of the Darkgray (bTE=-183, p=0.014; bIDE=-47, p=0.095; bDE=-135, p=0.094), 

Darkolivegreen (bTE=-185, p=0.013; bIDE=-32, p=0.205; bDE=-153, p=0.057), or Lavenderblush2 

(bTE=-187, p=0.011; bIDE=-30, p=0.181; bDE=-156, p=0.044) MEs were mediators of the 

relationship between FEH and left amygdala volume. However, the significant TE values 

indicated ~185 mm3 lower left amygdala volume in poor FEH conditions. Regarding FEH and 

right amygdala volume, Pink4 ME value was a full statistical mediator of the relationship (bTE=-

204, p=0.017; bIDE=-48, p=0.026; bDE=-156, p=0.069), indicating that right amygdala volume 

was 204 mm3 less in poor FEH conditions than in high FEH conditions. Results additionally 

indicate that Pink4 ME value accounted for 48 mm3 (24%) of the aforementioned effect. Pink4 

was also a full mediator in the non-TBV controlled model (bTE=-208, p=0.017; bIDE=-52, 

p=0.025; bDE=-157, p=0.087). Pink4 is composed of 21 probes mostly mapped to known genes 

(SNORD123, TBCD, FN3K, NRXN3, GLB1L2, SBF2, PSMB1, SYT1, BEST2, TBATA, and 

GNA12). GO-terms associated with mapped genes include GO:0048487 beta-tubulin binding, 

GO:0007158 neuron cell-cell adhesion, GO:0007212 dopamine receptor signaling pathway, 
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GO:0010762 regulation of fibroblast migration, GO:0019905 syntaxin binding, and GO:0031683 

G-protein beta/gamma-subunit complex binding, among others[171, 172]. Probe-specific 

genomic biology annotation for partial and full mediating modules can be found in 

Supplementary Table A.5. In controlling for 33 tests at FDR=0.10, all significant ME IDEs, DEs, 

and TEs were BH-significant (Table 2.3). Mediation analyses were then performed on individual 

probes from the Pink4 module in order to assess locus-specific effects. 

 

Probe-wise mediation  

Three out of 21 probes from the Pink4 module were full mediators between FEH and 

right amygdala volume: cg22325292 (bTE=-204, p=0.013; bIDE=-53, p=0.018; bDE=-151, 

p=0.087), cg02398342 (bTE=-204, p=0.014; bIDE=-44, p=0.038; bDE=-161, p=0.060), and 

cg00809820 (bTE=-205, p=0.013; bIDE=-48, p=0.049; bDE=-157, p=0.064). These three probes 

also had extremely high Pearson correlation values with the Pink4 ME (r>0.93, p<2x10-44), 

indicating that they are strong representatives of the Pink4 ME. In controlling for 63 tests at 

FDR=0.10, all significant probe IDEs, DEs, and TEs were BH-significant (Supplementary Table 

A.6).  

 

Gene set enrichment analysis 

We performed GSEA using probe M-values as predictors of FEH and used resultant p-

values to facilitate the testing of 3,186 GO-terms. After redundancy reduction, 45 BH-significant 

GO-terms remained for interpretation. CNS-related GO-terms included: beta-amyloid clearance 

(GO:0097242, p=8x10-11, rank=2), filopodia assembly (GO:0046847, p=2x10-8, rank=5), 

catecholamine metabolic process (GO:0006584, p=4x10-5, rank=11), and positive regulation of 
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neuron apoptotic process (GO:0043525, p=0.013, rank=25) among others. Although immune-

related terms were limited, one was present in the top three: cytokine receptor activity 

(GO:0004896, p=8x10-11, rank=3). Numerous metabolic functions were identified: negative 

regulation of stress-activated MAPK cascade (GO:0032873, p=4x10-12, rank=1), NAD metabolic 

process (GO:0019674, p=4x10-9, rank=4), and TOR signaling (GO:0031929, p=3x10-4, rank=12) 

among others. A complete list of BH-significant GO-terms can be found in Supplementary Table 

A.7. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

The current exploratory study examined whether variability in 5mC and fronto-limbic 

grey matter volume represent pathways through which FEH becomes biologically embedded. 

Based on previous work, we hypothesized that 5mC modules would be enriched for immune 

system[32–34], HPA-axis[30, 35], and CNS-relevant[35–37, 41, 42] GO-terms. Our study 

findings indicated that exposure to poor FEH during childhood was associated with CNS 

endophenotypes of psychiatric illness, and that a subset of saliva-derived 5mC measurements 

statistically mediated this relationship. Additionally, we found the mediating 5mC modules were 

enriched with probes associated with GO-terms relating to the CNS and immune system, as well 

as cellular differentiation, regulation, specialization, and organization (mostly relating to 

neuronal cell populations). Finally, we found that the underlying FEH-associated methylomic 

network was enriched with CNS-related, immune system, and metabolic GO-terms. Overall, we 

posit that the FEH-associated epigenetic signatures could function as proxies of altered fronto-

limbic grey matter volume associated with poor childhood FEH; peripheral epigenetic signatures 

indexing our relationships of interest may be explained by peripheral inflammation related to 
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development of stress-related psychopathology, thereby supporting the neuroimmune network 

hypothesis[58]. 

The relationships observed between poor childhood FEH and left/right amygdala volume 

in the current study mirrored relationships observed throughout the literature regarding direction 

of effect and magnitude, but not hemisphere-specificity[35, 36]. Studies show hemisphere-

specific effects of ASEs on amygdala volume, with stressors exerting notable statistical effects 

on left but not right amygdala volume. In one such prospective longitudinal study, SLEs 

negatively predicted left, but not right, amygdala volume in children with low to average 

polygenic risk scores. They showed that children exposed to the highest level of SLEs had ~9% 

less left amygdala volume than those exposed to the lowest levels of SLEs[35]. A more recent 

study showed lower left amygdala volumes in children who had experienced early neglect, low 

SES, or physical abuse compared to non-exposed controls[36]. Although we observed bilateral 

amygdala grey matter volume associations with poor childhood FEH exposure, our study did 

show a similar magnitude of effect; poor childhood FEH exposure was explanatory (DE) of -

8.9% difference in left and -8.4% difference in right amygdala volume. The peripheral 5mC 

signature (Pink4 ME) mediating right amygdala volume and FEH accounted for -2.5% of 

additional volumetric difference (IDE).  

Similar to our amygdala-related findings, the reported relationship between poor 

childhood FEH and low hippocampus volume supports previous findings from the field 

regarding direction and estimated magnitude of effect, but not hemisphere-specificity[40, 45]. In 

a prospective longitudinal study, researchers focused on childhood “maternal support” as their 

exposure of interest, finding that maternal support of children, three to five years old, was 

associated with increased hippocampal volume in both hemispheres later in childhood (seven to 
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thirteen years old). Specifically, they found that children exposed to low maternal support during 

that time span had a difference in hippocampal volume of -7.1%[45]. This magnitude closely 

mirrors the findings of the current study, which show poor childhood FEH has a DE that explains 

-6.1% difference in right hippocampal volume, and peripheral 5mC signatures have an IDE 

responsible for an additional -1.7% of difference. A more recent study from the same group 

found that the positive association between SES and hippocampal volume was mediated by 

“supportive/hostile parenting” in both hemispheres, but only by SLEs in left hippocampus[40]. 

These studies identified significant associations of maternal support and supportive/hostile 

parenting in both hippocampal hemispheres, whereas the current study identified a significant 

association only in right hippocampus. 

No salient effects of FEH were observed in dlPFC or mPFC, in either hemisphere. This 

finding does not support research showing deleterious effects of ASEs on frontal cortex 

morphometry[48–50]. Our findings across fronto-limbic brain regions imply that poor childhood 

FEH has specific morphometric associations with variability in subcortical structures responsible 

for memory, avoidance, fear, stress, and negative valence, but not with variability in cortical 

structures managing those functions.  

Beyond the observed associations between poor childhood FEH and fronto-limbic brain 

morphometry, we were interested in the peripheral epigenetic signatures that index the 

relationships, and that provide a potential mechanism of biological embedding of ASEs. The 

Pink4 module, which fully mediated the relationship between poor childhood FEH and right 

amygdala volume in both TBV-controlled and non TBV-controlled models, is composed of 21 

probes, three of which were full mediators of the FEH and right amygdala volume relationship: 

cg22325292, cg02398342, and cg00809820. Probes cg22325292 and cg02398342 exist in the 
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sixth of six exons of the FN3K gene and fall in a putative CpG island and DNaseI hypersensitive 

region ~1,000 base pairs upstream of the TBCD transcription start site (TSS)[171, 172]. The 

main TBCD protein isomer plays a major role in the assembly of microtubules[173], the cell-

cycle progression to mitosis[174], and neuronal morphogenesis[175]. Hypermethylation of the 

TBCD gene in CD4+ T-cells is also associated with rheumatoid arthritis[176], an autoimmune 

disorder associated with stress exposure[177]. Additionally, cg02398342 falls in the transcription 

factor binding site of the EGR1 protein, which has integral, dynamic interactions with genes 

responsible for vesicular release and endocytosis, neurotransmitter metabolism and receptors, 

and actin cytoskeleton organization[178]. These interactions facilitate EGR1’s significant impact 

on synaptic and neuronal activation. Module-wide and probe-specific results suggest that the 

association of poor childhood FEH with right amygdala volume is indexed and statistically 

mediated by peripheral epigenetic signatures relevant to synapse development, neurotransmitter 

signal transduction, and cytoskeleton organization.  

Three modules were partial mediators of the relationship between right hippocampus 

volume and poor childhood FEH: Burlywood, Darkolivegreen1, and Thistle2. However, the 

Burlywood module was a full mediator in the non TBV-controlled mediation model, implying 

that this peripheral epigenetic signature exerts more statistical effect on absolute right 

hippocampus volume, agnostic of TBV, through poor childhood FEH. GO-terms associated with 

the hippocampus mediating modules include GO:0002700 regulation of production of molecular 

mediator of immune response, GO:0043524 negative regulation of neuron apoptotic process, 

GO:0042552 myelination, and GO:0010506 regulation of autophagy, among others[171, 172]. 

Module-wide and probe-specific results imply that the associations of poor childhood FEH with 
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right hippocampal volume are indexed by peripheral epigenetics signatures related to immune 

response and CNS cell development/lifecycle.  

The top three GO-terms from our methylome network analysis were: 1. negative 

regulation of stress-activated MAPK cascade 2. beta-amyloid clearance 3. cytokine receptor 

activity. The MAPK cascade has long been established as a key driver of eukaryotic signal 

transduction, but more recently as an integral contributor to cell proliferation, differentiation, and 

inflammatory processes[179]. There is also a building body of evidence suggesting a significant 

role of the MAPK cascade in mental health outcomes. In a mouse model, modulation of the 

MAPK cascade in the forebrain is associated with both anxiety-like and depressive-like 

behaviors[180]. When p38 MAPK protein is selectively knocked out (KO) of the dorsal raphe 

nucleus, rodents subjected to social defeat stress show significantly reduced social avoidance 

compared to wild-type animals[181]. Additionally, pro-inflammatory cytokine administration 

induces a state of increased serotonergic CNS activity (canonically thought to be depleted in 

MDD), and induction towards that state is blocked with p38 MAPK inhibition[182]. In humans, 

MDD is a common co-morbidity of rheumatoid arthritis (RA)[183]; peripheral inflammation is a 

hallmark of RA and is also observed in MDD patients[184]. Therefore, it is hypothesized that 

within the context of psychopathology development, environmental stressors induce peripheral 

cytokine signaling that communicates with fronto-limbic brain regions including the amygdala, 

hippocampus, and frontal cortex through mechanisms including the MAPK cascade[185]. To this 

end, numerous RA and anti-depressant drugs are observed to reduce canonical disease 

symptoms, while also reducing clinical inflammation markers and MAPK signaling[185].  

Based on the current study results, it appears that variability in peripheral 5mC and 

fronto-limbic grey matter volume potentially represent pathways through which FEH becomes 
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biologically embedded, with 5mC signatures that mediate the relation between FEH and grey 

matter volume being especially enriched with GO-terms related to the peripheral inflammatory 

sequela of stress-related psychopathology development. To our knowledge, the degree to which 

peripheral 5mC serves as a statistical mediator between poor childhood FEH (or ASEs in 

general) and variable fronto-limbic brain morphometry had not been previously elucidated. In 

addition, the observed GO-terms support potential mechanisms of biological embedding that are 

actively being considered in the field[180–182, 185, 186]. 

Dimension reduction techniques used throughout our research represent the foremost 

strengths of this study. These methods focus the analysis onto loci with greater prospect for 

proxy or surrogate status with etiologically relevant CNS tissue, and reduce the burden of 

multiple hypothesis testing. Clustering similarly methylated probes creates a relatively small 

number of modules which potentially contain probes from functionally related genes. On the 

other hand, limitations of the current study that may reduce the generalizability of the results 

include retrospective self-report of the main exposure of interest, a relatively small sample size, 

lack of replication in an independent cohort, the balance of biological sex within the cohort, the 

cohort enrichment of higher SES and FEH participants, the inability to correct for smoking-

related effects, and the interpretation of nominally significant (p<0.05) results instead of more 

rigorous multiple hypothesis testing corrected results. Additionally, in analyzing grey matter 

volume of fronto-limbic brain regions as outcomes of interest, we have omitted surface area- or 

cortical thickness-specific effects. The current study also falls short in establishing whether the 

mediation by peripheral 5mC modules is causal in nature. Longitudinal data could provide more 

precise insight into whether such relationships exist. Future studies on this topic should capture 
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longitudinal data from a diverse, increased sample size and could investigate genetic factors or 

tissues of etiological interest.  

 

2.6 Conclusion 

The current study showed that, in support of prior literature, exposure to poor childhood 

FEH is associated with low fronto-limbic BRV as measured in young adulthood. Newly reported 

here is the finding that saliva-derived 5mC modules mediate the FEH and BRV relationship and 

are enriched for immune system, CNS-related, and CNS cell development/specialization 

functions; with additional validation in independent cohorts, these 5mC modules could 

potentially be used as peripheral biomarkers of poor FEH exposure during childhood. Overall, 

the findings of the current study support the neuroimmune network hypothesis[58], extend the 

body of work highlighting neurodevelopmental variability associated with childhood ASE 

exposure, and inform a potential molecular mechanism of biologic embedding. Future research 

on these peripheral signatures could validate their use as proxies/biomarkers of perturbed 

underlying neurobiology in response to poor FEH exposure and could inform further 

investigation into primarily effected tissue such as endocrine, immune, and CNS cell types.  
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2.7 Figures and Tables 

 

 
 
Figure 2.1 Conceptual model testing module eigengenes (MEs) as mediators of the hypothesized association between family emotional health (FEH) and 

variability in hemisphere-specific brain region volume (BRV). Arm A. FEH was used as a predictor of hemisphere-specific BRV, while including age, biological 

sex, four genomic ancestry MDS measures, past year SLEs, and total brain volume as covariates. Arm B. FEH was used as a predictor of ME value, while 

including past year SLEs as a covariate. The age, sex, and genomic ancestry effects on ME components were previously removed. Arm C. ME values were used 

as individual predictors of BRV, while including age, biological sex, four genomic ancestry MDS measures, past year SLEs, and total brain volume as covariates. 
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Figure 2.2 Pearson correlation heat map of variables used throughout the current analyses. A strong negative 

relationship was observed between FEH and past year SLEs (Pearson’s correlation: r=-0.44, p=7x10-6). Strong 

positive relationships are also observed between hemisphere-specific brain regions (Pearson’s correlation r range: 

0.26 – 0.75). 
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Figure 2.3 ME values are associated with high right hippocampal, low left amygdala, and high right amygdala volume. BRVs values shown are adjusted by 

covariates. Covariates across all models: age, sex, four genomic ancestry measures, past year SLEs, and total brain volume. The line of best fit (via least squares) 

is shown with a grey 95% SE confidence range. A. High Burlywood ME value is associated with high right hippocampal volume (b=874.2, SE=252.1, t=3.5, 

p=0.0008). B. High Darkgray ME value is associated with low left amygdala volume (b=- 374.2, SE=140.1, t=-2.7, p=0.009). C. High Pink4 ME value is 

associated with high right amygdala volume (b=467.5, SE=165.8, t=2.8, p=0.006). 
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Table 2.1. Demographic, psychosocial, and neuroimaging summary stats for the current sample (n = 98) 

Characteristic Description Value 

Age Mean [SD] (Range) 19.8 [1.2] (18 - 22) 

Sex Male 31% 

  Female 69% 

Self-reported race/ethnicity Caucasian/White 49% 

  
African 

American/Black 
6% 

  Asian 22% 

  American Indian 13% 

  Bi- or multiracial 0% 

  Other 9% 

Cumulative perceived impact of past year SLEs Mean [SD] (Range) 11 [7.6] (1 - 42) 

Family emotional health (FEH) Mean [SD] (Range) 60 [8.5] (34 - 70) 

Left hippocampus volume (mm3) Mean [SD] (Range) 4650 [446] (3267 - 5679) 

Right hippocampus volume (mm3) Mean [SD] (Range) 4741 [392] (3825 - 6031) 

Left dlPFC volume (mm3) Mean [SD] (Range) 11980 [1785] (7308 - 16007) 

Right dlPFC volume (mm3) Mean [SD] (Range) 10639 [1585] (7426 - 14819) 

Left mPFC volume (mm3) Mean [SD] (Range) 5745 [853] (3871 - 8686) 

Right mPFC volume (mm3) Mean [SD] (Range) 5790 [717] (4238 - 7442) 

Left amygdala volume (mm3) Mean [SD] (Range) 1655 [186] (1292 - 2157) 

Right amygdala volume (mm3) Mean [SD] (Range) 1859 [210] (1371 - 2417) 

Total brain volume (mm3) Mean [SD] (Range) 1.2x106 [1.2x105] (9.0x105-1.5x106) 

SLE: stressful life event, FEH: family emotional health, dlPFC: dorso-lateral pre-frontal cortex, mPFC (medial PFC) 
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Table 2.2 Family emotional health (FEH) predicts hemisphere-specific brain region volume (BRV) (n = 98) 

L. hipp vol. (mm3) adj. R2 RSE b SE R. hipp vol. (mm3) adj. R2 RSE b SE 

Model 0.325*** 369.2   Model 0.532*** 255.9   

FEH   2.6 5.2 FEH   10.4** 3.6 

Sex (female)   -60.6 114.9 Sex (female)   -88.5 79.7 

Age   -32.1 33.2 Age   -8.4 23.0 

Cumulative impact of past year SLE -2.5 5.9 Cumulative impact of past year SLE 4.1 4.1 

Total brain volume (mm3)  0.002*** 0.0005 Total brain volume (mm3)  0.002*** 0.0003 

L. dlPFC vol. (mm3) adj. R2 RSE b SE R. dlPFC vol. (mm3) adj. R2 RSE b SE 

Model 0.564*** 1182.0   Model 0.344** 1254.0   

FEH   -27.9 16.7 FEH   -8.8 17.7 

Sex (female)   366.8 367.9 Sex (female)   219.2 390.3 

Age   -82.5 106.3 Age   -323.2** 112.8 

Cumulative impact of past year SLE 28.3 18.9 Cumulative impact of past year SLE 10.9 20.0 

Total brain volume (mm3)  0.013*** 0.0015 Total brain volume (mm3)  0.008*** 0.0016 

L. mPFC vol. (mm3) adj. R2 RSE b SE R. mPFC vol. (mm3) adj. R2 RSE b SE 

Model 0.559*** 557.6   Model 0.539*** 479.1   

FEH   0.2 7.9 FEH   -11.6 6.8 

Sex (female)   159.9 173.6 Sex (female)   53.1 149.1 

Age   -102.9* 50.2 Age   -11.6 43.1 

Cumulative impact of past year SLE 4.8 8.9 Cumulative impact of past year SLE 5.7 7.7 

Total brain volume (mm3)  0.006*** 0.0007 Total brain volume (mm3)  0.005*** 0.0006 

L. amygdala vol. (mm3) adj. R2 RSE b SE R. amygdala vol. (mm3) adj. R2 RSE b SE 

Model 0.404*** 139.2   Model 0.356*** 166.2   

FEH   5.2** 2.0 FEH   5.8* 2.3 

Sex (female)   -34.5 43.3 Sex (female)   -34.3 51.7 

Age   -3.6 12.5 Age   -5.1 15.0 

Cumulative impact of past year SLE 3.5 2.2 Cumulative impact of past year SLE 0.7 2.7 

Total brain volume (mm3)  0.001*** 0.0002 Total brain volume (mm3)  0.001*** 0.0002 

*** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05, P: BH-significant (bolded) 

Four genomic ancestry multi-dimensional scaling measures were included in each model, but are not shown here.  

RSE: relative standard error, adj: adjusted, b: estimate, SE: standard error, L: left, R: right, hipp: hippocampus, vol: volume 
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Table 2.3 Module eigengenes (MEs) mediating observed family emotional health (FEH) and brain region 

volume (BRV) relationships (n = 98) 

Burlywood: Right hippocampus b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -111.2* -255.5 -17.9 

 Average direct effect (DE) -254.4* -528.2 -15.8 

 Average total effect (TE) -365.7*** -641.0 -151.0 

Darkolivegreen1: Right hippocampus b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -65.6* -161.3 -1.6 

 Average direct effect (DE) -302.9** -553.6 -84.3 

 Average total effect (TE) -368.5** -623.6 -152.7 

Thistle2: Right hippocampus b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -64.4* -156.6 -5.6 

 Average direct effect (DE) -308.5* -567.7 -79.2 

 Average total effect (TE) -372.9** -640.1 -150.5 

Chocolate2: Right hippocampus b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -82.8 -204.7 4.9 

 Average direct effect (DE) -281.5* -585.5 -24.2 

 Average total effect (TE) -364.3** -635.0 -144.5 

Cornflowerblue: Right hippocampus b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -48.3 -132.5 14.3 

 Average direct effect (DE) -321.5** -606.7 -96.5 

 Average total effect (TE) -369.8** -641.6 -151.8 

Aliceblue: Right hippocampus b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -53.4 -146.6 6.6 

 Average direct effect (DE) -317.6** -591.1 -98.8 

 Average total effect (TE) -371.1*** -642.8 -162.5 

Yellow: Right hippocampus b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -39.7 -115.2 14.7 

 Average direct effect (DE) -332.2** -610.1 -113.6 

 Average total effect (TE) -371.9** -642.0 -158.7 

Darkgray: Left amygdala b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -47.4 -115.8 8.9 

 Average direct effect (DE) -135.2 -293.1 22.0 

 Average total effect (TE) -182.5* -324.2 -38.6 

Darkolivegreen: Left amygdala b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -32.1 -89.7 21.8 

 Average direct effect (DE) -152.5 -310.8 4.6 

 Average total effect (TE) -184.6* -323.9 -39.9 

Lavenderblush2: Left amygdala b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -30.4 -93.4 13.7 

 Average direct effect (DE) -156.4* -301.0 -3.0 

 Average total effect (TE) -186.9* -324.4 -44.0 

Pink4: Right amygdala b 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -47.9* -117.4 -3.7 

 Average direct effect (DE) -156.1 -338.9 12.9 

 Average total effect (TE) -204.1* -380.1 -44.2 

*** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05, P: BH-significant (bolded) 

ME: module eigenvalue, b: estimate, CI: confidence interval 
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CHAPTER 3: BLOOD 5MC CLUSTERS ASSOCIATED WITH ADVERSE SOCIAL 

EXPOSURES AND ENDOPHENOTYPES OF PTSD-RELATED PSYCHIATRIC 

ILLNESS IN A TRAUMA-EXPOSED COHORT OF WOMEN 

 

3.1 Abstract 

 Adverse social exposures (ASEs) such as low income, low educational attainment, and 

childhood/adult trauma exposure are associated with variability in fronto-limbic grey matter 

volume, surface area (SA), and cortical thickness (CT) measurements. These central nervous 

system (CNS) morphometries, in turn, are associated with mood-related psychiatric illnesses and 

represent endophenotypes of mood-related psychiatric illness development. In African American 

(AA) women, ASEs and the development of mood-related psychiatric illness are prevalent. 

Epigenetic mechanisms, such as 5-methyl-cytosine (5mC), may contribute to the biological 

embedding of the environment in these populations but are understudied and not well 

understood. How these epigenetic mechanisms relate to CNS endophenotypes of psychiatric 

illness is also unclear.  

In 97 mostly AA, all female, trauma-exposed participants from the Grady Trauma 

Project, we examined the associations of childhood trauma burden (CTQ), adult trauma burden, 

low income, and low education with blood-derived 5mC clusters and fronto-limbic grey matter 

measurements. Specifically, we assessed whether 5mC clusters statistically mediated the 

relationships between ASEs and fronto-limbic grey matter measurements, in order to elucidate 

whether peripheral 5mC would index CNS endophenotypes of psychopathology.  

CTQ was negatively associated with rostral middle frontal gyrus (RMFG) SA (β = - 

0.231, p = 0.041). Low income and low education were also associated with a number of fronto-
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limbic grey matter measurements. Seven 5mC clusters were associated with CTQ (pmin = 

0.002), two with low education (pmin = 0.010), and three with low income (pmin = 0.007). Two 

clusters were full mediators of the relation between CTQ and RMFG SA, accounting for 47% 

and 35% of variability respectively. These clusters were enriched for probes falling in DNA 

regulatory regions, as well as signal transduction and immune signaling gene ontology functions.  

Our results support the body of work highlighting fronto-limbic variability associated 

with ASEs, while informing a peripheral inflammation-based epigenetic mechanism of 

biological embedding of such exposures. These signatures may be proxies of perturbed 

underlying neurobiology in response to childhood trauma burden and inform further 

investigation into primarily affected tissue such as endocrine, immune, and CNS cell types. 

These findings could also serve to potentiate increased investigation of understudied populations 

at significant risk for PTSD-related psychiatric illness development, such as AA women in low 

income, high trauma environments. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

 Adverse social exposures (ASEs) such as low income, low educational 

attainment, childhood trauma, and adult trauma exposure (TE), are common in the United States 

(US). Over the past five years, poverty rates in the US have ranged from 12 to 15%[6], and are 

likely to increase due to the impact of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic[187]. The percentage of 

US adults aged 18 to 24 that finish high school with a diploma or GED is roughly 88%, meaning 

that over one million students per year leave high school without completion credentials[7]. Past 

year exposure to physical abuse in US children range from 4% to 16%, whereas past year 

psychological abuse is reported in 10% of children in the US; sexual abuse is experienced at 
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some point during childhood in 15% to 30% of children[1]. Furthermore, in a US population-

based study of 34,653 participants, researchers found that depending on self-reported 

race/ethnicity, respondents’ prevalence of lifetime TE varied between 66% and 84%[4]. Other 

researcher has observed lifetime TE prevalence ranging from 50% to 90%[2, 3, 5].  

To this end, ASEs carry with them both acute and chronic risks across biological and 

psychological domains; one salient risk is the development of PTSD-related psychiatric illness or 

symptoms of such illnesses. To this end, in both adults and children, poverty-related stress is 

associated with increased internalizing symptoms (e.g., sadness or anxiety), involuntary 

engagement stress responses (e.g., emotional arousal or intrusive thoughts), externalizing 

symptoms (e.g., acts of aggression or theft), and involuntary disengagement stress responses 

(e.g., emotional numbing or cognitive interference)[13]. In addition to these associations 

between poverty-related stress and symptoms of potential psychiatric illness, rates of anxiety, 

mood, and substance-use disorders are all positively correlated with measures of socioeconomic 

disadvantage[188]. In the context of this international World Health Organization study, 

socioeconomic disadvantage included both low income and low educational attainment[188]. 

Moving a step beyond correlation, a longitudinal study found that higher educational attainment 

significantly attenuated both the overall risk of adult onset major depressive disorder (MDD), 

particularly in women, and the conditional risk of MDD as well[189].  

The effects of childhood maltreatment or trauma on long term mental health prognoses 

are also well-documented. In a recent meta-analysis of over 190 studies and 68,000 participants, 

researchers observed that higher childhood maltreatment (including potential traumas such as 

emotional abuse, physical abuse, sexual abuse) scores were associated with MDD diagnosis later 

in life and with depression symptom severity[24]. This built upon previous work in the field 
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showing that exposure to any form of maltreatment during childhood was associated with a two-

fold risk of MDD development, and nearly a three-fold risk of generalized anxiety disorder 

(GAD) development in adulthood[25]. Although childhood and adolescence are regarded as 

particularly vulnerable periods of development, the effects of trauma on psychiatric 

illness/symptom development are also notable when trauma is experienced in adulthood. A 

particularly salient example of this is evident in the potential development of post-traumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD) after a trauma. Interestingly, recent population-based work highlights 

race/ethnicity-based differences in psychiatric illness development and PTSD in particular. 

Researchers found that African Americans (AAs) are generally more resilient to developing 

psychiatric illness after a TE, compared to other races/ethnicities[190]; however, this resilience 

does not apply to PTSD, where AAs experience elevated conditional PTSD development rates 

relative to other races/ethnicities[190]. This, in tandem with research showing that females are 

subject to almost double the risk of PTSD/MDD development throughout their lifetime[2, 191–

193], highlights that AA women in particular may be subject to elevated risk of PTSD-related 

psychiatric illness development. 

A great deal of work has been placed in identifying the neural correlates of poverty, low 

education, and childhood/adult TEs. Researchers have identified specific signatures of fronto-

limbic central nervous system (CNS) variability in association with ASEs using methods such as 

structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and functional MRI (fMRI). In rodent[194, 195] 

and human[35–39] studies, observed neural correlates of ASEs include variability in volumetric, 

cortical thickness (CT), surface area (SA), excitability, and connectivity measures. Fronto-limbic 

brain regions, including frontal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala, contribute to adaptive 

behavioral and emotional responses, and are relevant to psychiatric illness development due to 
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their contributions to the generation and regulation of major decision-making, memory 

formation, and stress-reactivity processes[53]. To this end, a meta-analytic study showed that 

frontal pole (FP), superior frontal gyrus (SFG), and rostral middle frontal gyrus (RMFG) frontal 

cortex subregions are heavily involved in attention, working memory, cognitive flexibility, and 

executive reasoning[196], with added functionality of the frontal pole to introspection and 

longitudinal thinking[197]. The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is regarded as a mediator of the 

interactions between higher level cognitive processes and emotion/stress reactivity[198], and the 

orbito-frontal cortex (OFC) contributes to decision making and emotional processing 

functions[199]. These functions are impaired in numerous mental illnesses, including but not 

limited to PTSD[61], MDD[62], GAD[63], bipolar disorder[64], and schizophrenia[64]. These 

neural correlates of ASEs are associated with the development of PTSD-related psychiatric 

illnesses, and the replicated associations of fronto-limbic variability with psychiatric illness 

represent neural endophenotypes of said disorders[65, 67, 200].  

Importantly though, the effects of ASEs do not travel directly from environment to 

psychiatric illness. The sequalae of effect, rather, travels initially through the neuroendocrine 

system as a response to stressful external stimuli[201], whereby cortisol signaling occurs 

throughout the body, engaging immune (and other) networks[202]. Aberrant immune network 

activation and responses to cortisol signaling result in neural growth, inflammation, metabolism, 

and stress-related pathway disruption through molecular and epigenetic mechanisms[57, 203]. 

The process of DNA methylation, which commonly refers to the addition of a 5-methyl-cytosine 

(5mC) residue to a cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) base-pair, is one such epigenetic 

mechanism, and is understood to enhance or reduce mRNA transcription of genes in an 

experience-dependent, and temporally-stable manner[204]; continued research has pointed to the 
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importance of 5mC in this biological embedding of external stimuli[31, 125]. Because of 

challenges in taking epigenetic measurements from a living human brain, the primary etiologic 

tissue of interest in regard to psychiatric illness development, peripheral tissue such as blood or 

saliva serve as proxies for etiological tissue. It is well-documented that these peripheral 

epigenetic measures can index changes to the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA)-axis[105, 

106], immune system[107, 108], and CNS[109–111], although the direction of effect may be 

discordant across tissues[110, 112]. The aforementioned aberrant physiological responses and 

their accompanying epigenetic alterations are thought to confer the biological embedding of 

ASEs[205, 206], and can ultimately increase the risk of PTSD-related psychiatric illness[203, 

207]. Peripheral epigenetic measures can also index CNS-relevant endophenotypes of psychiatric 

illness development, as observed in studies using neuroimaging and peripheral epigenetic 

measures in tandem. However, these studied have primarily utilized candidate gene approaches, 

investigating 5mC in the SLC6A4[113–115], NR3C1[116, 117], FKBP5[118], and SKA2[119, 

120] genes, and neuroimaging measures of structure and function from the frontal cortex, 

hippocampus, and amygdala. Findings show that peripheral 5mC can index CNS structural 

variability[113–120] associated with psychiatric illness development, and that locus-specific 

peripheral 5mC can mediate ASE-associated CNS structure variability[120].  

To date, however, thorough investigation into the relationships between ASEs, peripheral 

5mC, and CNS endophenotypes of psychiatric illness have not been carried out at the genome-

scale. To this end, the current exploratory study applied genome-scale approaches in an all-

female, majority AA cohort from the Grady Trauma Project (GTP) to assess whether blood-

derived 5mC measurements might index CNS endophenotypes of PTSD-related psychiatric 

illness. We focus specifically on the GTP because AA women may be subject to elevated risk of 
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PTSD-related psychiatric illness development, but the mechanisms underlying that elevated risk 

are still unclear. In this study, we were specifically interested whether clusters of peripheral 5mC 

measurements statistically mediate the relation between ASEs and fronto-limbic grey matter 

volume, SA, and CT measures. Based on previous work, we hypothesized that identified 5mC 

modules would be enriched with 5mC probes falling in genes with HPA-axis[105, 106], immune 

system[107, 108], and CNS-relevant [109–111] gene ontology (GO) functions. 

 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

Participants  

The current research draws on 97 female, trauma-exposed participants drawn from the 

GTP. Participants were part of a larger investigation of genetic and environmental factors that 

predict the response to stressful life events (SLEs) in a predominantly AA, urban population of 

low socio-economic status (SES)[191]. Research participants were approached in the waiting 

rooms of primary care clinics of a large, public hospital. After the subjects provided written 

informed consent, they participated in a verbal interview and gave a blood sample for genetic 

and epigenetic analyses. Participants in this cohort also had available demographic, psychosocial 

(Table 3.1), and neuroimaging data. Exclusion criteria included mental retardation or active 

psychosis. All GTP procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Emory 

University School of Medicine and Grady Memorial Hospital. 

 

Exposures of interest  

 Income, education, adult trauma burden, and childhood trauma burden were considered 

exposures of interest in current analyses. Income: Self-reported approximate household monthly 
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income (“household income”) was measured as part of a demographic-focused inventory. 

Participants indicated total household income within one of the following ranges: $0 to $499, 

$500 to $999, or greater than $1000 per month. Education: Participants also reported educational 

attainment history (“education”) and were binned into one of the following categories: did not 

complete high school, completed high school or GED, or completed more schooling than high 

school. Traumatic events inventory: Adult trauma burden was assessed via a semi-structured 

interview using the Traumatic Events Inventory (TEI), a scale developed by the GTP researchers 

during their prior work in the Grady hospital primary care population[208]. TEI responses 

pertaining to childhood were excluded in favor of the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ). 

In the current study, the continuous TEI score was used (“TEI”); the higher the TEI score, the 

more traumatic life events one encountered. Childhood trauma questionnaire: Childhood trauma 

burden was assessed using the self-report 28 question CTQ[209]. This inventory consists of five 

subscales, including sexual abuse, physical abuse, emotional abuse, as well as physical and 

emotional neglect. In the current study, the continuous CTQ score was used (“CTQ total”). 

Information regarding previous usage of exposure of interest variables in GTP studies can be 

found elsewhere[31, 191, 208, 210–212]. 

 

Neuroimaging  

In the parent study/project, hemisphere-specific frontal cortex CT and SA measurements 

were taken along with amygdala and hippocampal gray matter volume to assess brain 

morphometry of the fronto-limbic pathway. For the purpose of this study, hippocampus and 

amygdala measures, we used an average of the volumes taken across hemispheres (e.g., 

“hemisphere-mean hippocampal volume”, “hemisphere-mean amygdala volume”). CT and SA 
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develop along discordant temporal trajectories[213], and are effected in different manners based 

on underlying genetic sequence[214]. Based on this rationale, we examined CT and SA 

measures of frontal cortex subregions, instead of gray matter volume. Frontal cortex subregions 

included in the current study map to Brodmann’s areas 8, 9, 10, 11, 24, 25, 32, and 46[53], and 

include FP, medial OFC (mOFC), lateral OFC (lOFC), SFG, RMFG, rostral ACC (rACC), and 

caudal ACC (cACC). For frontal cortex SA and CT, we used an average of values taken across 

hemispheres (e.g., “hemisphere-mean RMFG SA”, “hemisphere-mean RMFG CT”). Structural 

MRI study procedures followed methods as previously described in the GTP cohort [215, 216]. 

 

Molecular  

Whole-blood was collected in EDTA vacuum tubes prior to DNA extraction. Genomic 

DNA was extracted and purified using the AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) 

using manufacturer recommended methods. DNA was denatured and bisulfite converted (BSC) 

using the EZ DNA Methylation-GoldTM Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA). After conversion, 

BSC DNA was applied to the Infinium MethylationEPIC BeadChip (Illumina; San Diego, 

California) (850k) using manufacturer recommended protocol to measure DNA 5mC at 

~850,000 loci.  

 

5mC pre-processing  

Beta-values measured from the 850k platform were background corrected with 

GenomeStudio, quality controlled (QCed), and filtered according to previously published 

methods[157]. All quality control and pre-processing was performed in R version 3.6.1[158]. 

These steps removed low quality and potentially cross-hybridizing probes, quantile-normalized 
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probe Beta-values, and removed technical and batch effects[217–220]. 5mC beta-values were 

variance stabilized and logit-transformed into M-values[159]. X- and Y-chromosome-mapped 

probes were removed, along with rs-mapped probes. The remaining ~827k probes were then 

subset to include only those with observed nominally significant Pearson correlation (p < 0.05) 

between blood and brain tissue from the ImageCpG data repository[160], which focused analysis 

onto loci with greater prospect for proxy or surrogate status with etiologically-relevant CNS 

tissue. Following QC and filtering steps, 92,208 probes remained.  

 

Covariates  

Age, sex, cellular heterogeneity estimates, multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) of genomic 

ancestry, an epigenetic proxy of smoking[221], and employment/disability status were included 

in models as covariates, where pertinent. Cellular heterogeneity: Genome-wide DNAm patterns 

were used to estimate the proportions of granulocytes, monocytes, B cells, natural killer cells, 

CD4T and CD8T cells within each sample. Calculations were done according to methodology 

described in Houseman et al [222]. Estimated proportions of monocytes, B cells, natural killer 

cells, CD4T and CD8T were included as covariates in multiple regression models, where 

pertinent. Genomic ancestry: To avoid potential inaccuracies/confounding effects of self-

reported race/ethnicity, genetic ancestry was modeled using MDS measures extracted from 

participant genomic data using PLINK[163]. The first four MDS genetic ancestry measures were 

chosen to be used as covariates based on visual inspection of scree plots. This methodology is in 

line with previous publications[223]. Smoking: Cigarette smoking is known to exert significant 

effects across the methylome[224]. Using a method discussed in detail elsewhere[225], the 

current study corrected for the methylomic effects of smoking by calculating effect size 
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estimates of the top twenty-six probes from a recent smoking epigenome-wide association study 

(EWAS) performed in participants with AA genomic ancestry[221]. Employment and disability: 

As applied in previous GTP publications[210], employment/disability status was considered as: 

unemployed; unemployed receiving disability support; or employed, with or without disability 

support.  

 

Probe clustering  

In order to remove non-desired effects from probe M-values, we composed linear models 

in R using age, sex, cellular heterogeneity, genomic ancestry, and the smoking proxy as 

predictors of probe-wise 5mC M-values. For each probe, residual values (“residualized M-

values”) were extracted for clustering. Taking the 92,208 residualized M-values, the “WGCNA” 

package was then used in R to build a co-methylation network[164]. First, scale-free topology 

model fit was analyzed. As recommended, a soft-threshold value of ten was chosen based on the 

lowest power at which adjusted R2 > 0.90. Adjacency and dissimilarity matrices were generated, 

and unsupervised hierarchical clustering was used to generate a clustered residual M-value 

network. Setting a minimum cluster size of ten generated 73 clusters of 5mC probes, where each 

cluster was identified by a unique color. After clustering, we extracted the first principal 

component of each cluster, referred to from here on as a “module eigengene” (ME). Compared to 

EWAS-type analyses, which assess differential methylation on the level of individual 5mC loci, 

network-based methods, as used in the current research, utilize dimension-reduction techniques 

to create a much smaller network of related 5mC probe clusters. This reduces the burden of 

multiple hypothesis testing and provides the potential for increased statistical power in 

circumstances with a small number of biological replicates[165]. 
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Statistical analyses  

To understand the relationships between variables used throughout the current analyses, 

we carried out Pearson correlations and mapped their correlation coefficients. Based on these 

correlations, we conducted a set of analyses, as shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1 Arm A analyses 

included hemisphere-mean hippocampus and amygdala volumes as dependent variables (in 

separate models). Income, education, CTQ total, and TEI were included as independent variables 

of interest, whereas genomic ancestry, age, employment/disability and intra-cranial volume 

(ICV) were included as covariates. The same predictors and covariates were included, minus 

ICV, to predict frontal cortex subregions SA and CT measures. Overall CT and/or SA were not 

included as covariates based on prior work with this cohort [226]. Figure 3.1 Arm B analyses 

included 5mC MEs as dependent variables (in separate models). Income, education, CTQ total, 

and TEI were included as independent variables of interest, and employment/disability was 

included as a covariate. Covariates were limited in this stage of analysis due to the removal of 

confounding effects through residual extraction in prior pre-processing steps. Figure 3.1 Arm C 

analyses included individual fronto-limbic morphometry measures as dependent variables (in 

separate models). Individual 5mC MEs were included as independent variables of interest, 

whereas age, genomic ancestry, employment, and ICV (ICV was only included in hippocampus 

and amygdala models) were included as covariates. Within each phase of the analyses, including 

mediation analyses, continuous dependent and independent variables were standardized, 

resulting in standardized effect estimates. Nominal p-values were corrected for multiple 

hypothesis testing by controlling the false discovery rate (FDR=0.10) using the Benjamini 

Hochberg (BH) procedure(85). Briefly, for each nominal p-value, a BH critical value was 

calculated where nominal p-value’s assigned rank over the number of tests was multiplied by the 
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accepted FDR. Nominal p-values less than this threshold were deemed BH-significant. Due to 

the exploratory nature of the current work, both nominal and BH-significant terms were 

considered for interpretation; and nominal p-values are presented within the results section of the 

current text. We also highlight results from the same analyses as seen above, where we excluded 

the single non-AA participant. 

 

Mediation analyses  

MEs were tested for statistical mediating status between independent variables of interest 

(ASEs) and dependent variables (hemisphere-mean fronto-limbic brain morphometry) using the 

“mediation” package in R[168] (Figure 3.1). Importantly, only fronto-limbic brain morphometry 

measures nominally associated with income, education, CTQ total or TEI (Figure 3.1, Arm A) 

were considered. Similarly, MEs tested for mediation included only those nominally associated 

with an exposure (Figure 3.1, Arm B) and a fronto-limbic brain morphometry measure (Figure 

3.1, Arm C). For each ME, average indirect effect (IDE), direct effect (DE), and total effect 

estimates and confidence intervals were calculated as a result of 10,000 quasi-Bayesian Monte 

Carlo approximations, applied with the mediation package. Consistent with methodology 

employed in the field[40, 227], we considered an ME a full mediator if the DE=0 while the IDE 

and total effect ≠ 0, or a partial mediator if the DE, IDE, and total effect ≠ 0. Individual probes 

from full mediator modules were assessed for mediation status, in order to gain insight into 

potential locus-specific mediation effects. Additionally, we mention results from the same 

analyses as seen above, where we excluded the single non-AA participant.  
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Gene set enrichment analyses  

To assess underlying methylomic network enrichment, all four ASEs of interest were 

included in linear models as either independent variables or covariates, where individual 

residualized probe M-values were included as dependent variables, while controlling for 

employment/disability status. Importantly, only exposures with a fully-mediating 5mC cluster 

were considered independent variables of interest. Other exposures which did not exhibit a fully-

mediating 5mC cluster were considered as covariates. For probes/ASEs with nominally 

significant relationships (p < 0.05), we extracted probe p-values and probe names and used them 

as input to gene set enrichment analyses (GSEA) with the “methylGSA” package[169]. 

Importantly, ASE-associated probe p-values were only captured for ASEs in which a full 

mediator was previously observed, which limited analyses to CTQ only. GO sets of 25 to 1,000 

genes were allowed, eliminating high-level GO-terms such as “biological process”, which 

facilitated testing of 5,478 gene sets. To produce a condensed summary of non-redundant GO-

terms, the web-based tool “Revigo” was used[170]. Again, we mention results from GSEA 

where we excluded the single non-AA participant. 

 

3.4 Results 

Study participants  

Descriptive statistics for demographic and psychosocial measures in study participants 

are shown in Table 3.1. Mean age of participants was 40 (+/-12.5), with 100% of the sample 

female and 99% AA. Thirty percent of the sample reported household income in the range of $0 

to $499 per month, while 34% of the sample reported household income above $1000 per month. 

Fifteen percent of the sample reported not having finished high school, whereas 55% of the 
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sample reported having more schooling than high school. Mean CTQ total value for participants 

was 40.5 (+/- 15.4), whereas mean TEI value for participants was 4.2 (+/- 2.3). Pearson 

correlations between variables used in the current study are shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

ASEs predict fronto-limbic brain morphometry  

At nominal significance, CTQ total was negatively associated with RMFG SA (β = - 

0.231, SE = 0.111, t = - 2.079, p = 0.041), but was not associated with other outcomes of interest 

(p > 0.05). Relative to high educational attainment (completed more schooling than high school), 

low educational attainment (no high school certificate) was negatively associated with cACC SA 

(β = - 0.855, SE = 0.280, t = - 3.049, p = 0.003), and positively associated with FP CT (β = 

0.684, SE = 0.302, t = 2.267, p = 0.026) and SFG CT (β = 0.553, SE = 0.256, t = 2.162, p = 

0.034) at the nominal significance threshold, but no other brain morphometry outcomes of 

interest (p > 0.05). On the other hand, relative to high household income ($1000+/month), low 

household income ($0-$499/month) was nominally negatively associated with amygdala grey 

matter volume (β = - 0.649, SE = 0.283, t = - 2.299, p = 0.024), but no other neuroimaging 

outcome of interest (p > 0.05). TEI was not associated with any neuroimaging measures (p > 

0.05). Nominally significant model outcomes can be found in Table 3.2. In controlling for 64 

total tests at FDR = 0.10, no outcomes were BH-significant. All of the nominally significant 

relationships mentioned above were maintained in post-hoc analyses including only participants 

(n = 96) that self-reported race as AA (data not shown). Brain morphometry outcomes nominally 

associated with ASEs were carried into downstream analyses.  
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ASEs predict 5mC ME  

CTQ total was nominally associated with seven MEs, the strongest of which were 

Darkolivegreen (Darkolivegreen β = 0.354, SE = 0.110, t = 3.214, p = 0.002) and Steelblue 

(Steelblue β = - 0.306, SE = 0.111, t = - 2.748, p = 0.007). Compared to high educational 

attainment, low educational attainment was positively associated with one ME (Coral1 β = 

0.750, SE = 0.286, t = 2.618, p = 0.010), and negatively associated with one ME (Lightcoral β = 

- 0.615, SE = 0.296, t = - 2.079, p = 0.040) at nominal levels. Relative to high household income 

($1000+/month), low household income ($0-$499/month) was positively associated with three 

MEs (Antiquewhite4 β = 0.770, SE = 0.277, t = 2.781, p = 0.007; Indianred4 β = 0.717, SE = 

0.276, t = 2.602, p = 0.011; Orange β = 0.571, SE = 0.274, t = 2.084, p = 0.040) at nominal 

levels. Because TEI was not associated with any fronto-limbic brain morphometric measures 

(Figure 3.1, Arm A), we do not report any results for this exposure. Results from all Arm B 

analyses can be found in Supplementary Table B.1. In controlling for 73 tests at FDR = 0.10, no 

outcomes were BH-significant. All nominally significant relationships reported above 

maintained their significance in analyses excluding the single non-AA participant. 5mC MEs 

nominally associated with ASEs were carried into downstream analyses.  

 

5mC MEs predict fronto-limbic brain morphometry  

Four out of seven CTQ-associated MEs showed a nominally significant relationship with 

hemisphere-mean RMFG SA (Maroon, White, Tan, Yellow). The three strongest relationships 

were the Maroon ME (β = - 0.451, SE = 0.091, t = - 4.966, p = 3x10-6) (Figure 3.3a), White ME 

(β = - 0.392, SE = 0.093, t = - 4.231, p = 6x10-5) (Figure 3.3b), and Tan ME (β = 0.233, SE = 

0.100, t = 2.322, p = 0.023) (Figure 3.3c). Two low educational attainment-associated MEs were 
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tested independently for associations with hemisphere-mean cACC SA, frontal pole CT, and 

SFG CT. Of these, the Lightcoral ME was nominally associated with cACC SA (β = 0.215, SE = 

0.099, t = 2.182, p = 0.032) (Figure 3.3d). Finally, of the three low income-associated MEs, none 

showed a nominally significant relationship with hemisphere-mean amygdala volume 

(Supplementary Table B.2). In controlling for 16 tests at FDR = 0.10, the Maroon and White ME 

relationships with hemisphere-mean RMFG SA were BH-significant. In assessing these same 

relationships after removing the non-AA participant, we found no differences from results 

reported above (data not shown); all nominally significant and BH-significant relationships 

remained. 5mC MEs nominally associated with fronto-limbic brain morphometry measures were 

carried into downstream analyses.  

 

ME mediation  

Four CTQ-associated MEs that also showed a nominally significant relationship with 

hemisphere-mean RMFG SA were tested for their mediating status between CTQ total and 

hemisphere-mean RMFG SA (Maroon, White, Tan, Yellow). Both the Maroon ME (TE β = -

0.983, p = 0.047; IDE β = -0.466, p = 0.008; DE β = -0.517, p = 0.277) and the White ME (TE β 

= -1.014, p = 0.034; IDE β = -0.348, p = 0.032; DE β = -0.667, p = 0.164) were full mediators of 

this relationship. TE results show that RMFG SA was an estimated ~589 mm2 lower at the 

highest levels of CTQ exposure compared to the lowest levels of CTQ exposure. Independently, 

the Maroon ME accounted for 275 mm2 (47%) of that effect, whereas the White ME accounted 

for 204 mm2 (34%). Importantly, the Maroon and White MEs were both full mediators in 

analyses excluding the non-AA participant (data not shown). Neither the Tan nor Yellow MEs 

were partial or full mediators of the relationship between CTQ and hemisphere-mean RMFG SA 
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(TE p < 0.05; IDE p > 0.05; DE p > 0.05), although the direction of TEs in these analyses closely 

mirrored those in the Maroon and White ME mediation analyses. The Lightcoral ME, which we 

previously observed to be associated with low education attainment and cACC SA, was neither a 

partial nor full mediator of the relationship between low education attainment and hemisphere-

mean cACC SA (TE β = -0.844, p = 0.003; IDE β = -0.107, p = 0.100; DE β = -0.737, p = 

0.010). However, the DE indicates that low educational attainment status accounted for cACC 

SA that is 84 mm2 smaller than high educational attainment status. In controlling for ten tests of 

the IDE and DE p-values for the five relationships above at FDR = 0.10, all nominally significant 

ME IDEs were BH-significant and all DEs remained non-significant (Table 3.3). Follow-up 

mediation analyses were then performed on individual probes from the Maroon and White 

modules.  

 

Probe-wise mediation: Maroon module  

Six out of the 11 Maroon ME probes were full mediators of the relationship between 

CTQ total and RMFG SA (Table 3.4). The top three strongest mediators based on IDE β 

coefficients were: cg21622733 (TE β = -0.983, p = 0.044; IDE β = -0.512, p = 0.003; DE β = -

0.471, p = 0.320), cg19805668 (TE β = -1.003, p = 0.042; IDE β = -0.411, p = 0.009; DE β = -

0.592, p = 0.217), and cg03710029 (TE β = -0.990, p = 0.048; IDE β = -0.321, p = 0.019; DE β = 

-0.670, p = 0.182). Respectively, these probes mapped to the long intergenic non-coding (LINC) 

RNA gene LINC01531, the placental growth factor gene PGF, and the solute carrier family 38 

member 10 gene SLC38A10. The other three full mediating probes mapped to myosin heavy 

chain 14 (MYH14), DNA methyltransferase 3 alpha (DNMT3A), and neuralized E3 ubiquitin 

protein ligase 4 (NEURL4). In controlling for 22 tests of Maroon probe IDE and DE p-values, 
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only two nominally significant probes were also BH-significant (cg21622733: LINC01531 and 

cg19805668: PGF). Comprehensive probe-wise mediation results are found in Supplementary 

Table B.3.  

In all, probes from the Maroon module map to eight known protein coding genes 

(MYH14, HGSNAT, SFTPA1, PGF, NEURL4, DNMT3A, SLC38A10, and PEBP4) and two non-

coding RNAs (LINC01531 and MIR3659HG). GO-terms associated with these loci include: 

MYH14 (neuronal action potential GO:0019228, actomyosin structure organization 

GO:0031032), HGSNAT (lysosomal transport GO:0007041, neutrophil degranulation 

GO:0043312), SFTPA1 (toll-like receptor signaling pathway GO:0002224), PGF 

(chemoattractant activity GO:0042056, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor binding 

GO:0005172), NEURL4 (ubiquitin protein ligase activity GO:0061630), DNMT3A (DNA 

(cytosine-5-methyltransferase activity GO:0003886), SLC38A10 (amino acid transmembrane 

transporter activity GO:0015171), and PEBP4 (protein binding GO:0005515), among others.  

 

Probe-wise mediation: White module  

On the other hand, three out of 19 White ME probes were full mediators of the 

relationship between CTQ total and RMFG SA (Table 3.4): cg01544227 (TE β = -0.994, p = 

0.044; IDE β = -0.305, p = 0.036; DE β = -0.689, p = 0.175), cg00686169 (TE β = -1.017, p = 

0.037; IDE β = -0.277, p = 0.043; DE β = -0.740, p = 0.126), and cg08002107 (TE β = -1.006, p 

= 0.040; IDE β = -0.268, p = 0.047; DE β = -0.738, p = 0.122). These three probes mapped to 

AC092745.5, FAM90A24P, and USP17L7 loci, respectively. In controlling for 38 tests of White 

probe IDE and DE p-values, no nominally significant probes were BH-significant. In performing 

the same analyses as above without inclusion of the non-AA participant, we found that in the 
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Maroon module, cg15150970 did not maintain a nominally significant full mediator status (data 

not shown). In the White module, we found that zero out of the three nominally significant full 

mediators maintained this same status, although they each approached nominal significance (p < 

0.08). Comprehensive probe-wise mediation results are found in Supplementary Table B.3.  

In all, only one probe from the White module maps to a known protein coding gene, 

USP17L7. The GO term associated with USP17L7 is thiol-dependent deubiquitinase 

(GO:0004843). One other probe maps to a LINC RNA, FAM66D. The remaining probes map to 

a pseudogene family, named family with sequence similarity 90. Members include: FAM90A10, 

FAM90A11P, FAM90A20, FAM90A24P, FAM90A25P, FAM90A5, FAM90A6P, and FAM90A7. 

The only GO term associated with these pseudogenes is nucleic acid binding (GO:0003676).  

 

Gene set enrichment analysis  

CTQ total (childhood trauma burden) was included as the independent variable of interest 

in linear models with probe residualized M-values as dependent variables. Income, education, 

and adult trauma burden were included and considered as covariates, as no 5mC clusters 

mediated the relationships between our exposures and outcomes of interest. We used the 

resultant 6,335 nominally significant p-values and probe names as GSEA input, facilitating the 

testing of 5,478 GO-terms. After Revigo redundancy reduction, 30 BH-significant GO-terms 

remained for interpretation. These included immune-related GO-terms: macrophage migration 

(GO:1905517, p = 9x10-8, rank = 10), T cell receptor complex (GO:0042101, p = 6x10-6, rank = 

13), and chemokine-mediated signaling pathway (GO:0070098, p = 7x10-4, rank = 28), among 

four others. Two CNS-related GO-terms were present: negative regulation of smoothened 

signaling pathway (GO:0045879, p = 2x10-6, rank = 12), and glutamine family amino acid 
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biosynthetic process (GO:0009084, p = 1x10-4, rank = 19), along with one HPA-axis related 

term: thyroid hormone metabolic process (GO:0042403, p = 2x10-15, rank = 5). Additionally, 

numerous signal transduction and membrane transport GO-terms were present: positive 

regulation of phospholipase activity (GO:0010518, p = 5x10-25, rank = 1), intrinsic component of 

peroxisomal membrane (GO:0031231, p = 7x10-18, rank = 2), and RNA polymerase II carboxy-

terminal domain kinase activity (GO:0008353, p = 8x10-15, rank = 6), among others 

(Supplementary Table B.4). Analysis performed while excluding the single non-AA participant 

rendered highly similar results to those reported above (data not shown).  

 

3.5 Discussion 

As discussed, previous work has shown that women are subject to elevated risk of PTSD-

related psychiatric illness development, and that AAs are at higher conditional risk of PTSD 

following trauma. Therefore, we applied genome-scale approaches to a cohort of majority AA 

women from a low SES, trauma-enriched environment, representing an understudied population, 

where our main goal was to assess whether blood-derived 5mC cluster MEs might index CNS 

endophenotypes of PTSD-related psychiatric illness. We were specifically interested in exploring 

whether blood-derived 5mC MEs statistically mediated the relations between ASEs (low income, 

low education, childhood trauma burden, adult trauma burden) and fronto-limbic brain 

morphometry measures (volume, SA, CT), thus serving as a peripheral proxy of such CNS 

effects. Based on previous work, we hypothesized that identified 5mC modules would be 

enriched with 5mC probes falling in genes with HPA-axis[105, 106], immune system[107, 108], 

and CNS-relevant [109–111] GO-functions.  
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Our study findings indicate that high childhood trauma burden, low educational 

attainment, and low income are each associated with CNS endophenotypes of PTSD-related 

psychiatric illness, and that a subset of blood-derived 5mC MEs statistically mediate some of 

these relationships. We further found that the individual probes from mediating 5mC MEs fell in 

genes with CNS-relevant and immune system GO-functions. Finally, we found that the 

underlying childhood trauma burden-associated methylomic network was enriched with HPA-

axis, immune, and CNS-related gene sets, in addition to signal transduction and membrane 

transport functions. Overall, we posit that the peripheral epigenetic signatures indexing and/or 

mediating our relationships of interest are consistent with previously observed patterns in which 

PTSD-related psychiatric illness is accompanied by profiles of peripheral inflammation[33, 58, 

60, 62].  

In the current study, childhood trauma burden was negatively associated with 

hemisphere-mean RMFG SA, which mirrors findings from cohorts enriched for stress, trauma, 

and psychiatric illness [51, 52]. We also observed higher CT of both the FP and SFG in 

participants with low educational attainment (compared to high educational attainment), as well 

as higher cACC SA. Although studies on FP CT and ASEs (besides trauma) are scarce, our 

findings support past research investigating whether high CT is representative of a predisposition 

to psychiatric illness development, or whether high CT emerges after psychiatric illness onset. 

Specifically, prior longitudinal work showed higher cortical thickness in high risk (of mood 

disorder) participants compared to healthy controls at baseline. The high-risk participants that 

went on to develop MDD then showed increased FP CT over the two-year time period following 

their diagnosis[46]. This research implied that high FP CT could represent both a predisposition 

to MDD development risk, and a post-onset emergent phenotype of MDD.  
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Our study also shows that low household income is negatively associated with 

hemisphere-mean amygdala grey matter volume. This finding aligns with research in 

children/adolescents showing that low familial income-to-needs ratio[40] is associated with 

decreased amygdala grey matter volume, and with studies in adults showing that past year 

financial hardship[47] is associated with decreased amygdala grey matter volume. However, the 

relationships between SES-like measures and amygdala grey matter volume are well-studied, and 

variable conclusions between studies are common[228]. Hemisphere-mean hippocampal volume 

was not associated with any ASE; as in the case of amygdala grey matter volume, study 

conclusions are mixed[228], and the well-documented phenomenon of hemisphere-specific 

laterality may be implicated in the current negative findings[129–131].  

In all, four blood-derived MEs were tested for mediating status between childhood 

trauma burden and RMFG SA. Both the Maroon and the White ME fully mediated the 

relationship and accounted for significant proportions of variability (47% and 35% respectively).  

The Maroon module is composed of 11 probes, six of which are also full mediators of the 

aforementioned relationship. The six probes fully mediating the childhood trauma burden and 

RMFG SA relationship are located in the MYH14, PGF, NEURL4, DNMT3A, SLC38A10, and 

LINC01531. GO-terms associated with these loci include: MYH14 (neuronal action potential 

GO:0019228, actomyosin structure organization GO:0031032), PGF (chemoattractant activity 

GO:0042056, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor binding GO:0005172), NEURL4 

(ubiquitin protein ligase activity GO:0061630), DNMT3A (DNA (cytosine-5-methyltransferase 

activity GO:0003886), and SLC38A10 (amino acid transmembrane transporter activity 

GO:0015171). Of particular interest is the probe falling in the DNMT3A gene. Past longitudinal 

study in a predominantly female AA sample showed differential blood DNMT3A 5mC in 
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response to traumatic event exposure[229], and emerging work focused specifically on African 

ancestry individuals has identified a genome-wide significant association in DNMT3A in relation 

to MDD[230]. What is more, in a rodent model of fear conditioning, Dnmt3a mRNA expression 

is altered in forebrain neurons, leading to differential DNA 5mC of synaptic plasticity and 

memory formation genes[231]. Dnmt3A mRNA expression in rodent nucleus accumbens is also 

altered in response to chronic restraint stress, and targeted inhibition of Dnmt3A 5mC potentiates 

anti-depressant-like effects[232]. Based on the current and prior findings, it appears that the 

DNMT3A gene in humans is a potential locus of stress- or trauma-related biological embedding, 

and that measurements of DNMT3A 5mC taken from peripheral tissues could be indexing fronto-

limbic variability associated with these exposures. Overall, our findings in the Maroon module 

imply that immune signaling, cellular proliferation, neuronal development, and epigenetic 

regulatory pathways could be potential substrates for the biological embedding of childhood 

trauma. However, whether these profiles, as measured in peripheral tissue, are indicative of 

neurobiological variability resulting from childhood trauma is beyond the scope of the current 

work. What is more, although our current results are derived from an all-female, majority AA 

cohort of participants, we cannot express with confidence whether these signatures are sex- or 

ancestry-specific.  

On the other hand, the White module is comprised of 19 probes, three of which are full 

mediators of the relation between CTQ total and RMFG SA. Thirteen probes from this module 

are mapped to the “Family with sequence similarity 90” superfamily of pseudogenes, and all but 

two probes exist in a one megabase stretch of chromosome eight. The three full mediator probes 

(cg00686169, cg01544227, and cg08002107) fall in the FAM90A24P, LINC00937, and 

FAM66D loci, respectively. Little is known of the FAM90A24P locus, but the LINC00937 locus 
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encodes a LINC RNA species that is strongly associated with cutaneous melanoma 

prognosis[233], as well as endocervical cancer progression[234], suggesting that it plays a role in 

cellular proliferation. On the other hand, the FAM66D locus encodes a LINC RNA species 

whose expression is significantly upregulated in both Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis 

(UC), the two most common types of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)[235]. Efforts made 

towards elucidating the function of the broader chromosome eight locus highlight its structurally 

dynamic nature, in addition to its harboring of the defensin genes, the protein products of which 

play significant roles in the innate immune response, as well as antitumor response[236]. 

Defensin proteins are also recognized as key contributors to innate immune defense against UC, 

CD, and IBD in general[237].  

With this in mind, it appears that 5mC of CpG probes mediating the childhood trauma 

burden and RMFG SA relationship interact with endothelial growth and innate immune response 

regulatory pathways. This notion is supported by repeated observation of increased blood-based 

inflammation profiles, as measured in adults that had previously experienced childhood TE[238–

240]. More CNS-focused research has also shown significant dysregulation of stress-response 

and inflammation-related mRNA/protein levels in post-mortem frontal cortex of patients with 

neurodevelopmental[241] and psychiatric illnesses[242, 243]. What is more, decreased CT of 

medial pre-frontal cortex is observed in MDD patients, a relationship that was partially mediated 

by inflammatory factors known to influence neuroplasticity[244]. Unfortunately, the relevant 

studies informing our current results are sparse, and could be considered underpowered. This 

precludes a concrete ability to postulate on the relationships between peripheral inflammation 

and neural endophenotypes of PTSD-related psychiatric illness. 
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In our GSEA of childhood trauma burden -associated probes, the top enriched term was 

“positive regulation of phospholipase activity”, meaning that multiple probes fall in genes that 

increase the frequency, rate, or extent of phospholipase activity. Of close relation is the 11th 

ranked GO-term, “inositol phosphate phosphatase activity”. Together, these terms appear to 

represent one of the major mechanisms of neuronal and hormonal signal transduction in 

mammals, the activation of phospholipase C (PLC) and subsequent activation of inositol 

signaling pathways[245]. In brief, extracellular stimuli receptor binding activates PLC. PLC then 

functions to convert phosphatidylinositol-4-5 bisphosphate (P45P2) into inositol-1-4-5 

trisphosphate (I145P3). From this, the kinase-activating secondary messenger diacylglycerol 

(DAG) is activated[245]. There are many isoforms of the PLC enzyme family, but PLC-δ1 is 

strongly implicated in regulating cell-motility & cytoskeletal organization[246], and in inhibiting 

inflammatory immune responses[247]. Quantities of this PLC isoform, PLC-δ1, are highly 

correlated with nuclear levels of P45P2[248]; interestingly, P45P2 regulates transcription 

through binding interaction with the RNA polymerase II C-terminal tail[249]. The 

aforementioned processes are specifically represented within our GSEA results (Supplementary 

Table B.4): RNA polymerase II carboxy-terminal domain kinase activity, regulation of mitotic 

spindle organization, and numerous immune signaling and motility terms. Given childhood 

trauma burden is the ASE of interest, it stands to reason that in our cohort of AA women, 

peripheral inflammatory signals could be heightened in those with high childhood trauma 

burden, and phospholipase activity may be upregulated in an attempt to restore homeostatic 

balance. To this end, genomic, transcriptomic, and metabolic investigations into phospholipase 

involvement in psychiatric illness is ongoing, supporting the feasibility of this concept[250–252], 

but studies focused ancestry- or race-specific effects are currently non-existent.  
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Overall, we posit that the blood-based epigenetic signatures indexing and/or mediating 

our relationships of interest are potentially explained by ASE-associated peripheral 

inflammation. In response to perceived stress or trauma, fronto-limbic brain regions associated 

with cognitive function, emotional reactivity, and memory are activated, signaling to the HPA-

axis’ neural hub, and eventually potentiating glucocorticoid (GC) release. Critical to 

immunological, metabolic, cardiac, and homeostatic functions, GCs act mechanistically in and 

around the CNS and peripheral nervous system (PNS), including serving as a long-range 

negative feedback mechanism to inhibit further HPA-axis activity. Additionally, the ligands and 

receptors of cytokines and neurotransmitters are shared throughout the CNS, HPA-axis, and 

immune systems[55, 56]. Aberrant responses to this signaling can result in neural growth, 

inflammation, metabolism, and stress-related pathway disruption through molecular and 

epigenetic mechanisms[57], which are consistent with 5mC-derived patterns observed in 

peripheral tissue in the current report.  

The foremost strength of the current research is the inclusion of multi-modal data types 

(epigenetic/neuroimaging) to help explain the biological embedding of ASEs. Furthermore, the 

dimension reduction techniques used in the current work, clustering and principal component 

extraction, were valuable in reducing the burden of multiple hypothesis testing and in describing 

potentially related networks of 5mC loci. It also focused the analysis onto loci with greater 

prospect for proxy or surrogate status with etiologically-relevant CNS tissue. The composition of 

the cohort is also a strength of the current work, being all-female and majority AA. This sample 

is reflective of an understudied population at elevated risk for PTSD and for persistence of 

PTSD-related psychiatric illness[253]. However, because of the homogenous nature of the 

cohort, we are unable to make confident conclusions about ancestry-specific or sex-specific 
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effects. Limitations of the current study include relatively small sample size and the inability to 

infer causality from cross-sectional samples. In addition, the current research used peripheral 

tissue in lieu of etiological CNS tissue for obvious technical reasons. Functional MRI measures 

such as neurotransmitter specific PET imaging could also provide deeper endophenotypic 

insights. Future studies on this topic should capture longitudinal data from a larger sample and 

could investigate genetic factors or tissues of etiological interest.  

The current study showed that exposure to high childhood trauma burden, low 

educational attainment, and low income are each associated with neuroimaging endophenotypes 

of psychiatric illness, and that a subset of blood-derived 5mC measurements statistically mediate 

these relationships. In addition, we found that the mediating 5mC MEs were enriched with 

probes falling in genomic regulatory regions, and in genes with CNS-relevant and immune 

system GO-functions. Finally, we found that the underlying childhood trauma burden-associated 

methylomic network was enriched with HPA-axis, immune, and CNS-related gene sets. To this 

end, the current results provide a feasible epigenetic mechanism through which ASEs are 

embedded in human physiological systems, and through which ASEs contribute to the 

development of PTSD-related psychiatric illness. Although these concepts are broadly applicable 

across race, ethnicity, and biological sex, the current results highlight mechanisms of biological 

embedding that may be specific to AA women. These epigenetic signatures could be taken as 

peripheral biomarkers or proxies of perturbed underlying neurobiology associated with ASEs, 

and could further research efforts into etiological tissues of interest such as endocrine, immune, 

and CNS cell types. These findings could also serve to potentiate increased investigation of 

understudied populations at significant risk for onset or persistence of certain PTSD-related 

psychiatric illnesses, such as AA women in low income, high trauma environments. 
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3.6 Figures and Tables 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1 Conceptual model testing individual module eigengenes (MEs) as mediators of the hypothesized associations between adverse social exposures 

(ASEs) and variability in fronto-limbic brain morphometries. Arm A. Analyses included hemisphere-mean hippocampus and amygdala volumes as dependent 

variables (in separate models). Income, education, CTQ total, and TEI were included as independent variables of interest, whereas genomic ancestry, age, 

employment/disability and ICV were included as covariates. The same predictors and covariates were included, minus ICV, to predict frontal cortex subregions 

SA and CT measures. Arm B. Analyses included 5mC MEs as dependent variables (in separate models). Income, education, CTQ total, and TEI were included as 

independent variables of interest, and employment/disability was included as a covariate. Arm C. Analyses included individual fronto-limbic morphometry 

measures as dependent variables (in separate models). Individual 5mC MEs were included as independent variables of interest, whereas age, genomic ancestry, 

employment, and ICV (ICV was only included in hippocampus and amygdala models) were included as covariates. 
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Figure 3.2 Pearson’s correlation heatmap of variables used throughout the current study. Age is negatively 

associated with multiple frontal cortex cortical thickness (CT) measures (Pearson’s correlation rrange = -0.15 to -0.47, 

prange = 0.092 to 6x10-7). Within frontal cortex CT measures, multiple subregions show positive correlations with one 

another (Pearson’s correlation rrange = 0.32 to 0.84, prange = 0.004 to < 2x10-16). The same phenomenon is observed 

within frontal cortex surface area (SA) measures (Pearson’s correlation rrange = 0.16 to 0.77, prange = 0.210 to <2x10-

16). Overall CT is positively correlated with each of the frontal cortex CT measures (Pearson’s correlation rrange = 

0.43 to 0.86, prange = 1x10-7 to <2x10-16), and overall SA is positively correlated with each of the frontal cortex SA 

measures (Pearson’s correlation rrange = 0.37 to 0.88, prange = 5x10-4 to < 2x10-16).
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Figure 3.3 CTQ total is negatively associated with rostral middle frontal gyrus (RMFG) surface area (SA). Low 

educational attainment status is associated with low caudal anterior cingulate cortex (cACC) SA. Out of seven CTQ-

associated module eigengenes (MEs), the three strongest relationships with hemisphere-mean RMFG SA were the 

Maroon (A), White (B), and Tan (C) MEs. Out of two low education attainment-associated MEs, the strongest 

relationship with hemisphere-mean cACC SA was the Lightcoral ME (D). As shown, neuroimaging measures are 

adjusted by age, ME value, genomic ancestry, employment/disability status, and an adverse social exposure (ASE). 

Dependent and independent variables were scaled. A. CTQ total was positively associated with the Maroon ME (β = 

0.289, SE = 0.109, t = 2.639, p = 9.8x10-3). In turn, the Maroon ME was negatively associated with RMFG SA (β = 

- 0.451, SE = 0.091, t = - 4.966, p = 3x10-6). B. CTQ total was negatively associated with the Tan ME (β = - 0.248, 

SE = 0.112, t = - 2.220, p = 0.029). The Tan ME was, in turn, positively associated with RMFG SA (β = 0.233, SE = 

0.100, t = 2.322, p = 0.023). C. CTQ total was positively associated with the White ME (β = 0.236, SE = 0.110, t = 

2.151, p = 0.034). In turn, the White ME was negatively associated with RMFG SA (β = - 0.392, SE = 0.093, t = - 

4.231, p = 6x10-5). D. Low educational attainment (no high school certificate) was associated with the Lightcoral 

ME (β = - 0.615, SE = 0.296, t = - 2.079, p = 0.040). The Lightcoral ME, in turn, was positively associated with 

cACC SA (β = 0.215, SE = 0.099, t = 2.182, p = 0.032). 
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Table 3.1 Demographic & psychosocial measure summary statistics (non-scaled) for the current sample (n = 97) 

Measure Description Value 

Age Mean [SD] (Range) 40 [12.5] (19 - 62) 

Sex Female 100% 

Self-reported race/ethnicity African American 99% 

Household income (income) $0-499 30% 

 $499-999 36% 

 $1000+ 34% 

Educational attainment (education) Some high school 15% 

 High school grad or GED 30% 

 ≥ Undergraduate degree 55% 

Employment/disability Employed 33% 

 Disabled (not employed) 7% 

 Not employed or disabled 60% 

Childhood trauma questionnaire (CTQ total) Mean [SD] (Range) 40.5 [15.4] (25 - 93) 

Traumatic events inventory (TEI) Mean [SD] (Range) 4.2 [2.3] (0 - 10.7) 
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Table 3.2 Adverse social exposures (ASEs) predict hemisphere-mean fronto-limbic brain morphometry 

  Low household income Low educational attainment Childhood trauma burden Adult trauma burden 

  β SE T P β SE T P β SE T P β SE T P 

Hipp. Volume (mm3) -0.425 0.267 -1.590 0.116 0.005 0.279 0.019 0.985 0.030 0.115 0.260 0.796 -0.167 0.101 -1.644 0.104 

Amyg. Volume (mm3) -0.649 0.283 -2.299 0.024* 0.091 0.294 0.310 0.757 0.145 0.118 1.228 0.223 -0.146 0.106 -1.380 0.171 

FP SA (mm2) 0.556 0.285 1.950 0.055 -0.065 0.294 -0.221 0.826 -0.004 0.114 -0.037 0.971 0.109 0.107 1.017 0.312 

Medial OFC SA (mm2) 0.271 0.293 0.926 0.357 -0.374 0.302 -1.237 0.220 -0.052 0.117 -0.440 0.661 -0.112 0.110 -1.021 0.310 

Lateral OFC SA (mm2) -0.033 0.298 -0.111 0.912 -0.244 0.307 -0.796 0.428 -0.211 0.119 -1.769 0.081 -0.093 0.111 -0.834 0.407 

SFG SA (mm2) 0.386 0.289 1.336 0.185 -0.435 0.298 -1.460 0.148 -0.223 0.116 -1.926 0.058 0.039 0.108 0.358 0.721 

RMFG SA (mm2) -0.050 0.278 -0.181 0.857 -0.543 0.286 -1.897 0.061 -0.231 0.111 -2.079 0.041* 0.036 0.104 0.346 0.730 

Rostral ACC SA (mm2) -0.176 0.291 -0.602 0.549 -0.511 0.301 -1.700 0.093 -0.229 0.117 -1.961 0.053 0.029 0.109 0.268 0.790 

Caudal ACC SA (mm2) 0.121 0.272 0.443 0.659 -0.855 0.280 -3.049 0.003** -0.110 0.109 -1.006 0.317 0.044 0.102 0.436 0.664 

FP CT (mm) -0.137 0.293 -0.468 0.641 0.684 0.302 2.267 0.026* -0.079 0.117 -0.671 0.504 -0.120 0.110 -1.098 0.275 

Medial OFC CT (mm) -0.002 0.293 -0.008 0.993 0.346 0.315 1.099 0.275 0.138 0.118 1.172 0.244 0.022 0.111 0.202 0.840 

Lateral OFC CT (mm) -0.023 0.304 -0.074 0.941 0.241 0.314 0.769 0.444 0.055 0.122 0.451 0.653 -0.112 0.114 -0.983 0.328 

SFG CT (mm) -0.088 0.248 -0.356 0.723 0.553 0.256 2.162 0.034* 0.070 0.100 0.699 0.487 -0.170 0.093 -1.831 0.071 

RMFG  CT (mm) -0.078 0.281 -0.276 0.783 0.443 0.290 1.530 0.130 0.072 0.113 0.637 0.526 -0.112 0.105 -1.062 0.291 

Rostral ACC CT (mm) -0.063 0.297 -0.211 0.833 0.060 0.318 0.188 0.851 0.019 0.118 0.163 0.871 -0.034 0.112 -0.305 0.761 

Caudal ACC CT (mm) -0.124 0.296 -0.419 0.676 0.187 0.318 0.589 0.558 0.046 0.119 0.388 0.699 0.004 0.112 0.039 0.969 

*** P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, * P < 0.05, P: BH significant (bold) 

Both dependent and independent variables were scaled prior to analysis. Childhood trauma burden was measured with the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire, and Adult trauma burden was 

measured with the Traumatic Events Inventory. In separate linear models including hippocampus and amygdala volumes as dependent variables, income, education, CTQ total, and TEI 
were included as independent variables of interest, whereas genomic ancestry, age, employment/disability and ICV were included as covariates. The same independent variables and 

covariates were included, minus ICV, to predict frontal cortex subregions SA and CT measures.   

Abbreviations. Hipp: hippocampus, Amyg: amygdala, FP: frontal pole, mOFC: medial orbito-frontal cortex, lOFC: lateral orbito-frontal cortex, SFG: superior frontal gyrus, RMFG: 

rostral medial frontal gyrus, rACC: rostral anterior cingulate cortex, cACC: caudal anterior cingulate cortex, SA: surface area, CT: cortical thickness, β: scaled beta value, SE: standard 

error, T: t statistic value.  
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Table 3.3 Module eigengenes (MEs) mediating observed adverse social exposure (ASE), fronto-limbic 

brain morphometry relationships 

Maroon: Rostral Mid Frontal Gyrus SA β 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -0.466** -0.952 -0.098 

 Average direct effect (DE) -0.517 -1.464 0.407 

 Average total effect (TE) -0.983* -1.959 -0.016 

Tan: Rostral Mid Frontal Gyrus SA β 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -0.124 -0.448 0.100 

 Average direct effect (DE) -0.884 -1.869 0.085 

 Average total effect (TE) -1.001* -1.955 -0.040 

White: Rostral Mid Frontal Gyrus SA β 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -0.348* -0.781 -0.026 

 Average direct effect (DE) -0.667 -1.590 0.251 

 Average total effect (TE) -1.014* -1.983 -0.069 

Yellow: Rostral Mid Frontal Gyrus SA β 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -0.128 -0.474 0.142 

 Average direct effect (DE) -0.888 -1.908 0.148 

 Average total effect (TE) -1.016* -2.003 -0.019 

Lightcoral: Caudal ACC SA β 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper 

 Average indirect effect (IDE) -0.107 -0.307 0.015 

 Average direct effect (DE) -0.737* -1.296 -0.176 

 Average total effect (TE) -0.844** -1.394 -0.283 

*** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05, P: BH-significant (bolded) 

Both dependent and independent variables were scaled prior to analysis. SA: surface area (mm2), CT: 

cortical thickness (mm), β: coefficient estimate, CI: confidence interval  
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Table 3.4 Probe-wise mediation analysis of the relationship between childhood trauma burden (CTQ total) & rostral middle frontal gyrus 

(RMFG) surface area (SA) 

Probe name 
Module 

name 
Chr:pos (hg38) Gene name IDE β IDE P DE β DE P TE β TE P 

cg21622733 Maroon Chr19:35408551 LINC01531 -0.512 0.003** -0.471 0.320 -0.983 0.044* 

cg19805668 Maroon Chr14:74951972 PGF -0.411 0.009** -0.592 0.217 -1.003 0.042* 

cg10592766 Maroon Chr19:50226846 MYH14 -0.321 0.019* -0.670 0.182 -0.990 0.048* 

cg03710029 Maroon Chr17:81291801 SLC38A10 -0.383 0.025* -0.613 0.188 -0.996 0.043* 

cg15150970 Maroon Chr2:25250660 DNMT3A -0.253 0.049* -0.753 0.125 -1.006 0.040* 

cg12219789 Maroon Chr17:7324180 NEURL4 -0.352 0.049* -0.622 0.183 -0.974 0.049* 

cg01544227 White Chr12:8323720 AC092745.5 -0.305 0.036* -0.689 0.175 -0.994 0.044* 

cg00686169 White Chr8:8024026 FAM90A24P -0.277 0.043* -0.740 0.126 -1.017 0.037* 

cg08002107 White Chr8:12135255 USP17L7 -0.268 0.047* -0.738 0.122 -1.006 0.040* 

*** P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, * P < 0.05, P: BH-significant (bold) 

Both dependent and independent variables were scaled prior to analysis. IDE: indirect effect, DE: direct effect, TE: total effect, β: coefficient 

estimate, P: nominal p-value, BH: Benjamini Hochberg 
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CHAPTER 4: LOCUS-SPECIFIC CPG METHYLATION MEDIATES 

ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT AND MRNA EXPRESSION RELATIONSHIPS IN 

MOUSE DENTATE GYRUS 

 

4.1 Abstract 

 Environmental enrichment (EE) and adverse social exposures/environments exert effects 

on similar physiological, neurological, and cognitive substrates, especially in 

neurodevelopmentally plastic windows of time such as childhood, adolescence, and young 

adulthood. In humans and rodents, the effects of these exposures appear to converge on the 

hippocampus, but the molecular mechanisms by which EE is biologically embedded in the 

hippocampus are not well characterized. Research has pointed towards the importance of CpG 

and non-CpG methylation (mCG; mCH) in this process. Past research has not clearly 

investigated the locus-specific effects of EE on mCG/mCG, or the potential causal mediation 

effects of locus-specific mCG/mCH on the relationship between EE and differential mRNA 

transcription in the hippocampus. 

We applied secondary data analysis methods on a next-generation sequencing dataset in 

mouse (GSE95740) to investigate the effects of EE on locus-specific mCG, mCH, and mRNA 

expression in dorsal and ventral dentate gyrus (dDG; vDG) in the hippocampus. We set out to 

assess the putative causal mediation status of mCG and mCH on the relationship between EE and 

differential mRNA transcription in both dentate gyrus sub-sections, in order to elucidate 

underlying epigenetic mechanisms responsible for the biological embedding of EE.  

At nominal significance thresholds, 404 mCG loci were full mediators of the relationship 

between their cis-located mRNA transcript and EE in dDG, while 211 were full mediators in 
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vDG. Both the MAPK and TNF-B signaling pathways were implicated in the biological 

embedding of EE, and numerous mediating loci were identified in genes with distinct roles in 

hippocampal development and mental/neurodevelopmental disorders, including Dab1, Rora, 

Card14, Kalrn, and Cdh13. Epigenetic regulation of gene expression through differential mCG 

was observed at a higher degree in dDG than in vDG, whereas the opposite was true of mCH in 

vDG versus dDG.  

The findings of the current study inform divergent molecular mechanisms of the biologic 

embedding of EE on a locus-specific, and brain region-specific basis. These findings could be 

used in the future to drive pointed locus-specific investigations of hippocampal development or 

mental health disorder etiology in humans. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

In rodents, stressor paradigms are commonly employed to investigate the molecular 

effects of adverse social exposures (ASEs) and can be a significant source of human-relevant 

insight. These paradigms have well-documented effects on biological and cognitive systems in 

rodents that mirror effects of ASEs in humans. In rodents, biological effects of ASEs include 

alterations to the hypothalamic-adrenal-pituitary-axis (HPA-axis)[71, 72], immune system[73, 

74], and central nervous system (CNS)[68, 72]. Of particular importance, though, are structural 

and functional alterations to the evolutionarily conserved fronto-limbic brain regions[68–70]: 

hippocampus, amygdala, and frontal cortices. These brain regions support threat, reward, 

executive control, memory, and adaptive behavioral/emotional responses among others[53], and 

are impaired in numerous affective and stress-related mental illnesses in humans[61–64]. To this 

end, the cognitive effects of stressor paradigms in rodents also mirror those of mental health 
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disorders in humans; researchers have observed learning and memory deficits[75], and increases 

in anxiety-like[72] and depression-like behaviors[72] in rodents exposed to stressor paradigms.  

On the other hand, environmental enrichment (EE), typically regarded as housing 

methods in which the potential for social interactions and novel object exploration are increased 

compared to standard housing[76], compensates for or rescues many effects of stress exposure in 

rodents[77–81]. Researchers have also observed that EE in rodents leads to notable improvement 

in many cognitive and behavioral domains[83–86]. Accompanying these cognitive and 

behavioral alterations in response to EE are a host of neurobiological changes to the 

hippocampus and associated cortical regions, including increased neurogenesis[87–90], 

synaptogenesis[91], and gliogenesis[90], as well as increased dendrite outgrowth[83], cortical 

neurotransmission[92], and long term potentiation[93]. EE also increases adult hippocampal 

volume[94] and granule cell neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus[95] (a hippocampal sub-region 

which is responsible for neurogenesis throughout the life cycle). Importantly, the effects of ASEs 

and EE are especially salient during periods in physiological development where the CNS is 

particularly plastic, namely childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood. Indeed, a number of 

the neurobiological changes associated with EE, as noted above, are observed in these periods of 

developmental plasticity[90, 91, 93]. This concept is further highlighted in a recent study that 

applied early life stress in a post-natal rodent model, and then rescued the behavioral (fear 

response to conditioned stimulus) and neurobiological (survival and activation of newborn 

hippocampal neurons) effects through EE[96]. 

It appears then, that the effects of stressor and EE paradigms in rodents operate on similar 

underlying neurobiological substrates, namely the hippocampus and dentate gyrus. This implies 

that bi-directional alterations to underlying molecular regulatory networks may be at play in 
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response to these divergent exposures. This concept is not specific to rodents, as noted by the 

hypothetical neglect-enrichment continuum discussed in the context of human 

children/adolescents[97].This hypothetical framework states that the “healthy” development of 

children and adolescents is dependent on environmental/caregiver facilitation of either 

deprivation or enrichment. As reviewed in King et al 2019[97], evidence suggests that exposure 

to both ends of this common spectrum act on the fronto-limbic pathways of the brain. Therefore, 

identifying molecular alterations in the rodent brain associated with EE could provide valuable 

insight regarding molecular resilience to ASEs in humans. 

To this end, the molecular mechanisms playing a role in the biological embedding of 

external exposures, such as stress and EE, have come under investigation, and recent research in 

the field of epigenetics has implicated the importance of 5-methyl-cytosine (5mC; methylation) 

marks at cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) base pair sequences in this process[98–100]. In 

addition to CpG methylation (mCG), neuronal cell types have unique patterns of non-CpG 

methylation (mCH) that dictate transcriptional regulation[101]. These epigenetic mechanisms are 

known mediators of gene by environment interactions[102–104], but current technological 

limitations make it impossible to measure epigenetics in the living human brain--the primary 

etiological tissue of interest in regards to mental health outcomes. In lieu of these innate barriers, 

researchers have forged alternative paths forward towards elucidating the relationship between 

EE and epigenetic mechanisms that potentiate EE-related changes across the CNS. One such 

alternative path is the use of EE animal models that allow direct access to CNS tissue in tandem 

with genome-scale molecular data.  

Recently, researchers using high-resolution in vivo structural MRI observed distinct 

increases in hippocampal volume in EE-exposed mice, in both dorsal (+8.5%) and ventral poles 
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(+6.1%)[121]. In addition, EE was associated with a +60% increase in newborn neurons labeled 

with 5′-bromo-2′-dexoyuridine (BrdU) across the dorsal and ventral regions of the dentate gyrus. 

These results aligned with previous findings in the same brain regions[94, 95], further bolstering 

the notion that EE has significant effects on the hippocampus and dentate gyrus during post-natal 

development. Through next-generation sequencing methods, researchers also identified altered 

mCG and mCH profiles in these same brain regions, which correlated with mRNA expression 

across discrete regions of the genome. Interestingly, immature neuron and neural stem cell 

marker mRNA was upregulated in the dorsal dentate gyrus (dDG), whereas mature neuron 

marker mRNA was upregulated in the ventral dentate gyrus (vDG). Researchers posit that their 

findings are indicative of region-specific transcriptional regulation of neurogenesis mediated by 

epigenetic mechanisms in response to EE[121].  

Although the aforementioned research effectively investigated the effects of EE on CNS 

methylation and transcription, their methods focused on genomic-region level effects, i.e. 

differentially methylated regions characterized by shared methylation patterns across large 

stretches of DNA sequence. They were also focused on investigating the molecular differences 

between the dDG and vDG. However, their research did not clearly investigate the locus-specific 

effects of EE on DNA methylation, or the potential mediating effects of DNA methylation on the 

relationship between EE and differential mRNA transcription. Importantly, researchers have 

observed locus-specific effects of psychosocial exposures on DNA methylation throughout the 

genome in both humans[105, 113, 117, 120, 254, 255] and rodents[31, 256–258]. This research 

has also identified associations between locus-specific variability in DNA methylation and 

physiological/behavioral measures[42, 117, 118, 120], further informing the hypothesis of 

biological embedding of the psychosocial environment through epigenetic mechanisms.  
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With these limitations in mind, the current study applied secondary data analysis methods 

on the Zhang et al 2018 next-generation sequencing data to investigate the locus-specific effects 

of EE on dDG/vDG mCG and mCH. We set out to assess the potential mediating status of mCG 

and mCH on the relationship between EE and differential mRNA transcription in both dentate 

gyrus sub-sections, in order to elucidate underlying epigenetic mechanisms responsible for the 

biological embedding of EE.  

We hypothesized that methylation at a number of mCG and mCH sites would mediate the 

EE/mRNA transcription relationship on a locus-specific basis; and, due to their known roles in 

regulating gene expression[102–104, 259], that transcription start-sites (TSS) and transcription 

factor binding sites (TFBS) underlying differentially expressed genes (DEGs) would be enriched 

with these mediating loci. Based on previous work in humans[260, 261], we also hypothesized 

that the network of differentially methylated loci (DMLs) that mediate mRNA/EE relationships 

would be enriched with gene ontology functions relating to: synapse development, 

neurotransmitter signal transduction, neuronal development, inflammation, immune cell 

signaling and migration, cytoskeleton organization, MAPK cascade, and regulation of 

phospholipase activity.  

Finally, we compared results from our previous studies on associations between human 

peripheral tissue mCG, fronto-limbic neuroimaging measures, and ASEs[260, 261] to the locus-

specific DML results from the current study. We hypothesized that DMLs from human 

peripheral tissues associated with ASE exposure would also be differentially methylated in 

rodent CNS tissue in association with EE exposure, and that the observed direction of effect on 

mCG between EE and ASEs would be opposite one another. 
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4.3 Methods and Materials 

Zhang et al 2018: research paradigm  

The current research draws on existing data from a study investigating the molecular 

effects of EE in mouse dentate gyrus[121]. All procedures carried out by the original research 

team were performed in accordance with the guidelines established by the Canadian Council on 

Animal Care (CCAC) with protocols approved by the McGill University Facility Animal Care 

Committee (FACC). In brief, male C57/Bl/6 mice were weaned on postnatal day 22. Afterwards, 

siblings were assigned to either the enriched housing or standard housing conditions. Standard 

housed animals were raised in groups of three male mice from different mothers in a 30 × 18 cm 

cage. The enriched group contained 12 male mice, housed in a larger rectangular plexiglass cage 

(78 × 86 cm) with a plexiglass top, which contained toys such as running wheels, a bridge, and 

novel objects (changed weekly). All animals remained in their respective housing conditions for 

eight weeks, and animals were sacrificed on age day 80 (post sexual maturation). More detailed 

information on the primary study paradigm can be found in the original publication[121]. Visual 

representation of the study design is observed in Figure 4.1.  

 

Zhang et al 2018: molecular methods  

Comprehensive next-generation sequencing data from the aforementioned study of 

EE[121] was used as the basis for the following analyses. Researchers took a 300 μm diameter 

punch of each dDG and vDG region separately for tissue collection. Five biological replicates 

(samples) per condition were used for sequencing assays; each sample was composed of tissue 

from ten to 12 mice (technical replicates) (nbiological = 5 per group; ntechnical = 50 to 60 per group). 

Resulting gene expression profiles from bulk tissue showed strong correlation with profiles 
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characteristic of neurons[262]. Regarding RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), as detailed in the 

original publication, data were collected via a HiSeq 2000 at a sequencing depth of 30 million 

using paired-end 100 bp reads. Regarding DNA methylation (MethylC-seq), one μg of DNA 

from each tissue type was bisulfite converted, and methylated/unmethylated spike in controls 

were added to assess conversion efficacy. Whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) libraries 

were prepared, and library amplification was performed. Across all samples, WGBS average 

genome coverage was 96.3%, average cytosine coverage was 89.0%, and average bisulfite 

conversion efficacy was 99.6%. More detailed information on the collection of tissues, and 

processing of molecular data can be found elsewhere[121].  

 

Molecular data pre-processing and quality control: Current study  

For each dDG and vDG, we used genome-wide RNA seq and MethylC-seq sequencing 

data, paired from each biological replicate. 

RNA-seq: Mouse genome mm10[263] RNA-seq count and transcript per million (TPM) 

data were subset and assessed for quality thresholds after download from public repository 

GSE95740[264]. Reads mapping to the X-chromosome were removed, to limit sex-specific 

effects in downstream analyses. Following this, in similarity with the original authors’ 

methodology, reads passed this phase of QC if we observed read count of greater than ten in two 

or more samples, and TPM of one or greater in three or more samples. Across both tissues, from 

an original 46,480 reads, ~17k (16,913 dDG; 16,952 vDG) reads survived this phase of QC. 

Finally, we removed reads with zero variance between SH and EE groups. From both tissues, 

this removed an additional 376 reads, leaving 16,537 reads in dDG and 16,576 in vDG out of the 
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original 46,480. These remaining reads were used for downstream analyses. A visual 

representation of pre-processing and QC steps taken in the current study is shown in Figure 4.2a.  

CG methylation: After download from public repository GSE95740[264], MethylC-seq 

data were read into R by sample. Reads were only considered if they were represented across all 

ten samples and if they were mapped to a CG site (one of: CCG, CGA, CGC, CGG, CGN, or 

CGT). Remaining reads were then subset and QC’ed. Loci mapping to CG sites were considered 

if read count across all samples was greater than five. X-chromosome mapped loci were 

removed, as well as loci with zero variance between groups. For dDG and vDG mCG sites, 

5,444,204 and 5,520,791 reads survived this QC, respectively. After QC, loci-specific mCG read 

count was divided by total count, resulting in a proportion ranging from zero to one. These 

proportions were then variance stabilized and logit-transformed[159] towards a normal 

distribution. A visual flowchart of QC methods is seen in Figure 4.2b. 

CH methylation: MethylC-seq data was read into R by sample, and reads were kept 

where represented across all ten biological replicates. Reads were then subset to include only 

those mapping to CH sites (one of: CAA, CAC, CAG, CAN, CAT, CCA, CCC, CCN, CCT, 

CTA, CTC, CTG, or CTT). Remaining reads were then subset and QC’ed using the same 

methods as mCG loci. For dDG and vDG mCH sites, 704,180 and 1,023,564 reads survived QC, 

respectively. For each remaining locus, we captured a Boolean “methylated” call for use in 

downstream analyses. Calls were produced by the “call-methylation-state” function in the 

“methylpy” Python package[265]. This function performs a binomial test on each cytosine to 

delineate cytosines that are significantly methylated compared to noise. A visual flowchart of QC 

methods is seen in Figure 4.2c. 
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Mediation: mCG mediates EE/mRNA relationships 

To investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying the biological embedding of EE on 

mRNA transcription, we tested the mediating effects of locus-specific mCG on the relationship 

between EE and mRNA expression using the “mediation” package in R[168] (Figure 4.3, 

Mediation). Importantly, only a targeted subset of mCG loci were assessed in this fashion due to 

our testing framework requirements.  

Described with more detail in the individual sections below, our mediation testing 

framework was composed of four arms (A, B, C, Mediation). We first tested the effects of EE on 

mRNA transcription, and advanced transcripts with nominally significant (p < 0.05) relationships 

with EE to analysis Arm C. We then carried out false discovery rate (FDR) and log2 fold-chance 

(FC) thresholding to identify transcripts with the strongest relationships to EE. In Arm B 

analyses, we tested the effect of EE on individual mCG loci. Again, mCG loci with nominally 

significant relationships to EE were advanced to study Arm C. We carried out FDR and percent 

difference (PD) thresholding to identify mCG loci with the strongest relationships to EE. Before 

carrying out Arm C analyses, we assessed the genes to which the nominally significant 

transcripts and mCG loci from Arms A and B were mapped. We only kept DEGs that had a 

DML mapped to it. We only kept DMLs that belonged to a DEG. This reduced the Arm C testing 

pool to a focused number of mRNA/mCG read pairs, where a putative cis-regulatory relationship 

between mRNA/mCG was present. We then tested the individual effects of mCG loci on their 

mapped mRNA transcripts. mRNA/mCG read pairs exhibiting a nominally significant 

relationship were advanced to the mediation phase of testing. We carried out FDR thresholding 

on the nominally significant Arm C results to assess which pairs showed the strongest 

relationships with one another. Taking nominally significant mRNA/mCG read pairs from Arm 
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C, we tested the mediating effect of mCG on EE/mRNA relationships. For each mCG locus, 

average indirect effect (IDE), direct effect (DE), and total effect (TE) estimates and confidence 

intervals were calculated as a result of 10,000 quasi-Bayesian Monte Carlo approximations. 

Consistent with methodology employed in the field[40, 227], we considered an mCG locus a full 

mediator if the DE=0 while the IDE and TE≠ 0, or a partial mediator if the DE, IDE, and TE≠

0. Nominally significant, full-mediators were used in downstream transcription factor binding 

site, transcription start site, and GO pathway enrichment analyses.  

As these mediation analyses required input data to be in linear rather than logistic form, 

similar tests of mCH were not possible; instead, investigation of mCH marks focused on 

pathway-level analyses and enrichment of differential gene body mCH in DEGs. The overall 

workflow of the current study is visualized in Figure 4.4.  

 

Arm A: Differential mRNA expression by EE 

Within each tissue type, and for each of the ~16,500 QC’ed reads, we first assessed the 

effect of EE on mRNA expression (Figure 4.3, Arm A). In fitting negative-binomial distribution 

models, read count was normalized by total library size for each sample, and a metric of global 

dispersion (variance) was used to further adjust the distribution of errors[266]. Importantly, this 

method mirrors the underlying statistical strategy used by “edgeR”[266], the method applied by 

the original authors, and an approach commonly used in the field[267–269]. This custom 

methodology was utilized to enable downstream mediation testing through the creation of 

individual model objects in R, and concordance of current RNA-seq results with the original 

author’s RNA-seq results is strong (Log Z-value vs. Log FC) Pearson’s correlation: dDG = 0.76, 

vDG = 0.77) (Supplemental Figure C.1). Genes differentially expressed at a nominal level (p < 
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0.05) were considered DEGs due to the exploratory nature of the current work, and were 

advanced to the subsequent phase of the analysis (Arm C). We also carried out FDR thresholding 

(q < 0.05) and log2 FC thresholding (log2 FC > |0.25|) to identify the DEGs with the strongest 

relationship with EE. To conceptualize the network of altered biological processes in response to 

EE, we performed gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) for nominally significant RNA-seq 

results in each tissue type, using the “topGO” package[270] in R. We used default settings, with 

the “classic” algorithm, and “fisher” statistical test. We considered a gene ontology pathway 

enriched at p < 0.05 (exploratory), or q < 0.05 (stringent).  

 

Arm B: Differential mCG by EE 

Within each tissue type, for each of the ~5.5 million QC’ed reads, we assessed the effect 

of EE on mCG by fitting linear models (LMs) of the logit-transformed proportion methylated 

values (Figure 4.3, Arm B). An mCG locus was considered differentially methylated by EE and 

nominally significant at p < 0.05. The loci with nominally significant relationships to EE were 

advanced to Arm C of the analysis. Similar to Arm A, we carried out FDR thresholding (q < 

0.05) and percent difference (PD) thresholding (PD > |10%| between SH and EE groups) to 

identify the loci with the strongest associations to EE.  

 

Arm B: Differential mCH by EE 

Within each tissue type, we assessed the effect of EE on mCH by fitting generalized 

linear models (GLMs) of the Boolean “methylated” call of each locus (Figure 4.3, Arm B). 

GLMs were fit with using the binomial distribution and logit linkage. mCH loci were considered 

differentially methylated by EE at p < 0.05 and advanced to the subsequent study arm (Arm C). 
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We then applied FDR thresholding (q < 0.05) to identify mCH loci with the strongest 

relationships to EE. Because the metric of interest in this stage of analysis was Boolean (mCH), 

representative values (methylated/unmethylated) had neither variability in magnitude or spread, 

and therefore, we did not apply additional thresholding steps as in the case of mRNA (log2FC) 

or mCG (PD).  

 

Arm C: Differential mRNA expression by DNA methylation 

We compared the nominally significant DEGs from Arm A with the nominally 

significant DMLs from Arm B, and only included the intersecting subset of mCG/mCH DMLs 

that mapped to a DEG. This focused the analysis on DMLs with a putative cis-regulatory 

function on their DEG. We then tested the locus-specific effect of DNA methylation 

(mCG/mCH) on mRNA expression (Figure 4.3, Arm C) (e.g., we tested the effect of the 

differentially methylated chromosome 19, position 50,394,496 mCG locus on the differentially 

expressed cis-located mRNA transcript mapped to the Sorcs1 gene). Again, we fit negative-

binominal models where read count was normalized by total library size, and a metric of global 

dispersion was used to adjust the distribution of errors for each read. We also included EE as a 

covariate. Transcripts were considered differentially expressed by DNA methylation at p < 0.05 

and these nominally significant relationships were advanced to the mediation phase of testing. In 

order to identify mRNA transcripts with the strongest relationships to their mapped DMLs, we 

applied FDR thresholding (q < 0.05).  
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Transcription factor binding site enrichment 

To assess EE’s effect on genomic regulatory regions, we investigated the enrichment of 

TFBSs for DMLs that fully mediated an EE/mRNA relationship (at nominal significance, p < 

0.05). We performed the same analysis using mCH loci that correlated with gene expression (at 

nominal significance, p < 0.05) (Figure 4.4). Using the “chipenrich” package in R[271], we 

identified TFBSs for known mouse genes, and tested whether DMLs were located closer to these 

TFBSs than by chance. This package was originally designed to be used with chromatin-

immunoprecipitation sequencing data but was adapted for use in the context of mCG/mCH loci 

by treating each fully mediating DML as a peak. In brief, this method calculates the distance 

between DMLs and TFBSs across the genome while adjusting for gene length. A Wilcoxon 

rank-sum test is then applied to test for differences in the adjusted distances between loci of 

interest and the nearest TFBSs. We corrected for FDR at q < 0.05 to identify the TFBSs most 

strongly enriched for DMLs.  

 Importantly, this TFBS enrichment analysis differs in regard to methodology and 

application compared to the TFBS analysis performed by the original authors. In their analysis, 

Zhang et al first identified differentially methylated regions (DMRs) within the mouse genome. 

Then, they assessed the +/- 200 bp range surrounding the DMR center for enrichment of specific 

TFBS DNA sequences, including that of NeuroD1. In contrast, our method identified TFBSs 

enriched with nominally significant fully-mediating mCG loci, or mCH loci that were nominally 

associated with mRNA expression of their underlying mapped gene.  
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Transcription start-site/promoter & gene body enrichment 

To assess the effects of EE on methylation at cis-located regulatory regions, we 

investigated the enrichment of DEG TSSs/promoter regions compared to their gene body, with 

regard to nominally significant fully mediating mCG sites (Figure 4.4). Enrichment was assessed 

by first identifying the total number of mCG loci (whether fully mediating or not) mapped to a 

given gene’s TSS/promoter regions, and the number of mediators within those regions. This was 

accomplished using the “TxDb.Mmusculus.UCSC.mm10.knownGene”[272], and 

“BSgenome.Mmusculus.UCSC.mm10”[273] packages in R. Then, we identified the total number 

of mCG loci present across the gene as a whole (exons and introns, but not including the 

TSS/promoter regions), as well as the number of mediators mapped to the gene. On a gene-by-

gene basis, these values were then used as input to Fisher’s Exact Test, where our null hypothesis 

was that mediating mCG loci would be evenly distributed across the TSS/promoters and gene 

body. Our alternative hypothesis stated that across the entirety of the gene (TSS/promoter/gene 

body) the probability of a mediating mCG locus being located in the TSS/promoter would be 

higher than in the gene body. Genes were considered enriched for TSS/promoter mediators if p < 

0.05, and number of mediators in the TSS/promoter regions > 1. To identify the most enriched 

examples, we applied FDR at q < 0.05.  

 In the pool of correlated mCH/mRNA read pairs from Arm C analyses, we assessed the 

enrichment of individual gene bodies for differential mCH loci relative to the total pool (Figure 

4.4), testing the canonical concept that gene body mCH can be associated with transcriptional 

repression[274]. From this analysis pool, we took the following values: total number of 

differential mCH gene body sites and total number of tested mCH gene body sites. Then, for 

each gene, we collected the number of different mCH loci in its gene body, and the overall 
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number of gene body mCH sites tested in Arm C. This allowed us to test enrichment of gene 

body mCH, for each gene using Fisher’s Exact Test, against the rest of the analysis pool. Once 

again, to identify the most strongly enriched examples, we applied FDR at q < 0.05.  

 

Biological and molecular function enrichment 

We assessed the network-based gene ontology biological process (GOBP) and molecular 

function (GOMF) enrichment of nominally significant fully mediating mCG loci, again using the 

“chipenrich” package in R (Figure 4.4). The chipenrich package was utilized in this context 

because, due to its design for ChIPseq peak analyses, it was better suited for locus-specific DML 

testing. We also tested GOBP and GOMF enrichment of in mCH loci from correlated 

mCH/mRNA read pairs Arm C analyses (Figure 4.4). We corrected for FDR at q < 0.05. 

 

Cross-species & cross-tissue mCG 

In previous studies[260, 261], we investigated the relationships between ASEs, peripheral 

mCG clusters, and neuroimaging endophenotypes of mental health disorders. From these 

analyses we identified six peripheral mCG clusters comprised of 118 total mCG loci, that 

mediated our target relationship. These loci mapped to genes including MYH14, DNMT3A, PGF, 

NRXN3, and SYT1 among others, and are involved in biological and molecular function 

pathways implicated in neutrophil degranulation, toll-like receptor binding, vascular endothelial 

growth factor binding, vesicular trafficking, and CNS cell adhesion binding. Assuming that ASE 

exposure and EE exist on the same spectrum with opposing directions of effect[97], we sought to 

investigate whether these mediating ASE-associated human loci were affected by EE in DG 
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tissue. We also wanted to determine whether these loci were subject to an opposing direction of 

effect as in the human ASE context (Figure 4.4).  

The following steps were taken to create a concise mapping of human loci to mouse loci. 

First, we used the “biomaRt”[275] package in R to map CpG loci from the human genome 

(hg38)[276] to their mouse genome (mm10) orthologous counterparts, only keeping mappings 

with greater than 75% sequence similarity between human and mouse. Then, we considered the 

+/- 250 bp sequence surrounding each human CpG probe. Using default parameters of the UCSC 

“liftOver”[277] package in R, we generated mouse genome sequences of high similarity (+75%) 

to the human sequences in question. Finally, we compared the UCSC “liftOver” mappings to the 

“biomaRt” ortholog mappings, and kept only those with concordant chromosome, strand, gene 

start position, and gene end position information between the two sets of results. This created our 

final and singular list of mouse genome locations that exhibited high sequence similarity with, 

and that were orthologous with the human CpG locus locations. We then qualitatively evaluated, 

on a locus-specific basis, whether the direction of effect between our previous human studies and 

the current mouse study were in opposition to one another. 

 

4.4 Results 

Arm A: Differential mRNA expression by EE  

dDG: We tested the effect of EE on mRNA expression of 16,537 dDG transcripts (Figure 

4.5, Figure 4.6) and found 2,021 nominally significant DEGs (prange = 0.05 to 9.7x10-55), which 

were carried through to Arm C analysis. We identified 161 differentially expressed when 

thresholding for FDR and log2 FC. The top three DEGs in response to EE included: Igfbp6 

(log2FCEE = 1.59, q = 1.6x10-50, rank = 1), Penk (log2FCEE = 1.39, q = 8.4x10-38, rank = 2), and 
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Ogn (log2FCEE = - 0.77, q = 1.3x10-24, rank = 3) (Figure 4.7a). Top five results are documented 

in Table 4.1, and comprehensive results are provided in Supplementary Table C.1. Through 

GSEA, we observed significant (p < 0.05) enrichment of 153 biological process networks 

composed of more than ten DEGs, including many large networks related to cellular 

proliferation/differentiation, sexual system development, ion transport/metabolic processes, and 

neuropeptide/neurotransmitter signaling (Supplementary Table C.2). Of note were 78 smaller 

enriched networks (between five and ten DEGs, p < 0.05), that largely focused on leukocyte 

differentiation, tumor necrosis factor signaling, and interferon gamma signaling (GO:0032720, 

GO:1903556, GO:2000106, GO:0001776, GO:0032609), in addition to chondrocyte 

development/differentiation (GO:0003413, GO:0003418, GO:0003433) (Supplementary Table 

C.2). No pathways were enriched at our FDR significant threshold (q < 0.05).  

vDG: We performed the same test of 16,576 transcripts in mouse vDG tissue (Figure 4.5, 

Figure 4.6). We found 1,672 nominally significant DEGs (prange = 0.05 to 2.5x10-49), which were 

carried through to Arm C analyses. We observed 131 DEGs when thresholding for FDR and log2 

FC. The top three DEGs were up-regulated in response to EE and included: Fos (log2FCEE = 

1.22, q = 4.2x10-45, rank = 1), Nptx2 (log2FCEE = 0.81, q = 4.2x10-22, rank = 2), and Npas4 

(log2FCEE = 1.45, q = 2.8x10-19, rank = 3) (Figure 4.7b). The top five corrected/thresholded 

results are documented in Table 4.1, and comprehensive results are provided in Supplementary 

Table C.3. We observed significant (p < 0.05) enrichment of 129 biological process networks 

composed of more than ten DEGs, including large networks related to cellular localization and 

secretion, vesicular transport, neurotransmitter signaling, and synapse development 

(Supplementary Table C.4). Of note were the top five enriched networks, which all reached FDR 

significance. These included GO:0042326 (negative regulation of phosphorylation, p = 3.5x10-5, 
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q = 2.4x10-2) as well as GO:0043409 (negative regulation of MAPK cascade, p = 4.6x10-5, q = 

2.4x10-2). Of further interest were 68 smaller networks (p < 0.05) that focused on more specific 

pathways within the MAPK cascade (GO:0043407, GO:0070373), in addition to 

synapse/dendrite development (GO:0050805, GO:0048169, GO:0008088), and leukocyte 

homeostasis/apoptotic regulation (GO:0070232, GO:0070227, GO:0070228) (Supplementary 

Table C.4). These smaller networks were not enriched at FDR significant levels.  

 

Arm B: Differential mCG by EE 

dDG: We tested the effect of EE on locus-specific mCG at 5,445,098 positions across the 

genome in mouse dDG tissue (Figure 4.5). Out of 5,445,098 loci, 267,826 were differentially 

methylated (prange = 0.05 to 6.1x10-14); 66,598 were mapped to known genes, 8,849 were mapped 

to gene promoters or TSSs, and these nominally significant/mapped DMLs were carried through 

to Arm C analyses. The top 1,078 survived FDR correction and PD threshold (990 gene body, 88 

TSS/promoter). The top three hits mapped to the genes: Plxna4 (Chr6:32340658, PDEE = -14.0, q 

= 3.3x10-7, rank = 1), B3glct (Chr5:149753329, PDEE = 16.2, q = 4.4x10-7, rank = 2), and Gstt3 

(Chr10:75776018, PDEE = -11.3, q = 7.8x10-6, rank = 3). Top five results are documented in 

Table 4.2, and comprehensive results are provided in Supplementary Table C.5.  

vDG: We performed the same analysis on 5,520,790 positions across the genome in vDG 

tissue (Figure 4.5). Out of 5,520,790 loci, 225,311 were differentially methylated at a nominal 

level (prange = 0.05 to 1.6x10-14). Of these, 54,985 loci mapped to known gene bodies and 6,707 

mapped to gene promoters or TSSs. These nominally significant/mapped DMLs were carried 

through to Arm C analyses. In all, the top 784 loci survived FDR correction and PD 

thresholding; the top two hits were observed to have lower methylation in response to EE, and 
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the top three mapped to genes: Mettl15 (Chr2:109243084, PDEE = -10.2, q = 8.7x10-8, rank = 1), 

Nubp1 (Chr16:10411612, PDEE = -10.7, q = 1.7x10-5, rank = 2), and Prss48 (Chr3:86001744, 

PDEE = 16.5, q = 2.4x10-5, rank = 3). Top five results are documented in Table 4.2, and 

comprehensive results are provided in Supplementary Table C.6.  

In post-hoc analyses, by comparing DML location between dDG and vDG using Fisher’s 

Exact test, we found that the dDG is significantly enriched with TSS/promoter DMLs compared 

to vDG (odds ratio = 1.09, 95% CI = 1.05 to 1.13, p = 6.3x10-7).  

 

Arm B: Differential mCH by EE  

dDG: We tested the effect of EE on mCH in mouse dDG. We performed tests at 740,180 

loci (Figure 4.6) and found 114,742 to be differentially methylated (prange = 0.05 to 1.9x10-4). Of 

these, 25,880 were mapped to known gene bodies, whereas 1,706 were mapped to gene promoter 

regions or TSSs. These mapped/nominally significant DMLs were carried through to the 

following analysis arm. No loci survived FDR/PD thresholding due to the nature of the Boolean 

“methylated” calls used in our analysis (e.g., Phactr2: chr10:13373248, SHn methylated calls = 0, EEn 

methylated calls = 5, PDEE = 100, p = 1.96x10-4, q = 0.64). Comprehensive results are reported in 

Supplementary Table C.7.  

vDG: We performed the same tests in vDG on 1,023,564 mCH positions across the 

genome (Figure 4.6). Of these 1,023,564 loci, 174,711 were differentially methylated (prange = 

0.05 to 1.9x10-4). Within these ~175k loci, 37,486 were mapped to known genes, 2,386 were 

mapped to gene promoters or TSSs and all nominally significant and mapped mCH loci were 

advanced to Arm C analysis. None survived FDR/PD thresholding for reasons stated above. 

Comprehensive results are reported in Supplementary Table C.8.  
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In post-hoc analyses, by comparing mCH DML location between dDG and vDG using 

Fishers’ Exact test, we found no difference when assessing the proportion of DMLs located in 

gene bodies (odds ratio = 1.04, 95% CI = 0.97 to 1.10, p = 0.29). 

 

Arm C: Differential mRNA expression by mCG 

dDG: Using only RNA-seq and mCG reads deemed differentially expressed and 

methylated by EE at the nominal threshold, and taking only DMLs which mapped to a DEG, we 

carried out 10,425 hypothesis tests of mCG’s effect on mRNA expression, while including EE as 

a covariate (Figure 4.5). In all, a total of 10,425 DMLs across 1,367 DEGs were tested. 987 loci 

were nominally significant predictors of mRNA transcription as a function of mCG (prange = 0.05 

to 1.0x10-12) (Figure 4.8a), and were carried through to the mediation phase of our analysis. In 

correcting for multiple hypothesis testing bias at FDR q < 0.05, we found 86 DMLs that were 

significantly predictive of their mapped transcript’s expression. The top five FDR significant 

results are documented in Table 4.3, and comprehensive results are provided in Supplementary 

Table C.9. 

vDG: Carrying out the same strategy in mouse vDG, we tested 6,006 hypotheses of 

mCG’s effect on mRNA expression (Figure 4.5). A total of 1,005 DEGs were represented in this 

phase of the analysis. We found 827 mCG loci to be nominally significant predictors of mRNA 

expression at their cis-located transcript (prange = 0.05 to 8.9x10-12) (Figure 4.8b). These 

nominally significant mRNA/mCG read pairs were carried through to the subsequent mediation 

testing phase. We corrected for multiple hypothesis testing bias at FDR q < 0.05 and found that 

127 mCG loci from vDG were FDR significant predictors of their mapped transcript’s 
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expression. The top five FDR significant results are documented in Table 4.3, and 

comprehensive results are provided in Supplementary Table C.10.  

 

Arm C: Differential mRNA expression by mCH 

dDG: Using only RNA-seq and mCH reads deemed differentially expressed and 

methylated by EE at the nominal threshold (p < 0.05), and taking only DMLs which mapped to a 

DEG, we carried out 4,440 hypothesis tests of mCH’s effect on mRNA expression of 779 unique 

transcripts (Figure 4.6). EE was again included as a covariate in all tested models. 472 mCH loci 

were significant predictors of their cis-located transcripts expression (prange = 0.05 to 2.4x10-9) 

(Figure 4.8c) and were utilized in downstream enrichment testing analyses. In applying an FDR 

threshold at q < 0.05, we identified that ten mCH DMLs were FDR significant predictors of their 

mapped transcript mRNA expression. Top five FDR significant results are documented in Table 

4.4, and comprehensive results are provided in Supplementary Table C.11.  

vDG: Using the same strategy in vDG, we tested the effect of 4,058 individual mCH loci 

on their 640 cis-located mRNA transcripts (Figure 4.6). 628 mCH loci were nominally 

significant predictors (prange = 0.05 to 6.8x10-16) (Figure 4.8d) and were utilized in downstream 

enrichment testing analyses. One hundred and four mCH loci were FDR significant predictors of 

their cis-located transcripts expression. Top five FDR significant results are documented in Table 

4.4, and comprehensive results are provided in Supplementary Table C.12.  

 

Mediation: mCG mediates EE/mRNA relationships 

dDG: We performed 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations per mCG locus to test the 

mediating effects of mCG between EE and differential mRNA expression of cis-located 
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transcripts (Figure 4.5). Of 987 mCG loci (mapping to 533 individual genes) that satisfied 

nominal Arm C requirements, 404 were nominally significant full mediators of their EE/mRNA 

relationships, and 502 were partial mediators. These 404 nominally significant full mediators 

were used in downstream enrichment analyses for mCG. In applying FDR at q < 0.05 to IDE 

pvalues, we found that 17 mCG loci were FDR significant, full mediators of an EE/mRNA 

relationship. Twenty mCG loci were FDR significant, partial mediators. Top five results are 

presented in Table 4.5; comprehensive results are provided in Supplementary Table C.13. Of 

note are two fully mediating mCG probes located in the Smtnl2 (smoothelin-like 2: 

Chr11:72394459, Chr11:72403429) gene, as well as full mediators within the Myo5b (myosin 

VB: Chr18:74659297) and Tnfrsf19 (tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 19: 

Chr14:60967710) genes.  

vDG: Performing the same tests of mediation on 827 mCG loci across 396 mRNA reads 

whose relationships satisfied nominal Arm C requirements (Figure 4.5), we found 211 were 

nominally significant full mediators of an EE/mRNA relationship, while 255 were partial 

mediators. These 211 nominally significant full mediators were used in downstream enrichment 

analyses specific to vDG. Out of this pool, we also identified two mCG loci that were FDR 

significant, full mediators, and four mCG loci that were FDR significant, partial mediators. Top 

five results are documented in Table 4.5, and comprehensive results are provided in 

Supplementary Table C.14. Of note was a fully mediating probe in the Ror1 (receptor tyrosine 

kinase-like orphan receptor 1: Chr4:100390763) gene locus, along with two partially mediating 

probes in the Myo5b gene (myosin VB: Chr18:74556187, Chr18:74576505).  
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In comparing the proportion of fully mediating mCG loci between dDG and vDG, we 

found that dDG was significantly enriched (odds ratio = 1.60, 95% CI = 1.32 to 1.95, p = 9.1x10-

7) for full mediators compared to vDG. 

 

Transcription factor binding site enrichment 

dDG: To assess EE’s effect on genomic regulatory regions, we investigated the 

enrichment of TFBSs across the entirety of the mouse genome for nominally significant fully 

mediating mCG loci in dDG tissue (Figure 4.5). We found 16 TFBSs to be positively enriched, 

including OCT_C (p = 0.001, rank = 1), TST1_01 (p = 0.003, rank = 2), and NKX25_02 (p = 

0.005, rank = 3). In correcting these TFBS results for multiple hypothesis testing bias, none 

surpassed the FDR threshold. Because we could not assess the mediating status of mCH loci, we 

tested TFBS enrichment for mCH DMLs which correlated with gene expression from Arm C 

analyses (Figure 4.6). We found 17 enriched TFBSs, including ARNT_02 (p = 4.6x10-5, q = 

1.0x10-2, rank = 1), TST1_01 (p = 2.8 x10-4, q = 3.1x10-2, rank = 2), and CREBP1_Q2 (p = 

5.8x10-4, q = 4.3x10-2, rank = 3), all of which were significant at FDR levels. Top enriched dDG 

TFBSs from Arm C mCH and from the mCG full mediation pools are presented in Table 4.6.  

vDG: In fully mediating mCG vDG loci (Figure 4.5), we found 16 positively enriched 

TFBSs. The top three TFBSs were FDR significant, and included POU3F2_02 (p = 2.2x10-5, q = 

4.6x10-3, rank = 1), STAT5A_02 (p = 4.1x10-4, q = 3.7x10-2, rank = 2), and LHX3_01 (p = 

5.5x10-4, q = 3.7x10-2, rank = 3). In mCH DMLs (Figure 4.6), we found 18 enriched TFBSs, 

including FOXO3_01 (p = 0.002, rank = 1), POU3F2_02 (p = 0.002, rank = 2), and 

LMO2COM_02 (p = 0.005, rank = 3). None reached FDR significance. Top enriched TFBSs are 

presented in Table 4.6.  
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Transcription start-site/promoter & gene body enrichment 

dDG: In assessing genes with an mRNA expression/EE relationship fully mediated by an 

mCG locus (Figure 4.5), we found only one out of 242 that were nominally enriched for 

TSS/promoter region DMLs: Npas2 (Neuronal PAS Domain Protein 2: odds ratio = 15.9, 95% 

CI = 1.6 to Inf, p = 0.021). Npas2 promoter enrichment did not reach FDR significance. No 

genes were significantly enriched for correlated mCH loci in their gene bodies compared to the 

rest of the analysis pool (Figure 4.6). 

vDG: Out of the 136 DEGs with a fully mediating mCG locus (Figure 4.5), none had 

enriched TSS/promoter regions, by our current analysis. Again, no genes were significantly 

enriched for correlated mCH loci in their gene bodies compared to the rest of the analysis pool 

(Figure 4.6). 

 

Biological and molecular function enrichment  

dDG: We assessed the enrichment of gene ontology biological process and molecular 

function pathways for 404 fully mediating DMLs in dDG tissue (Figure 4.5). We found 

numerous nominally enriched biological process pathways including myeloid leukocyte 

migration (GO:0097529, p = 0.003, rank = 1), divalent inorganic cation homeostasis 

(GO:0072507, p = 0.004, rank = 2), and molecular mediator of immune response (GO:0002440, 

p = 0.004, rank = 3), although none were FDR significant. Enriched molecular function 

pathways included steroid binding (GO:0009416, p = 0.009, rank = 16), sterol binding 

(GO:0048565, p = 0.009, rank = 17), and guanyl nucleotide binding (GO:0055123, p = 0.009, 

rank = 19). No pathways reached FDR significance. Biological process and molecular function 

pathways enriched in dDG for correlated mCH loci (Figure 4.6) included: osteoblast 
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differentiation (GO:0001649, p = 8.8x10-6, rank = 1), steroid hormone receptor activity 

(GO:0003707, p = 1.8x10-3, rank = 31), and RNA polymerase II transcription factor activity 

(GO:0004879, p = 1.8x10-3, rank = 32), among others (Table 4.7). Of these, only osteoblast 

differentiation (GO:0001649) was significant at FDR < 0.05. 

vDG: Biological process pathways enriched for the 211 fully mediating DMLs from vDG 

tissue (Figure 4.5) included regulation of peptide secretion (GO:0002791, p = 2.8x10-5, rank = 

1), protein localization to plasma membrane (GO:0072659, p = 1.3x10-4, rank = 2), and 

regulation of cell morphogenesis (GO:0022604, p = 2.4x10-4, rank = 3), which all reached FDR 

significance. Molecular function pathways enriched for mediating DMLs included protein 

serine/threonine kinase activity (GO:0004674, p = 2.6x10-4, rank = 11), Rac guanyl-nucleotide 

exchange factor activity (GO:0030676, p = 6.6x10-4, rank = 25), and calmodulin binding 

(GO:0005516, p = 0.015 , rank = 95) (Table 4.7). In vDG, the top pathways enriched for 

correlated mCH loci (Figure 4.6) included many related to regulation of potassium ion transport 

(GO:0043266, p = 9.1x10-5, rank = 1). The top two enriched biological processes reached FDR 

significance. In addition, nine terms related to microtubule/cytoskeletal organization were 

observed (e.g., GO:0000226, p = 0.015, rank = 66) (Table 4.7) at nominally significant levels. 

 

Cross-species & cross-tissue mCG 

We sought to investigate whether ASE-associated human CpG loci were affected by EE 

in mouse DG tissue, and whether EE and ASEs differed in their direction of effect on these loci. 

Out of 118 CpGs previously associated with ASEs[260, 261], 46 human CpG loci mapped to 27 

orthologous mouse genes (Supplementary Table C.15).  
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Mouse dDG: In dDG, we identified 101 mouse mCG loci mapped to 19 human CG loci 

(Supplementary Table C.16). Of these, we identified a nominally significant DML in the 

promoter/CpG island of the Rbm46 gene (Chr3:82876701, PDEE = - 13.3, pEE = 0.030, qEE = 

0.896, rank = 124,244). This single mouse locus mapped to six human loci which also reside in 

the promoter/CpG island of the RMB46 gene. One other locus, in a Serinc5 intron 

(Chr13:92693210: PDEE = - 21.1, pEE = 0.015, qEE = 0.896, rank = 79,210), was differentially 

methylated (Table 4.8). As noted by the negative PD values In both loci, we observed that EE-

group samples had lower mCG than SH-group samples.  

Human saliva: In looking to our prior research on peripheral epigenetic signatures that 

mediate the relationship between childhood family emotional health (FEH) and neural 

endophenotypes of mental health disorders[260], we found that high FEH was positively 

associated with high mCG of the Thistle2 cluster (b = 0.003, SE = 0.001, t = 2.2, p = 0.027). Put 

another way, participants with poor FEH had lower Thistle2 mCG than participants with high 

FEH. In addition, Thistle2 mCG was positively associated with right hippocampal volume (b = 

728.1, SE = 261.8, t = 2.8, p = 0.007). The same positive direction of effect was present when 

observing mCG values of the individual probes that made up the Thistle2 cluster. A prime 

example was the RBM46 Thistle2 locus cg01289218 (b = 0.012, SE = 0.005, t = 2.7, p = 0.007), 

which was also positively associated with childhood FEH.  

Mouse dDG vs. human saliva: Overall, we found two EE-associated DMLs in mouse 

dDG, and we observed that for both loci, EE-group samples had lower mCG than SH-group 

samples. In the corresponding probes in human saliva, we found that participants with poor FEH 

had lower mCG than those with high FEH. It appears, then, that the direction of effect between 
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mouse mCG and human mCG loci between EE and low FEH is congruent, which fails to support 

our hypothesis.  

Mouse vDG: We performed the same analyses in mouse vDG tissue and identified 101 

mouse mCG loci mapped to 18 of the 118 human CpG loci of interest (Supplementary Table 

C.17). Of these mouse vDG mCG loci, none were differentially methylated (p>0.05) (Table 4.8). 

 

4.5 Discussion 

The current study examined the effects of EE on mRNA transcription, mCG, and mCH in 

dDG and vDG from mouse. We sought to determine whether mCG or mCH, on a locus-specific 

basis, putatively causally mediated the relationship between EE and mRNA transcription, in 

order to elucidate underlying epigenetic mechanisms responsible for the biological embedding of 

EE. We hypothesized that methylation at a number of mCG and mCH sites would mediate their 

EE/mRNA transcription relationships, and that the TSS/promoter regions and TFBSs underlying 

DEGs would be enriched with these mediating loci. Based on previous work[260, 261], we also 

hypothesized that the network of fully mediating mCG/mCH loci would be enriched with gene 

ontology relating to: synapse development, neurotransmitter signal transduction, neuronal 

development, inflammation, immune cell signaling and migration, cytoskeleton organization, 

MAPK cascade, and regulation of phospholipase activity. Finally, we hypothesized that ASE-

associated DMLs from previous human peripheral tissue studies would also be differentially 

methylated in rodent CNS tissue in association with EE exposure, but with opposite direction of 

effect.  

In regard to our Arm A analysis of differential mRNA expression in dDG and vDG 

tissue, we find that our results largely correspond to those of the original authors in regard to 
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direction and magnitude of effect (Supplemental Figure C.1). Furthering the continuity between 

studies is widespread differential gene expression across both subregions of the dentate gyrus, 

but with more differential gene expression in dDG relative to vDG (+21%). Novel findings not 

previously discussed in past analyses on this dataset include observations that the MAPK 

cascade is likely subject to targeted downregulation in vDG. This position is evidenced by 

enrichment of GO pathways including: negative (down) regulation of phosphorylation, negative 

regulation of kinase activity, negative regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, and negative 

regulation of MAPK cascade. Of note, these terms were not observed in the dDG, where immune 

signaling and cellular differentiation/proliferation pathways were enriched. A well-established 

driver of eukaryotic signal transduction, the MAPK cascade has been implicated in mental health 

outcomes and the development of synaptic plasticity in mature neurons. To this end, modulation 

of the MAPK cascade in mouse forebrain is associated with both anxiety-like and depressive-like 

behaviors[180], and inhibition of the MAPK cascade reduces hippocampal long-term 

potentiation[278]. Therefore, the negative (down) regulation of these pathways as observed in 

this work stand in opposition to the expected upregulation of the MAPK cascade in response to 

EE. However, previous research shows that the MAPK cascade is subject to temporally specific, 

multi-modal negative feedback loops in response to an initial upregulation[279]. It appears, then, 

that the aforementioned behavioral and neurobiological effects of EE could be driven strongly 

through transcriptional regulation of the MAPK cascade[279], and that observations of the 

molecular mechanisms in vDG made at p80 capture negative feedback signals operating on the 

MAPK cascade after a previous, unobserved increase potentially due to EE. This position was 

supported by post-hoc analyses showing significant upregulation of the dual-specificity MAPK 

phosphatases Dusp1 and Dusp5 (both of which survived FDR correction and FC thresholding), 
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which serve as nuclear proteins that dephosphorylate ERK1/2, p38, and JNK, and downregulate 

the MAPK cascade[280]. Furthering the contrast between dorsal and ventral regions of the 

dentate gyrus are the enriched transcriptional pathways relating to neuronal maturation (synapse 

development, dendrite development, vesicular transport) in the vDG. Taken together with signals 

from the dDG showing cellular differentiation/proliferation pathway enrichment it appears that 

differential expression in the dDG could be representative of a proliferating, immature neuron-

like phenotype, whereas expression in the vDG is representative of a more mature neuron-like 

phenotype which has shifted focus towards dendrite and synapse development mediated through 

MAPK the signaling cascade.  

Regarding mCG, a similar number of loci were tested for differential methylation 

between dDG and vDG (~5.5 million). However, nineteen percent more DMLs were observed in 

dDG compared to vDG, and dDG genes were specifically enriched for DMLs in their promoter 

regions relative to vDG. This distinct difference in EE-associated transcriptional regulatory 

mechanism alterations aligns with the enrichment of DEGs in dDG tissue, and with previously 

reported results from this dataset. However, when comparing differential mCH between dDG 

and vDG, we found the opposite pattern as in mCG-- more differential mCH occurs in the vDG 

compared to the dDG. Previously published next-generation sequencing data from human and 

rodent cortex shows that mCH increases in maturing neuron populations through the young adult 

stages of development, and that mCH is the dominant form of methylation in human 

neurons[274]. This body of work, in tandem with the observed synapse development pathway 

enrichment and heightened mCH methylation in vDG compared to dDG in this study, again 

bolster the notion that neuronal maturation could occur preferentially in the vDG throughout the 

p22 to p80 stage of development in mouse, whereas neurogenesis occurs throughout this time 
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period in the dDG. Interestingly, we found evidence that the transforming growth factor beta 

(TGF-B) pathway, canonically thought to oppose the MAPK cascade in regard to cellular 

differentiation, was transcriptionally downregulated in vDG (Tgfb2, Tgfbr1, Tgfa). We posit this 

transcriptional downregulation is possibly achieved via mCH, due to the observed mRNA/mCH 

relationships from the current study (Tgfb2 chr1:186640735/chr1:186672797, Tgfa 

chr6:86201987, Tgfbr1 chr4:47415330). Therefore, we posit that in the vDG, TGF-B signaling 

and MAPK signaling are regulated through distinct epigenetic mechanisms. 

We found that dDG is significantly enriched for fully mediating mCG loci compared to 

vDG, indicating that the ultimate transcriptional effects of EE are potentially exerted more so 

through mCG in dDG than in vDG. This implies that other epigenetic mechanisms may be 

playing a greater role in vDG compared to dDG. Our results show ten times more FDR 

significant correlated mRNA/mCH read pairs in vDG (104 pairs at q < 0.05) compared to dDG 

(ten pairs at q < 0.05) and imply that mCH could be operating in this role. However, due to 

statistical barriers, we were unable to specifically investigate mCH mediation. Other epigenetic 

mechanisms such as hydroxy-methylation, and post-translational histone modifications could 

also be considered. Out of the top ten mCG mediators in each of dDG and vDG, only one locus 

is located in a TSS/promoter region, Card14 (Caspase Recruitment Domain Family Member 14). 

Card14 encodes a protein that plays a role in cellular adhesion and NF-kappa-B activation; and 

mutations in this gene are a known mechanistic contributor, when assessed in epithelial cells, of 

psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis[281]. Interestingly, Card14 is upregulated in post-mortem 

hippocampus from humans with Alzheimer’s disease[282], relative to “healthy” age-matched 

controls. Paradoxically, Card14 promoter locus mCG is downregulated in EE-group samples, in 

tandem with transcriptional upregulation, as observed in dDG.  
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In assessing TFBS enrichment of fully mediating loci, we identified a family of 8 genes 

that were enriched with 21 fully-mediating mCG loci located within Nkx2-5 TFBSs. Canonically 

understood to play a major role in heart and spleen formation/development[283], the Nkx2-5 

gene is a homeobox-domain containing transcription factor that also functions to regulate heart 

progenitor cell differentiation and proliferation[284]. What is more, targeted over-expression of 

Nkx2-5 transforms in vitro human fetal myoblasts into neuron-like cells with noted expression of 

neuronal markers[285]. Researchers posit that when Nkx2-5 acts as a transcription factor in CNS 

tissue, it interacts with Adora1, the adenosine A1 receptor[286], which is co-expressed in heart 

tissue. However, little else is known regarding Nkx2-5 function in the CNS. In finding that Nkx2-

5 TFBFs were enriched with fully-mediating mCG loci, our results indicate that Nkx2-5 could be 

involved the epigenetically-mediated biological embedding of EE in dDG. Equally implicated in 

this Nkx2-5-related pathway of biological embedding are the genes to which the fully mediating 

mCG loci belong, including Dab1 (DAB Adaptor Protein 1; five mediating loci), and Rora (RAR 

Related Orphan Receptor A; six mediating loci). Dab1, and the previously mentioned Card14, 

are targets of the nuclear steroid hormone receptor and transcriptional activator Rora, which also 

plays a key role in the differentiation of neuronal cell types in the brain[287]. Just as the case 

with Card14, Dab1 and Rora transcription are markedly upregulated in the hippocampus of 

deceased Alzheimer’s patients[282]. Single nucleotide polymorphisms identified within the 

human RORA gene are associated with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [225], depressive 

symptoms[288, 289], depression vulnerability[290], aberrant internalizing of distress 

behaviors[291], and sex-specific anxiety sensitivity[292]. RORA has also been identified as a 

sex-specific candidate gene in Autism spectrum disorder (ASD)[293], with mCG playing a 

notable role in RORA mRNA expression in the brain of deceased ASD patients[294]. One 
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mediating Rora mCG locus stands out (Chr9:69304549), as it is located in the vicinity of the 

Rora TSS, in a region particularly enriched for cis-regulatory elements and an mCG island. In 

our analyses, Rora gene expression is significantly lower in EE-condition mice compared to SH-

condition mice, and increased mCG of this locus is responsible for an estimated 86% of that 

effect. The identification of this largely mediator-enriched Nkx2-5 TFBS family could shed light 

on the potentially related mechanistic underpinnings of these disorders in humans by 

highlighting locus-specific targets of epigenetic regulation in response to EE in the brain.  

We also found that genes with Pou3f2 TFBSs were enriched with both fully mediating 

mCG loci and mRNA-correlated mCH loci in vDG. Pou3f2 (POU class 3 homeobox 2) is a 

protein coding gene that produces a neural transcription factor that is important in neural 

differentiation[295]. Our findings of EE-induced epigenetic regulation at Pou3f2 target sites lend 

support to previous research showing that Pou3f2 is critical for hippocampal-dependent 

cognitive function and adult neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus[296]. Of the fully mediating mCG 

loci located within Pou3f2 TFBSs, five map near (but > 1000 BP from) the Kalrn (Kalirin 

RhoGEF Kinase) gene promoter region, with three of these mapping to a cis-regulatory element 

with a distal-enhancer-like signature (ENCODE Accession: EM10E0622110). The Kalrn gene 

encodes a protein playing critical roles in CNS excitatory synapse development[297, 298]. Out 

of the mCH pool, on the other hand, an additional ten loci map to a Pou3f2 TFBS and to the 

aforementioned Cdh13 (Cadherin 13) gene, which encodes a protein that acts as a negative 

regulator of neurite outgrowth during cellular differentiation[299]. The majority of these probes 

map to the gene body of Cdh13, are positively associated with EE, and are negatively related to 

expression of the Cdh13 transcript. This aligns with the canonical understanding that gene body 

mCH is associated with transcriptional repression[274].  
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One of the major findings from analyses performed on this data by the original authors 

was the noted enrichment of dorsal mCH DMR’s for NeuroD1 TFBSs. NeuroD1 is a 

transcription factor known to contribute to the early differentiation and maturation processes of 

granule neurons in the DG[300]. They also noted that NeuroD1 transcription was not altered in 

response to EE in either dDG or vDG. In contrast to Zhang et al 2018, the current study did not 

assess the effects of EE on potential DMRs, or sequence-specific enrichment of TFBS within 

said DMRs. However, in contrast to the results from the original authors, we did observe 

nominal downregulation of the NeuroD1 transcript in vDG in tandem with nominal differential 

methylation of four NeuroD1 mCG loci. One of these, Chr2:79,459,144, is methylated at a 

higher level in EE than in SH samples and is located near the NeuroD1 TSS and a Pax6 TFBS. 

Our results suggest that differential expression of NeuroD1 in response to EE may be regulated 

by locus-specific mCG but not mCH in the vDG.  

In previous human studies, we focused on investigating epigenetically-mediated 

relationships between ASEs and neural endophenotypes of mental health disorders. Through 

these earlier investigations, we found epigenetic signatures in saliva and blood that were 

associated with ASEs and that did mediate the relationships in question. These pathways were 

largely related to: synapse development, neurotransmitter signal transduction, neuronal 

development, inflammation, immune cell signaling and migration, cytoskeleton organization, the 

MAPK cascade, and regulation of phospholipase activity. These findings were intriguing, in light 

of their relation to CNS function, but the direct relationship with CNS molecular measures were 

unknown. Leveraging the EE paradigm in the current study, we qualitatively assessed overlap 

between mediator enriched pathways in the mouse dentate gyrus, and ASE-associated pathways 

in human peripheral tissues. In assessing the biological process and molecular function pathways 
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enriched for mediating mCG loci and mRNA-correlated mCH loci in mouse dentate, we find 

signatures of epigenetic regulation that largely mirror results from our RNA-seq analysis in 

mouse, and our previous work with human ASEs. These results lend support to the notion that 

differential methylation at these loci could be altering downstream, transcription-related 

processes. The dDG is enriched for fully-mediating mCG loci in a number of pathways focused 

on the migration or differentiation of myeloid precursor cells, as well as stem cell maintenance. 

Additionally, we observed numerous microtubule organization and osteoblast differentiation 

pathways enriched with mRNA-correlated mCH loci. We posit that our observation of osteoblast 

differentiation in this context is actually representative of signaling through the TGF-B pathway 

towards hippocampal neuron maturation. In brief, certain members of the TGF-B signaling 

ligand family, such as bone morphogenetic proteins, play marked roles in osteoblast 

differentiation[301] and specialized roles in hippocampal neurons critical to dendrite 

formation[302], axon guidance[303], and synaptic stability[304]. These processes require 

dynamic remodeling of both actin and microtubule assemblies[305], and here we provide 

putative evidence that mCH could regulate them, through TGF-B signaling, in dDG. Results 

from dDG stand in contrast to the epigenetic signatures identified in vDG mCG. Some of the 

stronger signals from the vDG included peptide/hormone secretion and ion transport, but there 

was also notable enrichment of pathways dedicated to synaptogenesis, synaptic plasticity, 

dendritic spine development, glutamatergic signaling, and protein serine/threonine kinase 

activity. The latter plays a major role in the MAPK cascade[306], further bolstering our position 

that mature neurons in the vDG are under influence by the MAPK cascade, which in turn is 

likely under epigenetic regulation by mCG.  
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Overall, our results showed CNS-derived mRNA, mCG, and mCH signatures correspond 

closely with enriched pathways from human peripheral tissue, with pointed focus towards the 

MAPK and TGF-B signaling pathways. The concordance of enriched pathways between 

species/tissue types lends support to the notion that a peripheral epigenetic signature could be 

considered a proxy of effects exerted within CNS tissue. However, when assessing the locus-

specific differential methylation and expression of human ASE-associated loci in mouse, the 

picture is less clear. A relatively small number of CpG loci mapped between the human and 

mouse genome with high enough sequence specificity to consider for analyses. Of those that did 

accurately map in our dDG analysis, we observed only two nominally significant DMLs in the 

Serinc5 and Rbm46 genes, and they showed the same direction of effect in relation to EE and 

poor FEH. We posit that the observed lack of corresponding DMLs between human and mouse 

could be due to a number of reasons, including differences in human and mouse physiology, the 

well-documented tissue-specific and cell type-specific nature of mCG[307, 308], or divergent 

function of genes between the two species. Although clear limitations exist for cross-species, 

cross-tissue analyses, it is our position that continued assessment of these relationships are 

integral to future forward movement of the field.  

The foremost strengths of the current work were our ability to test enrichment of genomic 

regulatory regions for loci that putatively causally mediate the EE/mRNA relationship, and our 

conceptualization of results at both the locus-specific and network-based level; our causal 

mediation framework enabled us to target analyses to loci with the greatest potential for 

functional downstream repercussions. Additionally, we performed the analysis in the etiological 

tissue of interest, a clear advantage over most human epigenetic studies that are typically limited 

to peripheral tissues such as saliva or blood. This approach also allowed us to explore CNS-
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based measures in loci implicated in previous human work[260, 261], to evaluate whether 

measures of adverse social context indirectly linked to CNS measures in humans would show 

expected (i.e. opposite) directions of effect in an animal model that directly measured CNS tissue 

in relation to positive social context (i.e. environmental enrichment). Limitations of the current 

work include the inability to clearly delineate the proportion of cell types included in samples. 

Gene expression profiles correlated most strongly with neuron, but other cell type transcriptional 

patterns were also correlated. Additional limitations include the absence of other epigenetic 

measures, such as post-translational histone modifications, the inability to compare 

transcription/epigenetic data to the original authors’ mouse hippocampal volume and 

immunohistochemistry measurements, and the omission of RNA-seq and MethylC-seq data 

without full representation across all ten biological replicates.  

 

4.6 Conclusion 

The current study showed that, in support of prior literature and analyses performed on 

this dataset, EE affects distinct transcriptional networks when comparing dorsal and ventral 

dentate subregions. Additionally, in congruence with previously published analyses of the 

current dataset, the dDG is subject to a greater degree of locus-specific mCG-based epigenetic 

regulation, and the higher overall level of locus-specific differential mCG corresponds with a 

heightened number of mediating mCG loci. On the other hand, vDG transcription appears 

subject to greater epigenetic regulation through mCH. Our findings support the notion that 

during adolescence/young adulthood in mice (p22 to p80), the dorsal subregion is enriched for 

heightened neurogenesis compared to the ventral subregion, and that a major regulatory force in 

this process is locus-specific mCG. In contrast, it appears that the vDG is more finely tuned 
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toward the maturation of neurons and then strengthening of synaptic connections, with 

epigenetic regulation provided through relatively higher levels of differential mCH. Additionally, 

it appears that the MAPK and TGF-B signaling cascades could be operating in response to EE in 

spatio-temporally specific patterns within the dentate gyrus, with epigenetic regulation of these 

pathways observed through divergent epigenetic mechanisms (mCG and mCH respectively). We 

identified mediating loci existing in TFBSs of genes critical for progenitor cell differentiation, 

hippocampal-dependent cognitive function, and adult neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus. The 

mediator-enriched TFBS gene families provided strong supporting evidence for the roles of 

Dab1, Rora, Card14, Kalrn, and Cdh13 in hippocampal developmental and mental health 

disorder etiology, and our research shed light on the potentially related epigenetic underpinnings 

of these disorders in humans. Finally, we identified that a number of loci that mediate the 

relationship between poor FEH and neural endophenotypes of mental health disorders, were 

differentially expressed and differentially methylated at nominal levels in response to EE, 

although the direction of effect in the observed DMLs was unexpectedly congruent between EE 

and poor FEH. Overall, the findings of the current study extend the body of work highlighting 

neurodevelopmental variability putatively caused by EE and inform divergent spatio-temporal 

molecular mechanisms of biologic embedding in the dDG vs. vDG on a locus-specific basis. 

These findings could be used in the future to drive pointed locus-specific investigations of 

hippocampal development or mental health disorder etiology in humans. 
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4.7 Figures and Tables 

 
 

Figure 4.1 Zhang et al 2018 overall study design. Animals were bred in-house and weaned at P22. Siblings were separated and assigned to either the EE or SH 

conditions, in groups of ten to 12 or three respectively. Animals stayed in their respective housing conditions until P80, whereupon they were sacrificed for tissue 

collection. Importantly, ten to 12 mice (technical replicates), were used per sample (biological replicates) generated for sequencing. This schema facilitated 

greatly increased sequencing depth, compared to other experimental designs. 
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Figure 4.2 Visual representation of major pre-processing and quality control steps taken across next-generation sequencing molecular measures. Across 

molecular data types, we removed sex-chromosome specific reads, removed reads without sufficient sequencing depth, and removed reads with 0 variance 

between SH and EE groups. A. RNA-seq pre-processing and quality control. B. MethylC-seq pre-processing and quality control of CpG methylation sites. C. 

MethylC-seq pre-processing and quality control of non CpG methylation sites.  
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Figure 4.3 Locus-specific mediation testing framework. Arm A. Environmental enrichment is associated with differential mRNA expression. We tested the 

effect of environmental enrichment on mRNA expression of individual transcripts using negative binomial models, adjusting for total library size and global 

dispersion. Arm B. Environmental enrichment is associated with differential CpG and non CpG methylation. We tested the effects of environmental enrichment 

on CpG and non CpG methylation separately, using linear models (gaussian) and generalized linear models (binomial) respectively. Arm C. CpG and non CpG 

methylation are associated with differential mRNA expression. We tested the effects of CpG methylation and non CpG methylation on mRNA expression 

separately. Importantly, we only tested the effect of methylation on mRNA transcripts mapped to the same underlying gene as the methylation read. Additionally, 

we only tested the relationship between mRNA and methylation reads that were each differentially expressed, as observed in Arms A and B respectively. We 

used negative binomial models, adjusting for total library size and global dispersion. Environmental enrichment was included as a covariate. Mediation. mCG 

loci statistically mediate the relationships between environmental enrichment and mRNA expression. Taking only significantly correlated read pairs from Arm C 

analyses, we tested the mediating effect of mCG on EE/mRNA transcription relationships.  
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Figure 4.4 Next-generation sequencing mRNA, mCG, and mCH analytics pipeline. Light blue boxes denote mRNA-specific workflows, dark blue boxes denote 

mCG-specific workflows, and white boxes denote mCH-specific workflows. 
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Figure 4.5 Next-generation sequencing mRNA and mCG mediation analytic pipeline with results. In Arm A analyses, we tested the effect of EE on ~16.5k 

mRNA transcripts in both dDG and vDG (separately). Transcripts with nominally significant (“nom”) relationships to EE were advanced to Arm C. We carried 

out FDR and log2 FC thresholding to identify transcripts with the strongest relationships to EE. In Arm B analyses, we tested the effect of EE on ~5.5 million 

mCG loci in both dDG and vDG (separately). Again, mCG loci with nominally significant relationships to EE were advanced to study Arm C. We carried out 

FDR and percent difference (PD) thresholding to identify mCG loci with the strongest relationships to EE. Before carrying out Arm C analyses, we assessed the 

gene to which the nominally significant transcripts and mCG loci from Arms A and B were mapped. We only kept differentially expressed genes (DEGs) that 

had a differentially methylated loci (DML) mapped to it. We only kept DMLs that belonged to a DEG. This reduced the Arm C testing pool to ~10k 

mRNA/mCG read pairs in dDG, and ~6k mRNA/mCG read pairs in vDG. We then tested the individual effects of mCG loci on their mapped mRNA transcripts. 

mRNA/mCG read pairs exhibiting a nominally significant relationship were advanced to the mediation phase of testing. We carried out FDR thresholding to 

assess which pairs showed the strongest relationships to one another. Taking nominally significant mRNA/mCG read pairs from Arm C, we tested the mediating 

effect of mCG on EE/mRNA relationships. Nominally significant, full-mediators were used in downstream transcription factor binding site, transcription start 

site, and GO pathway enrichment analyses.  
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Figure 4.6 Next-generation sequencing mRNA and mCH mediation analytic pipeline with results. As explained in Figure 4.5, in Arm A analyses, we tested the 

effect of EE on ~16.5k mRNA transcripts in both dDG and vDG (separately). Transcripts with nominally significant (“nom”) relationships to EE were advanced 

to Arm C. We carried out FDR and log2 FC thresholding to identify transcripts with the strongest relationships to EE. In Arm B analyses, we tested the effect of 

EE on ~740k and ~1 million mCH loci in both dDG and vDG (respectively). mCH loci with nominally significant relationships to EE were advanced to study 

Arm C. Before carrying out Arm C analyses, we assessed the gene to which the nominally significant transcripts and mCH loci from Arms A and B were 

mapped. We only kept differentially expressed genes (DEGs) that had a differentially methylated loci (DML) mapped to it. We only kept DMLs that belonged to 

a DEG. This reduced the Arm C testing pool to ~4.4k mRNA/mCH read pairs in dDG, and ~4.0k mRNA/mCH read pairs in vDG. We then tested the individual 

effects of mCH loci on their mapped mRNA transcripts. mRNA/mCH read pairs exhibiting a nominally significant relationship were advanced to downstream 

transcription factor binding site, transcription start site, and GO pathway enrichment analyses.  
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Figure 4.7 Volcano plots of dorsal and ventral dentate gyrus Arm A RNA-seq analysis in mouse. Blue points represent transcripts with log2 FC greater than 

|0.25| and p < 3.1x10-6. Red points represent transcripts with log2 FC greater than |0.25| and p > 3.1x10-6 but < 0.05. Black points represent transcripts with log2 

FC < |0.25| or p > 0.05. A. Dorsal dentate gyrus RNA-seq log2 FC versus p-value. Twenty-three transcripts had p < 3.1x10-6 and log2 FC greater than |0.25|. 228 

transcripts had p < 0.05 and log2 FC greater than |0.25|. 2021 transcripts had p < 0.05. B. Ventral dentate gyrus RNA-seq log2 FC versus p-value. Twenty-eight 

transcripts had p < 3.1x10-6 and log2 FC greater than |0.25|. 218 transcripts had p < 0.05 and log2 FC greater than |0.25|. 1669 transcripts had p < 0.05. 
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Figure 4.8 Manhattan plots of dorsal and ventral dentate gyrus Arm C analyses in mouse, across mCG and mCH. Figures contain p-values representative of Arm 

C analyses, where methylation in DMLs was tested for association with mRNA expression in mapped DEGs. The higher the plotted dot on the y-axis, the more 

predictive that locus’ methylation was of mRNA expression. The blue horizontal lines represent the nominally significant p value cutoff < 0.05. The red 

horizontal lines represent the Bonferroni significant p value cutoff < 0.05/# of relationships tested in Arm C. Green dots belong to genes with the top ten level of 

differential mRNA expression. Visible gene labels are applied to loci with p < Bonferroni threshold within Arm C analyses. A. CpG methylation relationship 

with mRNA expression of underlying mapped transcripts in dorsal dentate gyrus, controlling for the effect of environmental enrichment. In dorsal dentate gyrus, 

CpG methylation was significantly associated (at Bonferroni threshold) with 85 DEGs, including Rasgrf2, Fosl2, Tnc, and Igsf3. B. CpG methylation relationship 

with mRNA expression of underlying mapped transcripts in ventral dentate gyrus, controlling for the effect of environmental enrichment. In ventral dentate 

gyrus, CpG methylation was significantly associated (at Bonferroni threshold) with 127 DEGs, including those of Dakh, Galnt11, and Kcnd2, among others. C. 

Non-CpG methylation relationship with mRNA expression of underlying mapped transcripts in dorsal dentate gyrus, controlling for the effect of environmental 

enrichment. In dorsal dentate gyrus, non CpG methylation was significantly associated (at Bonferroni threshold) with differential expression of only four genes. 

One of these, Slit3, was in the top ten of DEGs in this analysis pool. D. Non-CpG methylation relationship with mRNA expression of underlying mapped 

transcripts in ventral dentate gyrus, controlling for the effect of environmental enrichment. In ventral dentate gyrus, non CpG methylation was significantly 

associated (at Bonferroni threshold) with 104 DEGs. These included, among others, Sema5a, Vstm2a, and Dync1i1.  
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Table 4.1 Top 5 differentially expressed transcripts (by P-value) in response to environmental enrichment in dorsal and ventral mouse dentate gyrus.  

Gene 

name 
Tissue Rank 

EE log2 

FC 

EE P-

value 
EE FDR Gene name description Feature type 

MGI 

Gene/Marker ID 

Igfbp6 dDG 1 1.59 9.66E-55 1.58E-50 insulin-like growth factor binding protein 6 protein coding gene MGI:96441 

Penk dDG 2 1.39 1.03E-41 8.40E-38 preproenkephalin protein coding gene MGI:104629 

Ogn dDG 3 -0.77 2.29E-28 1.25E-24 osteoglycin protein coding gene MGI:109278 

Gpc3 dDG 4 -0.94 8.48E-27 3.47E-23 glypican 3 protein coding gene MGI:104903 

Drd1 dDG 5 0.80 1.49E-20 4.88E-17 dopamine receptor D1 protein coding gene MGI:99578 

Fos vDG 1 1.21 2.53E-49 4.15E-45 FBJ osteosarcoma oncogene protein coding gene MGI:95574 

Nptx2 vDG 2 0.81 5.10E-26 4.18E-22 neuronal pentraxin 2 protein coding gene MGI:1858209 

Npas4 vDG 3 1.44 5.17E-23 2.83E-19 neuronal PAS domain protein 4 protein coding gene MGI:2664186 

Fosb vDG 4 0.94 3.35E-19 9.87E-16 FBJ osteosarcoma oncogene B protein coding gene MGI:95575 

Igfbp5 vDG 5 -0.32 3.46E-19 9.87E-16 insulin-like growth factor binding protein 5 protein coding gene MGI:96440 

Legend: EE: environmental enrichment; FC: fold-change; FDR: false discovery rate, dDG: dorsal dentate gyrus; vDG: ventral dentate gyrus 
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Table 4.2 Top 5 differentially methylated CG loci (by P-value) in response to environmental enrichment in dorsal and ventral mouse dentate gyrus.  

Gene 

name 
Chr:position Tissue Rank EE PD EE P-value EE FDR Gene name description Feature type 

MGI 

Gene/Marker ID 

Plxna4 Chr6:32340658 dDG 1 -14.0 6.06E-14 3.30E-07 plexin A4 protein coding gene MGI:2179061 

B3glct Chr5:149753329 dDG 2 16.2 8.04E-14 4.38E-07 beta-3-glucosyltransferase protein coding gene MGI:2685903 

Gstt3 Chr10:75776018 dDG 3 -11.3 2.88E-12 7.84E-06 glutathione S-transferase, theta 3 protein coding gene MGI:2143526 

Adarb2 Chr13:8569865 dDG 4 19.4 2.89E-12 7.88E-06 adenosine deaminase, RNA-specific, B2 protein coding gene MGI:2151118 

Lrp1b Chr2:41419042 dDG 5 18.7 8.81E-12 1.56E-05 low density lipoprotein-related protein 1B protein coding gene MGI:2151136 

Mettl15 Chr2:109243084 vDG 1 -10.2 1.58E-14 8.71E-08 methyltransferase like 15 protein coding gene MGI:1924144 

Nubp1 Chr16:10411612 vDG 2 -10.7 3.14E-12 1.73E-05 nucleotide binding protein 1 protein coding gene MGI:1347073 

Prss48 Chr3:86001744 vDG 3 16.5 3.35E-12 2.39E-05 protease, serine 48 protein coding gene MGI:2685865 

Nom1 Chr5:29434466 vDG 4 17.1 4.95E-12 2.39E-05 nucleolar protein with MIF4G domain 1 protein coding gene MGI:1861749 

Alx1 Chr10:103026849 vDG 5 -18.5 1.15E-11 5.32E-05 ALX homeobox 1 protein coding gene MGI:104621 

Legend: EE: environmental enrichment; PD: percent difference, FDR: false discovery rate, Chr: chromosome; dDG: dorsal dentate gyrus; vDG: ventral dentate gyrus 
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Table 4.3 Top 5 differentially expressed transcripts (by P-value) in association with mCG in dorsal and ventral mouse dentate gyrus.  

Gene name Chr:position Tissue Rank 
mCG 

estimate 

mCG        

P-value 

mCG 

FDR 
Gene name description Feature type 

MGI 

Gene/Marker ID 

Fbxl17 Chr17:63340223 dDG 1 -0.089 9.98E-13 1.04E-08 F-box and leucine-rich repeat protein 17 protein coding gene MGI:1354704 

Igsf3 Chr3:101402606 dDG 2 -0.03 7.84E-11 4.09E-07 immunoglobulin superfamily, member 3 protein coding gene MGI:1926158 

Rasgrf2 Chr13:91972970 dDG 3 -0.043 1.32E-10 4.58E-07 
RAS protein-specific guanine nucleotide-

releasing factor 2 
protein coding gene MGI:109137 

Osbpl1a Chr18:12933637 dDG 4 0.026 2.19E-09 5.72E-06 oxysterol binding protein-like 1A protein coding gene MGI:1927551 

Fosl2 Chr5:32157447 dDG 5 -0.035 1.89E-08 3.95E-05 fos-like antigen 2 protein coding gene MGI:102858 

Cdh12 Chr15:21290339 vDG 1 0.11 8.91E-12 5.35E-08 cadherin 12 protein coding gene MGI:109503 

Galnt11 Chr5:25257599 vDG 2 -0.027 4.03E-11 1.21E-07 
polypeptide N-

acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 11 
protein coding gene MGI:2444392 

1700086L19Rik Chr12:74285044 vDG 3 -0.023 2.89E-10 5.78E-07 RIKEN cDNA 1700086L19 gene protein coding gene MGI:1921534 

Kcnd2 Chr6:21700384 vDG 4 0.022 1.10E-09 1.65E-06 
potassium voltage-gated channel, Shal-

related family, member 2 
protein coding gene MGI:102663 

Ppp2cb Chr8:33603280 vDG 5 -0.064 3.32E-08 3.98E-05 
protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), 

catalytic subunit, b isoform 
protein coding gene MGI:1321161 

Legend: mCG: CpG methylation; Chr: chromosome; FDR: false discovery rate, dDG: dorsal dentate gyrus; vDG: ventral dentate gyrus  
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Table 4.4 Top 5 differentially expressed transcripts (by P-value) in association with mCH in dorsal and ventral mouse dentate gyrus.  

Gene 

name 
Chr:position Tissue Rank 

mCH 

estimate 

mCH               

P-value 

mCG 

FDR 
Gene name description Feature type 

MGI 

Gene/Marker ID 

Rcn1 chr2:105390536 dDG 1 0.355 2.40E-09 1.07E-05 reticulocalbin 1 protein coding gene MGI:104559 

Grm3 chr5:9709659 dDG 2 -0.159 9.47E-09 2.10E-05 glutamate receptor, metabotropic 3 protein coding gene MGI:1351340 

Slit3 chr11:35277380 dDG 3 -0.186 1.13E-06 1.67E-03 slit guidance ligand 3 protein coding gene MGI:1315202 

Cdk5rap2 chr4:70361841 dDG 4 -0.231 6.64E-06 7.37E-03 CDK5 regulatory subunit associated protein 2 protein coding gene MGI:2384875 

Npas3 chr12:53363315 dDG 5 0.217 2.84E-05 2.11E-02 neuronal PAS domain protein 3 protein coding gene MGI:1351610 

Vstm2a chr11:16285206 vDG 1 0.19 6.82E-16 2.77E-12 V-set and transmembrane domain containing 2A protein coding gene MGI:2384826 

Dync1i1 chr6:5861525 vDG 2 0.194 8.92E-15 1.21E-11 dynein cytoplasmic 1 intermediate chain 1 protein coding gene MGI:107743 

Dync1i1 chr6:5961368 vDG 3 0.194 8.92E-15 1.21E-11 dynein cytoplasmic 1 intermediate chain 1 protein coding gene MGI:107743 

Sema5a chr15:32643391 vDG 4 0.195 4.80E-14 4.87E-11 semaphorin 5A protein coding gene MGI:107556 

Tgfb2 chr1:186640735 vDG 5 0.243 2.30E-10 1.86E-07 transforming growth factor, beta 2 protein coding gene MGI:98726 

Legend: mCH: CH methylation; Chr: chromosome; EE: environmental enrichment; dDG: dorsal dentate gyrus; vDG: ventral dentate gyrus; SE: standard error 
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Table 4.5 Top 5 mRNA/EE relationships mediated by mCG in dorsal and ventral mouse dentate gyrus.  

Gene 

name 
Chr:position Tissue IDE b 

IDE 

FDR 
DE b 

DE             

P-value 
TE b 

TE                

P-value 
Status Gene name description 

Feature 

type 

MGI 

Gene/Marker ID 

Pappa Chr4:65276112 dDG 11.3 4.60E-02 5.0 2.45E-01 17.3 < 1E-16 Full mediator 
pregnancy-associated 

plasma protein A PC MGI:97479 

Myo5b Chr18:74659297 dDG -168.0 4.60E-02 -96.2 1.71E-01 -253.6 < 1E-16 Full mediator myosin VB PC MGI:106598 

Tnfrsf19 Chr14:60967710 
dDG -109.4 4.60E-02 -16.1 6.40E-01 -124.4 1.00E-03 Full mediator 

TNF receptor superfamily, 

member 19 PC MGI:1352474 

Ercc4 Chr16:13127072 dDG -28.7 < 1E-16 -3.6 6.98E-01 -32.1 1.60E-03 Full mediator 
excision repair cross-

complementing deficiency PC MGI:1354163 

Smtnl2 Chr11:72403429 dDG -14.1 < 1E-16 -1.2 8.10E-01 -15.3 4.00E-03 Full mediator smoothelin-like 2 PC MGI:2442764 

Frzb Chr2:80428126 vDG -97.8 < 1E-16 57.9 1.21E-01 -54.1 2.88E-02 Full mediator frizzled-related protein PC MGI:892032 

Ror1 
Chr4:100390763 

vDG -18.6 < 1E-16 3.2 7.06E-01 -16.5 1.92E-02 Full mediator 
receptor tyrosine kinase-

like orphan receptor 1 PC MGI:1347520 

Nkain3 
Chr4:20553490 

vDG 234.5 < 1E-16 -178.2 < 1E-16 -61.6 < 1E-16 Partial mediator 
Na+/K+ transporting 

ATPase interacting 3 PC MGI:2444830 

Myo5b Chr18:74556187 vDG 637.4 < 1E-16 -813.5 < 1E-16 -390.7 1.36E-02 Partial mediator myosin VB PC MGI:106598 

Myo5b Chr18:74576505 vDG 553.0 < 1E-16 -767.7 < 1E-16 -389.3 1.52E-02 Partial mediator myosin VB PC MGI:106598 

Legend: EE: environmental enrichment; mCG: CpG methylation; Chr: chromosome; FDR: false discovery rate, IDE: indirect effect; DE: direct effect; TE: total effect; dDG: dorsal 

dentate gyrus; vDG: ventral dentate gyrus; PC: protein coding gene 
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Table 4.6 Top TFBS's enriched for DML's across dorsal and ventral mouse dentate gyrus and analysis pools.  

TFBS Tissue 
Analysis 

pool 

Locus 

type 
Estimate P-value FDR Rank 

N Gene 

Set Genes 

N 

Probes 

N 

Genes 
Represented genes 

ARNT_02 dDG Arm C mCH 4.075 4.59E-05 1.02E-02 1 303 2 2 Rfx4, Catsperd 

TST1_01 dDG Arm C mCH 
3.632 2.82E-04 3.13E-02 

2 
247 11 8 

Gpm6A, Pax6, Plcg2, Ptprk, Zfhx4, Btbd3, Sema5B, 

Csmd3  

CREBP1_Q2 dDG Arm C mCH 3.443 5.75E-04 4.27E-02 3 332 2 1 Grm3 

OCT_C 
dDG Mediation mCG 

3.209 1.33E-03 2.48E-01 
1 

261 10 10 

Mtus1, Gcnt2, C2Cd5, Ebf1, Lpl, Cadm1, Nfia, 

Rab26, Map2K6, Slc6A15 

TST1_01 dDG Mediation mCG 2.923 3.47E-03 2.48E-01 2 247 6 4 Smarca2, Ptprk, Btbd3, Arl4A  

NKX25_02 
dDG Mediation mCG 

2.828 4.68E-03 2.48E-01 
3 

166 21 8 

Foxn3, Zdhhc21, Dab1, Rora, Ntrk2, Lrp1B, Tet1, 

Slc6A15 

FOXO3_01 vDG Arm C mCH 3.085 2.03E-03 1.57E-01 1 207 13 5 Cacna2D1, Lhx9, Rbfox1, Stard13, Pdzrn4  

POU3F2_02 
vDG Arm C mCH 

3.026 2.48E-03 1.57E-01 
2 

189 29 13 
Bmp5, Lyst, Zpld1, Rbpj, Add3, Kalrn, Cadm2, 

Cdh13, Smarca2, Col25A1, Lmo4, Pdzrn4, Slc6A15 

LMO2COM_02 vDG Arm C mCH 2.829 4.67E-03 1.57E-01 3 209 14 5 Rbfox1, Pkia, Stard13, Nr3C1, Vstm2A 

POU3F2_02 vDG Mediation mCG 4.238 2.25E-05 4.55E-03 1 189 11 5 Add3, Kalrn, Cadm2, Cdh13, Col25A1 

STAT5A_02 vDG Mediation mCG 3.537 4.05E-04 3.74E-02 2 251 7 3 Arhgap44, Kalrn, Rbfox1  

LHX3_01 vDG Mediation mCG 3.452 5.56E-04 3.74E-02 3 72 7 3 Arhgap44, Kalrn, Rbfox1   

Legend: TFBS: transcription factor binding site; DML: differentially methylated loci; mCG: CpG methylation; mCH: CH methylation; dDG: dorsal dentate gyrus; vDG: ventral 

dentate gyrus 
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Table 4.7 Top gene ontology biological process and molecular function pathways enriched for mediating mCG loci.  

Geneset ID Tissue 
Analysis 

pool 

Locus 

type 

Geneset 

type 
Description Estimate P-value FDR 

N Geneset 

genes 

N Geneset 

peak genes 
Rank 

GO:0001649 dDG Arm C mCH BP osteoblast differentiation 4.4 8.80E-06 2.29E-02 220 11 1 

GO:0045667 dDG Arm C mCH BP regulation of osteoblast differentiation 3.9 1.03E-04 5.85E-02 134 9 2 

GO:0001754 dDG Arm C mCH BP eye photoreceptor cell differentiation 3.9 1.12E-04 5.85E-02 53 8 3 

GO:0003707 dDG Arm C mCH MF steroid hormone receptor activity 3.1 1.78E-03 1.76E-01 58 13 31 

GO:0004879 dDG Arm C mCH 
MF 

RNA pol II transcription factor activity, ligand-

activated sequence-specific DNA binding 
3.1 1.78E-03 1.76E-01 46 13 32 

GO:0098531 dDG Arm C mCH 
MF 

transcription factor activity, direct ligand 

regulated sequence-specific DNA binding 
3.1 1.78E-03 1.76E-01 46 13 33 

GO:0097529 dDG Mediation mCG BP myeloid leukocyte migration 2.9 3.30E-03 5.35E-01 164 3 1 

GO:0072507 dDG Mediation mCG BP divalent inorganic cation homeostasis 2.9 3.67E-03 5.35E-01 454 6 2 

GO:0002440 dDG Mediation mCG BP 
production of molecular mediator of immune 

response 
2.9 4.33E-03 5.35E-01 173 3 3 

GO:0009416 dDG Mediation mCG MF steroid binding 2.6 9.23E-03 3.46E-01 98 8 16 

GO:0048565 dDG Mediation mCG MF sterol binding 2.6 9.23E-03 3.46E-01 41 8 17 

GO:0055123 dDG Mediation mCG MF guanyl nucleotide binding 2.6 9.48E-03 3.46E-01 363 7 19 

GO:0043266 vDG Arm C mCH BP regulation of potassium ion transport 3.9 9.10E-05 1.11E-01 93 14 3 

GO:1901379 
vDG Arm C mCH BP 

regulation of potassium ion transmembrane 

transport 3.9 9.10E-05 1.11E-01 66 14 
4 

GO:0034764 vDG Arm C mCH BP positive regulation of transmembrane transport 3.7 2.14E-04 1.11E-01 134 22 5 

GO:0015459 vDG Arm C mCH MF potassium channel regulator activity 3.9 8.92E-05 2.04E-02 39 14 1 

GO:0099106 vDG Arm C mCH MF ion channel regulator activity 3.9 8.92E-05 2.04E-02 78 14 2 

GO:0016247 vDG Arm C mCH MF channel regulator activity 3.4 6.48E-04 5.85E-02 121 16 11 

GO:0002791 vDG Mediation mCG BP regulation of peptide secretion 4.2 2.81E-05 2.63E-02 453 14 1 

GO:0072659 vDG Mediation mCG BP protein localization to plasma membrane 3.8 1.26E-04 2.63E-02 224 7 2 

GO:0022604 vDG Mediation mCG BP regulation of cell morphogenesis 3.7 2.36E-04 2.63E-02 451 14 3 

GO:0004674 vDG Mediation mCG MF protein serine/threonine kinase activity 3.7 2.58E-04 7.55E-02 438 16 11 

GO:0030676 vDG Mediation mCG MF Rac guanyl-nucleotide exchange factor activity 3.4 6.55E-04 9.59E-02 15 5 25 

GO:0005516 vDG Mediation mCG MF calmodulin binding 2.4 1.52E-02 3.88E-01 182 12 95 

Legend: mCG: CpG methylation; mCH: non-CpG methylation; BP: biological process; MF: molecular function; FDR: false discovery rate 
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Table 4.8 Cross-species mCG mapping between human hg38 and mouse mm10 genomes with differential mCG results (Arm B).  

Human Illumina 

probe ID 

Human 

module 

Human HGCN  

symbol 
Tissue 

Mouse 

Chr:position 

Mouse MGI  

symbol 

EE 

estimate 

EE             

P-value 

DML 

rank 

Gene 

body 
TSS/promoter 

cg10189441 Thistle2 SERINC5 dDG chr13:92693210 Serinc5 -4.557 1.53E-02 79210 TRUE FALSE 

cg01289218 Thistle2 RBM46 dDG chr3:82876701 Rbm46 -1.129 3.02E-02 124244 FALSE TRUE 

cg01827861 Thistle2 RBM46 dDG chr3:82876701 Rbm46 -1.129 3.02E-02 124244 FALSE TRUE 

cg08282428 Thistle2 RBM46 dDG chr3:82876701 Rbm46 -1.129 3.02E-02 124244 FALSE TRUE 

cg22103164 Thistle2 RBM46 dDG chr3:82876701 Rbm46 -1.129 3.02E-02 124244 FALSE TRUE 

cg22496683 Thistle2 RBM46 dDG chr3:82876701 Rbm46 -1.129 3.02E-02 124244 FALSE TRUE 

cg23483495 Thistle2 RBM46 dDG chr3:82876701 Rbm46 -1.129 3.02E-02 124244 FALSE TRUE 

cg01583753 Thistle2 CDKL4 dDG chr17:80577026 Cdkl4 4.909 6.76E-02 350123 FALSE TRUE 

cg09834706 Thistle2 CDKL4 dDG chr17:80577026 Cdkl4 4.909 6.76E-02 350123 FALSE TRUE 

cg12302982 Thistle2 CDKL4 dDG chr17:80577026 Cdkl4 4.909 6.76E-02 350123 FALSE TRUE 

cg00722631 Pink4 SEMA5A vDG chr15:32242559 Sema5a 3.185 7.41E-02 321375 FALSE TRUE 

cg00722631 Pink4 SEMA5A vDG chr15:32242493 Sema5a 1.145 8.02E-02 343989 FALSE TRUE 

cg01289218 Thistle2 RBM46 vDG chr3:82876684 Rbm46 4.064 1.08E-01 441721 FALSE TRUE 

cg01827861 Thistle2 RBM46 vDG chr3:82876684 Rbm46 4.064 1.08E-01 441721 FALSE TRUE 

cg08282428 Thistle2 RBM46 vDG chr3:82876684 Rbm46 4.064 1.08E-01 441721 FALSE TRUE 

cg22103164 Thistle2 RBM46 vDG chr3:82876684 Rbm46 4.064 1.08E-01 441721 FALSE TRUE 

cg22496683 Thistle2 RBM46 vDG chr3:82876684 Rbm46 4.064 1.08E-01 441721 FALSE TRUE 

cg23483495 Thistle2 RBM46 vDG chr3:82876684 Rbm46 4.064 1.08E-01 441721 FALSE TRUE 

cg15150970 Maroon DNMT3A vDG chr12:3893206 Dnmt3a -0.868 1.22E-01 494814 FALSE TRUE 

cg10189441 Thistle2 SERINC5 vDG chr13:92693210 Serinc5 -2.237 1.27E-01 510307 TRUE FALSE 

Legend: mCG: CpG methylation; hg38: human genome build 38; mm10: mouse genome build 10; Chr: chromosome; DML: differentially methylated loci; TSS: 

transcription start site 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 General Discussion 

 Overall, this body of work used novel genome-scale bioinformatics approaches to 

investigate underlying epigenetic profiles associated with, and/or potentially responsible for, the 

biological embedding of both adverse and enriching external environments. It provided novel 

insights to the fields of stress, trauma, and psychiatric illness by providing network-level and 

locus-specific peripheral biomarkers of adverse social exposures (ASEs) (such as family 

emotional health (FEH) and childhood trauma), and by identifying peripheral epigenetic 

correlates of neural endophenotypes of psychiatric illness. The current body of work also 

identified potentially mechanistic locus-specific epigenetic mediators of the biological 

embedding of environmental enrichment (EE) in the dorsal and ventral subregions of the mouse 

dentate gyrus (dDG; vDG).  

 One of the major overarching themes of this work is the potential for peripheral 

epigenetic measures to index ASE-associated variability in genes/loci associated with the 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA)-axis, immune system, and central nervous system (CNS). 

While previous studies have focused on peripheral epigenetic measures in relation to adverse 

exposures or neural endophenotypes of psychiatric illnesses, few studies to date have 

incorporated these three disparate data types in pointed investigations into peripheral epigenetic 

signatures indexing the relationships between ASEs, epigenetic measures, and neural 

endophenotypes of psychiatric illness, or the potential epigenetic mechanisms explaining the 

biological embedding of ASEs.  
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To address these gaps, our first study applied genome-scale bioinformatics approaches to 

assess whether saliva-derived CpG 5mC (CpG methylation; mCG) clusters might statistically 

mediate the relationship between poor FEH, as experienced during childhood, and hemisphere-

specific fronto-limbic grey matter volume (neural endophenotypes of psychiatric illness).  

To this end, we found that exposure to poor FEH during childhood was associated with 

lower hippocampus and amygdala grey matter volume (in a hemisphere-specific manner), and 

that a subset of saliva-derived mCG clusters statistically mediated these relationships. Cluster-

wide and probe-specific results implied that the association of poor childhood FEH with right 

hippocampal volume was indexed by peripheral epigenetic signatures related to mediation of the 

immune response, CNS cell migration, TGF-B signaling, and cytoskeletal organization. On the 

other hand, the association of poor childhood FEH with right amygdala volume was indexed and 

statistically mediated by signatures relevant to synapse development, neurotransmitter signal 

transduction, and cytoskeleton organization. Our methylome analysis highlighted the enrichment 

of stress-activated MAPK, beta-amyloid clearance, and cytokine receptor activity pathways in 

association with poor FEH. Overall, we posit that these FEH-associated epigenetic signatures 

could function as proxies of altered fronto-limbic grey matter volume associated with poor 

childhood FEH, and that peripheral epigenetic signatures indexing our relationships of interest 

may be explained by TGF-B- and/or MAPK-driven peripheral inflammation related to the 

development of psychiatric illness. 

 Our second study took a similar approach as in Chapter 2, while focusing on ASEs in a 

trauma-exposed, all female, majority African American (AA) cohort (Grady Trauma Project; 

GTP) with blood-derived mCG measurements. We focused specifically on the GTP because AA 

women are subject to elevated risk of PTSD-related psychiatric illness development and 
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persistence, but the mechanisms underlying that elevated risk are unclear. As in Chapter 2, we 

investigated whether clusters of peripheral mCG measurements statistically mediated the relation 

between ASEs and fronto-limbic grey matter volume. Besides cohort composition, a key 

difference between Chapters 2 and 3, however, was the inclusion of surface area (SA) and 

cortical thickness (CT) measures across discrete sub-sections of the frontal cortex.  

We found that participants reporting low household income had lower amygdala grey 

matter volume than those reporting higher household incomes. Mirroring findings from cohorts 

enriched for stress, trauma, and psychiatric illness, we also found that childhood trauma burden 

(CTQ) was negatively associated with rostral medial frontal gyrus (RMFG) SA, and that this 

relationship was mediated and indexed by two clusters of mCG probes with gene functions 

related to immune signaling, cytoskeletal organization, methyltransferase activity, and 

endothelial growth factor pathways. Our methylome analysis highlighted the enrichment of 

phospholipase C (PLC) and inositol activation signaling pathways, which are major mechanisms 

of neuronal and hormonal signal transduction, in association with CTQ. Once again, we posit 

that the peripheral epigenetic signatures indexing our relationship of interest may be explained 

by peripheral inflammation, but that epigenetic regulation of the PLC and inositol signaling 

pathways may be dysregulated in association with CTQ. 

 Another major theme of the current work is the potential for mCG and non-CpG 5mC 

(mCH) to be mechanisms by which the external environment biologically embeds itself into the 

physiology of an organism, thereby leaving a temporally stable footprint on the genome through 

which downstream biological processes may be altered. In the case of Zhang et al 2018, 

researchers observed increased volume of both hippocampal poles, and increased newborn 

neuron count in the dorsal and ventral dentate gyrus (dDG; vDG) in response to EE[121]. 
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Through next-generation sequencing of a separate cohort of mice exposed to the same EE 

paradigm, researchers also identified differentially methylation regions (DMRs) in these same 

hippocampal sub-regions, which correlated with mRNA expression across a limited number of 

genomic regions. This cohort of animals with molecular data formed the basis of the secondary 

data analysis performed in Chapter 4. Their research did not, however, clearly investigate the 

locus-specific effects of EE on mCG/mCH, or the potential mediating effects of mCG/mCH on 

the relationship between EE and differential mRNA transcription. 

Taking an approach which posited that the effects of ASEs and EE operate on similar 

underlying neurobiological substrates, and that bi-directional alterations to underlying molecular 

regulatory networks may be at play in response to these divergent exposures, we sought to 

determine whether mCG or mCH causally mediated the relationship between EE and mRNA 

transcription. We hypothesized that the transcription start sites (mCG), promoter regions (mCG), 

gene bodies (mCH), and transcription factor binding sites (mCG/mCH) underlying differentially 

expressed genes (DEGs) would be enriched with these mediating loci. We posited that 

enrichment of these features could be related to the increased hippocampal volume and newborn 

neuron count observed in the separate cohort of animals, but were unable to assess this position.  

We found 404 fully-mediating mCG loci in dDG, and 211 in vDG. Both the MAPK and 

TNF-B signaling pathways were implicated in the biological embedding of EE, albeit to differing 

degrees between dDG and vDG. Furthermore, it appeared that the MAPK and TGF-B signaling 

cascades could have been operating in response to EE in spatio-temporally specific patterns 

within the dentate gyrus, with epigenetic regulation of these pathways observed through 

divergent epigenetic mechanisms (mCG and mCH respectively). Numerous mediating loci were 

identified in genes with distinct roles in hippocampal development, psychiatric illness, and 
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neurodevelopmental disorders including Dab1, Rora, Card14, Kalrn, and Cdh13. Epigenetic 

regulation of gene expression through differential mCG was observed at a higher degree in dDG 

than in vDG, whereas the opposite was true of mCH in vDG versus dDG. In assessing the 

biological process and molecular function pathways enriched for mediating mCG loci and 

mRNA-correlated mCH loci in mouse dentate gyrus, we found signatures of epigenetic 

regulation that largely mirror results from our work in Chapters 2 with human ASEs. The 

findings of the current study inform divergent molecular mechanisms of the biologic embedding 

of EE on a locus-specific, epigenetic mechanism-specific, and hippocampal sub-region-specific 

basis. These findings could be used in the future to drive pointed locus-specific investigations of 

hippocampal development psychiatric illness etiology in humans. 

 

5.2 Childhood versus Adult Exposures 

 The ASEs of interest investigated across Chapters 2 and 3 could be grossly classified into 

two groups, dependent upon the developmental period in which the ASEs were experienced. In 

this manner, FEH and CTQ are distinct from the other exposure of interest, in that they capture 

experiences throughout earlier stages of development, as opposed to adulthood (as in the case of 

low income, and adult trauma burden). Given the sensitivity of CNS development to stress and 

trauma during early developmental stages and the temporally stable nature of mCG, it follows 

that the relationships between FEH/CTQ and neural endophenotypes of psychiatric illness were 

statistically mediated by mCG clusters. In other words, adverse environments or trauma, as 

experienced during childhood, interact with neural substrates that are already primed towards 

plasticity, partially through epigenetic mechanisms. To this end, pre-frontal cortex vulnerability 

is specifically heightened due to its protracted maturation into early adulthood[309]. On the other 
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hand, the hippocampus exhibits developmental malleability in part due to the generation of adult-

born neurons, a process which is influenced by experiences throughout the organisms life[310]. 

The malleable neural substrates and their accompanying epigenetic regulators are therefore 

highly susceptible to external inputs, which may leave a lasting impression.  

On the other hand, we did observe relationships between adult exposures and CNS 

morphometry measures, such as the relationship between low income and low amygdala grey 

matter volume. We posit that the lack of mediating mCG clusters for these types of relationships 

could be potentially attributed to indirect pathways of effect between the environmental 

exposures and outcomes of interest. More specifically, it is well-known that socioeconomic 

disadvantage experienced during childhood portends a range of negative outcomes in adulthood 

relating to educational achievement and economic circumstances[311]. It is feasible, therefore, 

that latent childhood ASEs could represent the ultimate source of the association between low 

household income in adulthood and low amygdala grey matter volume, and that our testing 

framework failed to facilitate the identification of mCG clusters relating to this. On the other side 

of the putative causal pathway, it is equally feasible that low household income in adulthood 

facilitates exposure to other potentially detrimental factors or a lack of exposure to supporting 

factors. These factors could more directly mediate the relationship between low income and 

amygdala grey matter volume, and could potentially be biological embedded at a greater 

magnitude that low income itself. Such factors could include lack of access to quality health care 

or mental health care, lack of access to other avenues of institutional support, or lack of social 

capital, among others.  

Understanding the degree to which a study participants’ broader environment and 

household provide adversity versus support could be instrumental in defining the dynamics of 
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the biological embedding of such environments. In addition, collecting longitudinal ASE-related 

and molecular data from childhood through adulthood could help to address these issues, 

although the financial and logistical burdens associated with such as study are readily apparent. 

 

5.3 Cytokine Signaling and the Hippocampus 

 Of additional interest are the similarities in the epigenetic signatures observed when 

comparing results from Chapters 2 (FEH) and 4 (EE), specifically in the context of the 

hippocampus. The FEH/right hippocampal volume relationship was indexed by peripheral 

epigenetic signatures related to CNS cell migration, TGF-B signaling, and cytoskeletal 

organization, while FEH-associated enriched methylomic pathways included terms relating to 

cytokine receptor activity and regulation of osteoblast differentiation.  

We posit that our observation of enriched TGF-B signaling and cytokine receptor activity 

pathways, in the context of Chapter 2, could be representative of macrophage or microglia-

mediated release of TGF-B and other anti-inflammatory cytokines. Recently, it has become 

known that the blood brain barrier (BBB) and other areas of PNS versus CNS interaction can 

actively transport immune cells, immune molecules (such as pro-inflammatory or anti-

inflammatory cytokines), or immune signals from the periphery to the CNS[312]. These newly 

discovered mechanisms may help to explain why we are able to observe these signatures in 

peripheral tissue. Alternatively, observations of these signatures in peripheral tissue may be due 

in part to microglia activation throughout the peripheral nervous system. We further posit that 

these processes could potentially be indicative of a temporally stable compensatory 

neuroprotective process associated with poor childhood FEH induced neuroinflammation, or a 
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dysregulation of the epigenetic regulatory mechanisms of the microglia-mediated pro-

inflammatory or anti-inflammatory processes.  

In the context of Chapter 4, we posit that our observation of osteoblast differentiation is 

potentially representative of signaling through the TGF-B pathway towards hippocampal neuron 

maturation. We raise that certain members of the TGF-B signaling ligand family, such as bone 

morphogenetic proteins, play marked roles in osteoblast differentiation[301] and specialized 

roles in hippocampal neurons critical to dendrite formation[302], axon guidance[303], and 

synaptic stability[304]; these processes require dynamic remodeling of both actin and 

microtubule assemblies[305]. Our observation that pathways in the DG were enriched for 

migration/differentiation of myeloid precursor cell activity is another indicator of the potential 

involvement of microglia, as microglia are derived from the myeloid lineage[313].  

It appears then, that FEH and EE, although diametrically opposed in regard to their 

physiological and cognitive effects, could potentially operate on similar underlying 

neurobiological substrates, through similar cellular and molecular mechanisms, regulated in part 

through similar epigenetic mediators. However, the diverging point in the above-outlined 

hypothetical model at which FEH and EE begin to exert their opposing downstream 

physiological and cognitive effects is unclear.  

 

5.4 Moving Forward  

 The current research presents novel findings regarding peripheral epigenetic correlates of 

psychiatric illness neural endophenotypes, and potentially mechanistic locus-specific epigenetic 

mediators of the biological embedding of EE in the mouse dentate gyrus, while highlighting 

common underlying molecular pathways through which ASEs and EE potentially bi-
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directionally exert their effects. However, additional steps should be taken in the future that 

could help to inform psychiatric illness risk/resilience factors, and mechanisms of psychiatric 

illness onset, prognosis, and therapy response. 

In the past, the field of oncology served as a “proving ground” for epigenetic 

research[314]. Eventually, the measures and methodologies used to study cancer were 

transferred to the study of psychiatric illness, stress, and trauma as researchers focused on how it 

was possible for our psychosocial environment to “get under the skin”. Currently within the field 

of oncology, researchers in both the academic-sphere and in the private sector are pushing 

towards the inclusion of multi-omic and multi-modal data sets to further drive our understanding 

of cancer and the identification of novel therapeutic agents[315]. Moving forward, researchers 

investigating epigenetic contributions to psychiatric illness should once again look to the field of 

oncology and follow suit in incorporating both multi-omic and multi-modal arrays of data into 

their analyses. The eventual incorporation of genomic, epigenomic, and transcriptomic molecular 

data in tandem with structural and functional neuroimaging measures could eventually push 

research towards a more multi-system-level representation of psychiatric illness. These models 

could serve as a basis to investigate interactions between the different biological domains 

affected by ASEs or EE.  

Super-charging the potential of these multi-modal datasets, would be the longitudinal 

collection of such data. Depending on the specific questions at hand, researchers could utilize a 

number of longitudinal approaches. One such approach could be the identification and 

subsequent enrollment of “high-risk” individuals through prior familial diagnoses. Other 

methods could include the enrollment of participants with newly onset psychiatric illnesses, or 
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participants with a newly started therapy regimen. These strategies would help to inform 

mechanisms of disease onset, prognosis, and therapy response.  

An important question worth posing, though, is whether researchers should continue to 

group study participants based on diagnoses alone. In recent years, considerable effort has been 

put forth towards the continued development of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders, Version Five (DSM 5)[29]. This manual, commonly used by mental health care 

practitioners to inform their assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of psychiatric illnesses, 

categorizes these illnesses based largely on the magnitude and range of symptom constellations 

exhibited by a patient. To this end, many psychiatric illnesses share symptoms and are 

commonly comorbid with one another[22, 316]. These relationships strongly hint towards 

common etiologies between illnesses. On this notion, identifying discrete symptom clusters of 

psychiatric illness for use as new study endpoints, as opposed to categorical diagnoses, could 

facilitate additional insights into the biological networks underlying such diseases.  

In addition, the continued development of endophenotypes, or intermediate phenotypes 

that fill the gap between underlying genomic sequence and psychiatric illness diagnoses (or 

ideally symptom clusters), is paramount to identifying the etiology of such illnesses. These could 

take the form of structural or functional neuroimaging measures, collected through methods such 

as functional MRI (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), or diffusion tensor imaging 

(DTI). They could also include measures taken from other physiological systems, such as the 

HPA-axis or immune system (cortisol[49], C-reactive protein[317], blood leukocyte 

composition[318], cytokines[62], etc).   

The aforementioned, and idealized, paths forward are largely the focus of the National 

Institute of Mental Health’s (NIMH) Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) initiative[319, 320]. In 
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brief, RDoC is a novel research framework meant to facilitate the investigation of the biological 

and psychosocial bases of psychiatric illness. It implores the eventual dismissal of categorical 

psychiatric illness diagnoses as the use of study endpoints, in favor of using deconstructed 

elements or core features of such categories. One example of this could include focusing a study 

on identifying physiological features associated with heightened startle reactivity in participants 

across a range of psychiatric diagnoses.  

Through the application of the RDoC framework to multi-modal/omic, longitudinal, and 

symptom-oriented studies that focus inquisition on the biological and psychosocial bases of 

psychiatric illness, future researchers can begin to gather insights on causal mechanisms of 

illness onset versus resultant physiological or psychological effects of such illnesses. This path 

could also prove fruitful regarding the development of efficacious and replicable predictive 

biomarkers of disease onset, prognosis, or therapy response, hopefully cutting across stratifying 

factors such as genomic ancestry and race, or biological sex and gender. Such as path would 

hopefully inform further education and legislation regarding psychiatric illness prevention and 

intervention, while reducing the immense disease burden of psychiatric illness across the United 

States, and the world as a whole.  
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS – CHAPTER 2 

 

The supplementary excel file (“Chapter2_SupplementalTables_JP.xlsx”) includes results 

from numerous analyses performed throughout Chapter 2. The “SuppTabA1.MentalHealthDX” 

tab (Supplementary Table A.1) contains a cohort-level summary of lifetime mental health 

disorder diagnoses. The “SuppTabA2.FHQquestionnaire” tab (Supplementary Table A.2) 

contains the questions used to generate our retrospective measure of FEH. The 

“SuppTabA3.FEHpredictsMEs” tab contains Supplementary Table A.3 and includes results from 

Arm B analyses where family emotional health (FEH) was used as an independent variable to 

predict module eigengene (ME) value. The “SuppTabA4.MEpredBRV” tab (Supplementary 

Table A.4) contains results from Arm C analyses where MEs were used as independent variables 

to predict brain region volume (BRV) of fronto-limbic brain regions. The 

“SuppTabA5.ProbeSpecificAnnot” tab (Supplementary Table A.5) contains annotation 

information for probes from partially and fully mediating modules. The 

“SuppTabA6.ProbeMediation” tab (Supplementary Table A.6) contains results from probe-wise 

mediation analyses. The “SuppTabA7.CondensedGSEA” tab (Supplementary Table A.7) 

contains Revigo-condensed GSEA results of the family emotional health-associated methylome.  
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APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS – CHAPTER 3 

 

The supplementary excel file (“Chapter3_SupplementalTables_JP.xlsx”) includes results 

from numerous analyses performed throughout Chapter 3. The “SuppTabB1.ASEpredictME” tab 

contains Supplementary Table B.1 and includes results from Arm B analyses where adverse 

social exposures (ASEs) were used as independent variables to predict module eigengene (ME) 

value. The “SuppTabB2.MEpredictFLBM” tab (Supplementary Table B.2) contains results from 

Arm C analyses where MEs were used as independent variables to fronto-limbic brain 

morphology measures. The “SuppTabB3.ProbeMediationFull” tab (Supplementary Table B.3) 

results from probe-wise mediation analyses from modules that were full mediators. The 

“SuppTabB4.CondensedGSEA” tab (Supplementary Table B.4) contains Revigo-condensed 

GSEA results of the childhood trauma burden-associated methylome.  
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APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS – CHAPTER 4 

 

C.1 Supplementary Figures and Tables 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure C.1 Comparison of Zhang et al 2018 log fold-change difference between EE and SH groups in dDG (A), and vDG (B) versus log Z-

value derived from hypothesis tests of environmental enrichment effect on mRNA expression. Plots show strong concordance in direction of effect and 

magnitude of effect between the two methodologies (Zhang vs. Pfeiffer). 
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The supplementary excel file (“Chapter4_SupplementalTables_JP.xlsx”) includes results 

from numerous analyses performed throughout Chapter 4.  

The “SuppTabC1.dDG_RNAseq” tab contains Supplementary Table C.1 and includes 

nominally significant results from RNAseq analyses performed in dDG (Arm A). The 

“SuppTabC2.dDG_GSEA” tab contains Supplementary Table C.2 and includes nominally 

significant results from GSEA of DEGs from Arm A in dDG. The “SuppTabC3.vDG_RNAseq” 

tab contains Supplementary Table C.3 and includes nominally significant results from RNAseq 

analyses performed in vDG (Arm A). The “SuppTabC4.vDG_GSEA” tab contains 

Supplementary Table C.4 and includes nominally significant results from GSEA of DEGs from 

Arm A in vDG.  

The “SuppTabC5.dDG_mCG” tab contains Supplementary Table C.5 and includes 

nominally significant differential methylation (mCG) results as performed in dDG (Arm B). The 

“SuppTabC6.vDG_mCG” tab contains Supplementary Table C.6 and includes nominally 

significant differential methylation (mCG) results as performed in vDG (Arm B). The 

“SuppTabC7.dDG_mCH” tab contains Supplementary Table C.7 and includes nominally 

significant differential methylation (mCH) results as performed in dDG (Arm B). The 

“SuppTabC8.vDG_mCH” tab contains Supplementary Table C.8 and includes nominally 

significant differential methylation (mCH) results as performed in vDG (Arm B). 

The “SuppTabC9.dDG_mCG_ArmC” tab contains Supplementary Table C.9 and 

includes all results from Arm C analyses assessing the effect of mCG on dDG mRNA 

transcription. The “SuppTabC10.vDG_mCG_ArmC” tab contains Supplementary Table C.10 

and includes all results from Arm C analyses assessing the effect of mCG on vDG mRNA 
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transcription. The “SuppTabC11.dDG_mCG_ArmC” tab contains Supplementary Table C.11 

and includes all results from Arm C analyses assessing the effect of mCH on dDG mRNA 

transcription. The “SuppTabC12.vDG_mCG_ArmC” tab contains Supplementary Table C.12 

and includes all results from Arm C analyses assessing the effect of mCH on vDG mRNA 

transcription. 

The “SuppTabC13.dDG_mCG_mediation” tab contains Supplementary Table C.13 and 

includes all results from mediation analyses testing the mediating status of locus-specific mCG 

sites between environmental enrichment and mRNA transcription in dDG. The 

“SuppTabC14.vDG_mCG_mediation” tab contains Supplementary Table C.14 and includes all 

results from mediation analyses testing the mediating status of locus-specific mCG sites between 

environmental enrichment and mRNA transcription in vDG. 

The “SuppTabC15.ortho_mapping” tab contains Supplementary Table C.15 and includes 

results from analyses mapping human loci to mouse orthologue genes. The 

“SuppTabC16.dDG_ortho_mapping” tab contains Supplementary Table C.16 and includes 

results from analyses where we first identified sequence specific orthologue mappings between 

human and mouse loci, and then used those mappings to assess whether the loci were 

differentially methylated in mouse dDG. The “SuppTabC17.vDG_ortho_mapping” tab contains 

Supplementary Table C.17 and includes results from analyses where we first identified sequence 

specific orthologue mappings between human and mouse loci, and then used those mappings to 

assess whether the loci were differentially methylated in mouse vDG.  


